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Abstract

The Internet plays a crucial role in many facets of our everyday lives and

has attracted the attention of malicious actors. This dissertation explores the

central and crucial role that domain names and digital certificates play in our

online interactions, and how this role can be used, or is lacking, for securing the

Internet against these actors. It also provides a significant contribution towards

generating a stronger interest in the field of information security in students,

and thereby to a better education of the information security industry.

Firstly, it investigates how the relationship between domain names and

digital certificates can be used for the detection of phishing attacks at an early

stage. By producing a framework for collecting domains and certificates at

scale – and allowing for convenient post-analysis of this data – it provides a

foundation for further domain name-based research. Differences between cer-

tificates issued for phishing domains and other domains are identified, show-

ing (among others) that these certificates have both a relationship to phishing

domains and benign domains. This ‘ambiguous’ relationship between certifi-

cates and domains is then further explored by training a machine learning

model for identifying the likelihood of certificates being used in phishing at-

tacks. This dissertation also provides insight into network traffic that, from a

domain name perspective, is invisible, and concludes that domain name (and

certificate) based security is unable to block a significant fraction of network

traffic.

Secondly, the dissertation addresses the specific role of digital certificates in

Android, and the implications this role has on the trustworthiness of published

apps. Whereas certificates usually provide a guarantee about the identity of the

certificate owner in other systems, this is not the case for Android. As a result,

end users, regulators and security researchers cannot rely on this certificate

information for any meaningful identification of the developer behind an app.

Lastly, this thesis contributes with a novel virtualized training platform

for security education, Haaukins, that fulfills a need that was previously not
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met: the ability to quickly set up short penetration testing training sessions

for inexperienced students. The major design considerations of this platform

have been documented along the way and are included in this dissertation.



Resumé

Internettet spiller en afgørende rolle i mange aspekter af vores hverdag og har

tiltrukket opmærksomhed fra ondsindede aktører. Denne afhandling under-

søger den centrale og afgørende rolle, som domænenavne og digitale certi-

fikater spiller i vores online-interaktioner, og hvordan denne rolle kan bruges,

eller er utilstrækkelig, til at sikre Internettet mod disse aktører. Afhandlingen

yder også et betydeligt bidrag til at skabe en større interesse for informa-

tionssikkerhed hos studerende og derved til et højere uddannelsesniveau i

informationssikkerhedsindustrien.

For det første undersøger afhandlingen, hvordan forholdet mellem domæ-

nenavne og digitale certifikater kan bruges til at opdage phishing-angreb på et

tidligt tidspunkt. Ved at producere et framework til indsamling af domæner

og certifikater i stor skala — og give mulighed for praktisk efteranalyse af

disse data — dannes grundlaget for yderligere domænenavnsbaseret forskn-

ing. Herefter identificeres forskelle mellem certifikater udstedt til phishing-

domæner og certifikater udstedt til andre domæner, hvilket blandt andet

viser, at disse certifikater både har en relation til phishing-domæner og go-

dartede domæner. Dette ‘tvetydige forhold mellem certifikater og domæner

udforskes derefter yderligere ved at træne en maskinlæringsmodel til at iden-

tificere sandsynligheden for, at certifikater bruges i phishing-angreb. Resul-

taterne fra afhandlingen giver også indsigt i netværkstrafik, der fra et domæ-

nenavnsperspektiv er usynligt, og konkluderer, at domænenavns-/certifikat-

baseret sikkerhed ikke er i stand til at blokere ondsindet netværkstrafik i bety-

deligt omfang.

For det andet omhandler afhandlingen den rolle, som digitale certifikater

spiller i Android, og hvilke konsekvenser disse har for pålideligheden af pub-

licerede apps. Mens certifikater normalt giver en garanti for identiteten af

certifikatindehaveren i andre systemer, er dette ikke tilfældet for Android.

Afhandlingen viser yderligere, at tilsynsmyndigheder og sikkerhedsforskere

som følge heraf ikke kan bruge disse certifikatoplysninger til meningsfyldt at
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identificere udviklederen af en app.

Endelig har dette ph.d. projekt, bidraget til en ny virtualiseret træningsplat-

form til IT-sikkerhedsuddannelse, kaldet Haaukins, der opfylder et behov, der

tidligere ikke var opfyldt: muligheden for hurtigt at oprette korte penetrationstest-

træningssessioner for studerende uden tidligere sikkerheds-viden/-erfaring.

De overordnede designovervejelser for denne platform er blevet dokumenteret

undervejs og indgår i denne behandling.
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Preface

This Ph.D. dissertation is the result of a four-year effort and is organized as

a collection of papers. The dissertation is composed of three parts, with Part

I providing the motivation for, the background of, and the context of the

main contributions of the dissertation. Part II consists of the papers written

during the duration of the Ph.D. project, and Part III reflects on this work in a

discussion and conclusion.

The dissertation is composed of seven papers, four of which I am the main

author, and the remaining three are co-authored by me. The contribution

to each paper is outlined in co-author statements, distributed to the PhD

committee prior to the defense. The papers, as they appear in this dissertation,

are unchanged from their published and submitted form beside the layout and

minor spelling corrections.

List of publications The following papers comprise the research contribu-

tions made during the Ph.D. project. At the time of the dissertation submission,

three of these papers have been published, one is accepted but unpublished

(*), two are currently in review (†), one is in preparation for submission (‡),

and one is not included in this dissertation (§).
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ing Technologies (ICALT)”, 2019

2. T.K. Panum, K. Hageman, R.H. Hansen, J.M. Pedersen, “Towards Ad-

versarial Phishing Detection”, in “The 13th USENIX Workshop on Cyber
Security Experimentation and Test (CSET 20)”, 2020

§

3. G.M. Mennecozzi, K. Hageman, T.K. Panum, A. Türkmen, RV. Mah-

moud, J.M. Pedersen, “Bridging the Gap: Adapting a Security Education
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Platform to a New Audience”, in “The IEEE Global Engineering Education
Conference (EDUCON 2021)”, 2021
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Chapter 1

Motivation

The security community has engaged with malicious actors in a decade-long

arms race to defend Internet users against numerous types of attacks. Defense

mechanisms that are being put in place may become obsolete if malicious

actors find their way around them, thus raising the need for novel defense

and mitigation strategies. Furthermore, new developments on the Internet

change the landscape continuously, through the adaptation of new technical

proposals or new trends that change how users interact with the Internet. The

implication of this ongoing arms race and changing landscape is that both

Danish [1] and international [2] end users and businesses remain vulnerable

for digital attacks.

Malicious activities on the Internet are diverse in their methodology, type of

victims, and goals. The purpose for examples can range from financial gain [3],

to political espionage [4] or digital warfare [5], and their methodologies can

range from obtaining sensitive data to bringing down a particular service [6].

One class of attacks relies on malicious software or malware, to be installed

on a victim’s computer system. There are various ways for this software to

infect a computer system, such as worms (i.e., software that propagates itself

across a network) or drive-by-downloads (i.e., the victim is unaware that the

software is downloaded and installed [7]) Another class of attacks operates

fully remotely, such as phishing (i.e., the victim is deceived into disclosing

sensitive information [8]) or denial of service attacks (i.e., the operation of

a legitimate service is disrupted). The remainder of this chapter highlights

several impactful problem domains with Internet abuse.
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CHAPTER 1. MOTIVATION

Phishing This attack is characterized by the persuasion of victims into per-

forming actions through impersonation and deception [8]. Victims are typ-

ically contacted via automated means, such as email or text messages. The

general purpose is to convince the victim to disclose sensitive information –

such as login credentials or credit card information – by impersonating a le-

gitimate entity. It is common for the attacker to refer the victim to a website,

that looks indistinguishable from a legitimate one, intended to increase the

perceived trustworthiness of the site.

Since its conception in the 90s, phishing attacks have received scrutiny

from the security community, and a variety of mitigation techniques have been

proposed, including browser-based protection system [9] and phishing email

detection mechanisms [10, 11]. This Anti-Phishing Working Group (AWPG)

reports hundreds of thousands of such websites monthly [12], showing that

the problem is still rampant. According to an estimation, the cost of conducting

a phishing attack targeting a hundred thousand victims is less than $30 [13].

This, in combination with access to phishing kits – off-the-shelf software that

can be used to easily set up a phishing attack with limited technical knowledge

– makes the barrier to entry low [14]. Several studies have shown the lack of

awareness in users [15, 16], illustrating that phishing requires both a technical

and human solution.

Entity attribution Phishing attacks can be successful due to the lack of con-

trol over the entities that are abused in phishing attacks. Registering do-

main names similar to other legitimate brands, obtaining digital certificates

for encrypting traffic to these domains, and deploying websites that are indis-

tinguishable from other websites are not only possible but trivial to execute.

There are technical solutions that prevent attackers from spoofing certain enti-

ties, such as digital certificates that ensure web browsers are connecting to the

correct web server, and the public key infrastructures behind these certificates

that prevent attackers to obtain false certificates. However, these solutions

apply to entities that are owned by a legitimate organization, and not to en-

tities owned by the malicious actors that look similar to the legitimate ones.

Another ecosystem that suffers from similar problems is the mobile operating

system Android, which has seen large-scale exploitation of its users through

the distribution of cloned apps. In both cases, users would benefit from better

attribution, or the identification of the owner behind an entity.

Security education The fight against online crime requires a well-educated

workforce that has a technical understanding of the technology that they are

protecting. This does not only require an understanding of the types of attacks
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that are currently known, but also a deep understanding of the systems under

attack so that new attacks can be quickly recognized and understood, and novel

attacks can be anticipated. Within Denmark, there are only few opportunities

for students to pursue a higher education in information security [17, 18].

Security is not always a core priority within organizations and is often treated

as an afterthought. According to [1], Danish employees mention a lack of

security training in their company, predominantly (1) a lack of awareness

of available training, (2) a lack of awareness that there are opportunities for

training, and (3) a lack of awareness that they need training. As such, there is

much to be gained in Danish education and training facilities for producing a

better-educated workforce.

1.1 Problem statement

A common element in phishing attacks and entity attribution is the involve-

ment of both domain names and digital certificates. These two entities are

central components of not only phishing attacks, but network traffic in gen-

eral. As such, we concern ourselves with the following task:

“To understand and leverage the role of domain names and

digital certificates in Internet security”

This dissertation addresses several of the challenges that are laid out: the role

of domains names in malicious activities, the importance of digital certificates

in phishing attacks, the lack of attribution in the Android ecosystem, and the

improvement of security education. The contribution to security education

here is a secondary one.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter describes the relevant background that is required to understand

the individual papers and provides a context in which the research described

in these papers was conducted.

2.1 Traffic measurements

To identify, prevent and mitigate malicious software, security researchers com-

monly look for evidence that something malicious is occurring. One approach

is to monitor state changes of an individual computer system through anti-

virus software, finding software that interacts in suspicious ways with the

system. Alternatively, network traffic can be passively monitored with the

same purpose of identifying suspicious behavior. The latter has the significant

advantage of covering a much larger set of end user devices. Lastly, security

researchers can actively probe remote computer systems for suspicious content

that they may serve. This also includes consulting third-party applications,

such as search engines, or third-party APIs. This dissertation is primarily

concerned with the latter two, passive and active traffic measurements.

Figure 2.1 shows a typical communication pattern between an end user and

systems on the Internet – in this case a user visiting a website. Firstly, the end

user’s system translates the website address to an IP address, using the Domain

Name System (DNS) protocol (Section 2.1.1). The system then establishes

both a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection and a Transport Layer

Security (TLS) connection for encrypting the traffic (Section 2.1.3) through a

handshake process, which is followed by the actual data exchange. The data
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Figure 2.1: Typical overview of the traffic generated by an end user connecting

to a website running HTTPS

that is exchanged typically consists of various Hypertext Transfer Protocol

(HTTP) requests and responses. In each of these steps, any party that operates

in the path between the end user or the other servers can intervene and interfere

with this pattern. Examples include DNS servers that respond with a false

IP address [19], or a browser that blocks a user from visiting a malicious

website. The steps in the figure prior to the data exchange may be absent.

Some types of traffic that do not rely on DNS traffic include peer-to-peer

protocols [20, Chapter 5] or worms propagating on a local network [21–23]. The

User Datagram Protocol (UDP), the major alternative transport layer protocol

to TCP, operates without a handshake, and web servers can serve their data

without TLS in case the traffic is not to be encrypted.

2.1.1 DNS

The Domain Name System (DNS) provides the translation between (among

others) the domain name space and the IP name space [24]. Domain names are

a way to name resources across networks and protocols, and the DNS facilitates

a distributed method to translate them to IP addresses, through distributing

the mappings between domain names and IP addresses (i.e., DNS resource
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records) across millions of authoritative name servers. The full domain name

space is divided into individual zones, or parts of the domain name space that

is operated by a single organization. Systems can query name servers in a

query-response fashion, obtaining either a set of valid resource records, or a

referral to another name servers that is authoritative for the requested data.

Commonly, larger organizations, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and other

service providers operate recursive name servers, who conduct DNS queries on

behalf of their clients, acting as a proxy and caching layer between end devices

and authoritative name servers. The DNS was designed without security or

privacy considerations, and as such intercepting and monitoring DNS traffic

is trivial and provides strong insight into the intention of an application. As

illustrated in Figure 2.1, DNS is commonly the first initiated step in the commu-

nication between a end user’s device and a server. As a result, DNS measure-

ments have been a massive asset for security researchers, demonstrated by the

heavy use in it against botnet command and control communications [25, 26],

spamming [27] or malicious domains in general [28, 29].

Throughout the years, new proposals introduced encryption or message

signing to add security guarantees to the protocol. DNS over HTTPS (DoH) is

one of the more impactful ones, as its quick adoption by DNS service providers

and vendors [30–33] has led to a shift from unencrypted DNS traffic towards

local resolvers to encrypted DNS traffic to a small set of key DNS providers.

Other proposals include DNS over TLS (DoT) [34], DNSCrypt [35] and DNSSEC

[36]. The implication of the adoption of these systems is that DNS traffic

becomes harder to passively observe, which hits both malicious (e.g., malicious

Internet service providers) and benign observers (e.g., security researchers).

2.1.2 Flow monitoring

DNS is a highly valuable source of information, but it represents only a small

fraction of the total traffic that is generated in a typical network, both in packet

volume and in byte size. The sheer volume of network traffic makes monitoring

all of it highly costly, if done without a method to reduce the data to analyze.

NetFlow was devised as a method by Cisco to compress characteristics of

the network traffic in a reduced form and formed the basis for the IETF’s

IPFIX standard [37]. A flow is defined as a “sets of IP packets passing an

observation point in the network during a certain time interval, such that all

packets belonging to a particular flow have a set of common properties” [38].

These common properties typically consist of a source and destination IP

address, the source and destination port number, and the layer 4 protocol (e.g.,

UDP or TCP). These properties are enhanced with measured properties of

9
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the flow, such as packet and byte counters. The data exchange in Figure 2.1

between the end user and web server would be exported as a single flow.

In flow monitoring, a flow exporter is typically responsible for collecting raw

packets, aggregating them into flows, and exporting a (potentially sampled)

set of flows. By both summarizing raw packets into a small number of fields

and aggressively sampling the flows (for instance exporting each individual

flow with a 1% probability), network traffic can be reduced to only a fraction of

its original size. A flow exporter maintains an internal cache of flows and must

decide when to clear an entry from the cache and export the entry. Typically,

entries expire due to timeouts (e.g., no packet belonging to a flow has been

monitored for a period of time), resource constraints (e.g., a cache can only

contain a maximum number of active flows), or natural expirations (i.e., a TCP

packet that terminates a connection) [39]. Although flow monitoring loses

a large amount of detailed information that is contained in the payload and

headers of packets, it does capture the general traffic characteristics. These

characteristics have proven to be highly useful for combating attacks such as

worm propagation [21–23,40–42].

2.1.3 Digital certificates

The data that is exchanged between browsers and web servers often contain

sensitive information, such as user names and passwords from the client’s side,

or personal information embedded in documents from the web server’s side.

To prevent malicious actors from intercepting the traffic and seeing the content

of these files, the data is encrypted during transportation. The protocol scheme

that facilitates this mechanism is Transport Layer Security. TLS encrypts and

decrypts traffic using a symmetric key that is being established under an

asymmetric key exchange. The server provides a digital certificate to the client, in

the X.509 certificate standard format [43]. This certificate represents a binding

between a public key (whose corresponding private key is owned by the web

server) and a set of domain names for which the certificate is valid. The

embedded domain names, known as Subject Alternative Names (SANs) can

exist in a wildcard format – denoted by a star (*) – that indicates that the

SAN can match any value for the label with the star. When presented with

a certificate, a client must verify that the host name of the server, that they

attempt to connect to, is one of the embedded domains in the certificate.

Furthermore, the certificate must have been cryptographically signed by

trusted third-party organizations, who verified the identity behind the certifi-

cate owner. By constructing a chain of trust (with each shackle in the chain

of certificates signing the next certificate in the chain), a client can verify that
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the certificate originates from a trusted third-party. Devices, operating sys-

tems, and browsers come pre-installed with their own list of root certificates,
or the first certificate in the certificate chain [44]. The trusted third parties

are referred to as Certificate Authorities (CAs) who own these root certificates

and issue certificates for customers that can prove ownership of the SANs that

are to be covered by the newly-signed certificate. Each certificate has a time

window (defined by a Not Before and Not After field) outside which the

certificate should always be rejected by a client. Further, the X.509 standard

allows a set of extensions to be included, which are used for mechanisms such

as informing the client whether the certificate can be used as a root certificate

or not, or the location of revocation lists (i.e., a list of certificate fingerprints

that should be rejected by any client). Although heavily used in the HTTP

ecosystem, these digital certificates are used across different systems as well,

such as in email communication [45, 46], and encryption of Virtual Private

Network (VPN) traffic [47].

2.2 Mobile apps and Android

The mobile operating system market is dominated by two players, with Google’s

Android and Apple’s iOS having 72.7% and 26.4% market share respectively [48].

Mobile devices come with the functionality (in terms of hardware and soft-

ware) for collecting highly sensitive information about an individual [49, 50],

making security and privacy a highly important factor. In contrast to the

desktop computer market, the distribution of software for mobile devices is

scattered across a set of market places, from which end users can download

new applications, or apps. The two dominant mobile operating systems, Ap-

ple’s iOS and Google’s Android, both provide a default market from which

to download apps. The iOS market is more tightly controlled, with the dis-

tribution of apps being centralized in their own market, and with stronger

requirements put on the developer prior to releasing an app [51]. Whereas

in Android, the requirements for releasing an app are more relaxed; the reg-

istration process for new developers is relatively simple [52] and apps can be

distributed from multiple markets.

A large factor for the lack of control in the Android ecosystem compared to

iOS is the fact that iOS apps must be signed by a certificate issued by Apple [53],

whereas Android apps can be signed by a self-signed certificate [54]. Android

applications are distributed as .apk packages, and a certificate signs the content

in the package; the certificate merely provides integrity (i.e., the guarantee that

the package has not been tampered with). While certificates are used within
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TLS as a method of authenticating the server, certificates as being used in

Android do not provide such a guarantee at all. Instead, they are used in

several mechanisms with Android devices, such as enabling the release of

updates for apps signed by the same certificate or sharing data between apps

signed by the same certificate. From the perspective of an Android device, a

newly installed app can be considered author-less, as the only proof-of-identity

in the package (i.e., the certificate) is completely fabricated and unverified. As

a result of these design choices, the Android ecosystem has seen numerous

cases of malicious (cloned) apps being published and its detection remains a

relevant field of research [55].

2.3 Capture the flag

Capture the flags (CTFs) are a form of competitive events in which teams compete

in exploiting vulnerable computer systems [56]. By finding so-called flags, or

random strings of text deliberately placed there by the organizers of the event,

participants score points, striving to retrieve the most points of all teams. The

CTF community grew from hacker communities in the 90s, with DEFCON’s

prestigious competition being the longest-running annual CTF [57]. These

competitions started as an opportunity for different hacker groups to demon-

strate their abilities and remain highly popular to this date [58]. There are

different styles of CTFs, most notably Jeopardy and Attack and Defense. In the

former, teams have limited time to exploit a set of vulnerabilities, and each ex-

ploit results in a number of points, generally according to the difficulty of the

exploit. In contrast, Attack and Defense CTFs require both teams to both exploit

the machines operated by their rival teams, while simultaneously patching

their own systems to prevent other teams from doing the same. Capture the

flag events are typically conducted in an isolated environment, with partic-

ipants exploiting systems that are not providing legitimate services to other

users, to ensure that exploiting vulnerabilities will not harm non-participants.

Education programs have started to embrace CTFs as an education tool, due

to the practical experience it gives to students and their competitive element.

These academic CTFs serve as a tool for students to practice their penetration

testing skills in a safe environment, but also to instill an interest in younger

students for the field of information security [59]. CTFs are being used as an

education tool ranging from high school students [59] to teaching university

courses [60] and the US military [61].
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Contributions

The contributions of this dissertation can be loosely divided across three dis-

tinct areas: domain name and certificates, Android attribution, and security

education. Within the area, there is a strong cohesion between the individual

papers, and for each of these areas, this chapter highlights the main contribu-

tions that were made in the individual papers.

3.1 Domain names and certificates

Domain names, and the protocols closely related to them, have played a signif-

icant role in the security of the Internet. This part of the dissertation consists

of four papers that contribute to this field. Rather than considering domain

names isolated entities that exist in a vacuum, the papers consider the relation-

ship between domain and digital certificates specifically, since the encryption

that these certificates provide has been playing a larger role in the security of

Internet users recently.

Paper A – Gollector: Measuring Domain Name Dark Matter from Different
Vantage Points This paper addresses the impact of the distributed nature

of the Internet on domain name measurements. By measuring the domain

name space from various measuring points (or vantage points), it is possible

to compare the relative differences between the vantage points. We present a

novel tool, Gollector, that collects and stores domain names from four vantage

points in a structured manner. The paper introduces the notion of domain

name dark matter, or the fraction of the domain name space that is unobserved
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from the perspective of a particular vantage point. By leveraging the differ-

ences between the dark matter of four different vantage points, we showcase

the utility of Gollector.
The tooling and insights from this work provide a foundation for the data

collection of the remaining papers in this section. Most importantly, the poten-

tial role of Certificate Transparency in domain registrations became apparent,

thereby facilitating early detection of malicious domains.

Paper B – Can a TLS Certificate be Phishy? The field of phishing has fo-

cused on classifying entities such as URLs, websites, or emails as benign or

malicious. The increasing usage of encryption (HTTPS) and visibility of this

ecosystem (CT logs) makes digital certificates a potentially relevant target for

classification. This paper performs a first look into this potential, by analyz-

ing differences between certificates issued for phishing domains, and benign

domains. We find that phishers resort to a relatively small set of – generally

cheap or free – certificate authorities. Moreover, we identify that a significant

portion of certificates issued for phishing domains cover not only a phishing

domain but other unlabeled domains as well, suggesting that the reputation of

a domain can be propagated to other domains covered by that same certificate.

It also highlights that certificates can be somewhat ambiguous in nature, being

both phishy and benign at the same time.

Paper C – Detecting Ambiguous Phishing Certificates using Machine Learning
Following the results from the previous paper, a machine learning classifier

was implemented that aimed to classify certificates as malicious or benign.

As opposed to prior work by other research groups, we saw this as a multi-

class classification problem, including these ‘conflicted’ certificates as a class

next to benign and phishing certificates. Such certificates have deliberately

been excluded by previous work, and as such it remains unknown how such

systems would act on these conflicted certificates. We inferred the labels of

certificates by producing an aggregated label from the labels of the domains

that the certificates cover. Using a relatively simple classification model, this

paper showed that this model is capable of classifying certificates with high

accuracy.

Paper D – Understanding the Challenges of Blocking Unnamed Network Traf-
fic The previous papers in this contribution area are concerned with domain

name based measurements and appling this to different security contexts (i.e.,

domain name dark matter or phishing certificate classification). These results

could ultimately result in systems that prevent Internet users to interact with
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domain names that are deemed malicious. However, there is a fraction of net-

work traffic that does not rely on DNS resolutions for obtaining IP addresses,

but relies on other methods such as using hard-coded IP addresses. This so-

called unnamed traffic can bypass any domain name based protection system.

Malicious software, such as worms, have been shown to propagate via un-

named traffic and as such there is a need to understand unnamed traffic better

to block potential threats in networks. This paper proposes a novel method for

extracting named and unnamed flows from raw network traffic and describes

several challenges in identifying unnamed traffic. Using this method, we col-

lected the unnamed traffic from the VPN server of our university network for

a week and found that the majority of services, clients, and destination IP

addresses communicate using unnamed traffic. Our results suggest that un-

named traffic is ubiquitous and cannot be simply blocked without significantly

affecting the benign operations of a network.

3.2 Android attribution

Whereas certificates provide authenticity between browser and web servers

on the Internet, they perform a somewhat different role in the Android ecosys-

tem. There exists no public key infrastructure in which a third-party certificate

authority performs domain ownership verifications prior to issuing a certifi-

cate. Here, they act solely as a means to exchange cryptographic public keys

between Android devices, market stores, and developers, and do not provide

any guarantees about the owner of the key and certificate.

Paper E – Kaonashi: On Developer Attribution Challenges in Android App
Marketplaces Authorship attribution is an important aspect in the mobile

security and privacy field, as devices collect highly sensitive information that

should not fall in the wrong hands. In addition, regulators must have access

to accurate contact information of developers and researchers must have a

solid ground truth about the owner of apps. Android specifically, has had a

rampant problem with malicious apps that abuse the lack of attribution, due

to a lack of a public key infrastructure, and the low barrier of entry for new

developers. In this paper, we investigate the extent to which the Android

ecosystem makes attribution difficult and imprecise, and as a consequence,

what the implications are on the research field as a whole.
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3.3 Security education

The security group at Aalborg University has been developing the Haaukins
platform since 2018. The project focuses on creating parallel virtual lab envi-

ronments in which participants can practice penetration testing exercises for

educational purposes. The design and development process has been docu-

mented in two papers, that are a part of this dissertation.

Paper F – Haaukins: A Highly Accessible and Automated Virtualization
Platform for Security Education In this paper, Haaukins is introduced as

a platform that creates virtual security labs automatically, intended for a high

school setting. The paper presents the requirements that shaped the devel-

opment process of the platform, and the implementation details that led to

the fulfillment of these requirements. A major contribution of Haaukins is its

ease-of-access, as participants access their labs through a remote desktop in

their browser, which significantly reduces the set-up time for newcomers in

the field compared to alternative methods.

Paper G – Bridging the Gap: Adapting a Security Education Platform to a
New Audience After the publication of the previous paper, the development

of Haaukins continued in a somewhat different direction. The most significant

change was a shift in the audience, which tended to be older and more expe-

rienced. As a result, the requirements that shaped the development process

changed over time and are addressed in this paper. This paper describes the

new, changed design goals of the platform, and how these goals were met.

The combined results of these seven papers led us to understand the role

of domain names and certificates in Internet security, and TLS an Android

attribution in specific. Furthermore, we leverage the relationship between the

two entities to classify certificates. These contributions conclude the first part

of this dissertation, and part II comprises the seven papers described in this

chapter.
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4.1. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

This paper proposes Gollector, a novel tool for measuring the domain name space from
different vantage points. Whereas such measurements have typically been conducted
from a single (or few) vantage point, our proposed solution combines multiple mea-
surements in a single system. Gollector allows us to express the relative difference in
the covered domain name space, and the temporal characteristics, as domain name dark

matter. We leverage a three-week trace from four vantage points, by applying the tool
to three security-related use cases: early domain registration detection, data leakage
in a split-horizon situation, and a proposed method for subdomain enumeration. We
release the Gollector source code to the research community to support future research
in this field.

4.1 Introduction

The Domain Name System (DNS) has historically played, and continues to

play, a vital role in many different areas of network security research, includ-

ing examining Internet censorship [A1], spam detection [A2, A3], and identi-

fying botnet communication [A4]. The highly distributed nature of DNS, with

information scattered across millions of domain name servers, means there

exists neither a method to reliably observe all interactions with the DNS, nor a

method to reconstruct the full domain name space. Consequently, researchers

(implicitly or explicitly) choose one or more vantage points, e.g., network loca-

tions or network datasets, from which to conduct DNS measurements.

The (DNS) vantage point has a major impact on the DNS-related data that

can be collected and processed. This is the case both for passive measurements,

e.g., traffic monitoring of DNS resolvers that is highly dependent on physical

location, but also for active measurements, e.g., due to geographical split hori-

zons [A5] or censorship [A1]. We will refer to the part(s) of the domain name

space that cannot be observed from a given vantage point as DNS dark matter
(with respect to that viewpoint).

Different (partial) solutions have been deployed by the research community,

including simply increasing the number of vantage points covered as well as

including more different types of vantage points. However, to the best of our

knowledge, there have been no studies focusing specifically on the impact of

choosing different vantage points, and solutions discussed in the literature

have been mostly ad-hoc. In this paper, we introduce the Gollector tool and

framework as a step towards a more systematic and structured treatment of

vantage points specifically, and DNS data collection and analysis in general.
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VANTAGE POINTS

In particular, we intend Gollector to become the “one-stop-shop” for DNS

collection and analysis. Therefore, we open-source the tool for the research

community to use, and the source code can be found at:

https://github.com/aau-network-security/gollector

We start the paper by providing the relevant background (Section 4.2) and

place our work in the context of prior research (Section 4.3). In the remainder

of the paper, we present the main contributions of the paper:

• We provide an overview of the existing vantage points, describing their

conceptual advantages and drawbacks (Section 4.4).

• We present a novel tool and framework, Gollector, which combines data

collected from different vantage points, allowing for the comparison of

each vantage point (Section 4.5).

• We apply the tool to a sample dataset (Section 4.6) and leverage the data

(in Section 4.7) for three previously unexplored use cases related to DNS
dark matter and show that combining vantage points has a positive impact

on DNS studies: (i) early domain detection, (ii) data leakage with split

horizons, and (iii) subdomain enumeration.

4.2 Background

Systems on the Internet are commonly addressed within two namespaces:

the IP address name space and the domain name space. IP addresses are

used by routing devices to forward network traffic to the correct host, whereas

domain names are more user-friendly and are therefore used by humans to

address hosts. The DNS has been facilitating the translation between these

two namespaces since the 1980s [A6]. The domain name space forms a tree

structure, where each node in the tree is a label, and a domain name is a

composition of all labels in a path of the tree from the root to a leaf. The

nodes in the first layer are referred to as top-level domains (TLDs) and for

the right-most label in a domain name (e.g., .com is the TLD for the domain

www.example.com). A domain – sometimes referred to as a Fully Qualified

Domain Name (FQDN) – can further be decomposed into an apex part and

a subdomain part; the apex domain is the part that is registered at a domain

registry, with the subdomain being the remaining part of the domain name.

The higher levels of the domain name space are highly-regulated and reserved,

and newly created domains (i.e., the apex domains) can be created under so-

called public suffixes only [A7]. A part of the domain name space that is
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managed by a particular organization is referred to as a zone. For instance,

registries - the operators of the TLDs – are authoritative for the zone which

comprises all domains under that TLD, and maintains a zone file in which

all mappings between the domain and IP name space are stored, or DNS

records. The content of these zone files is served by authoritative name servers to

DNS clients, answering queries with the appropriate DNS records if the name

server is authoritative for the queried data, or with a reference to another name

server if not. Clients commonly rely on intermediate DNS servers, referred to

as resolving name servers or resolvers, to resolve DNS queries on their behalf

while caching data locally to increase the performance of the DNS ecosystem

as a whole.

The functionality of the DNS forms a fundamental basis for the workings

of many other protocols on the Internet, including the Hypertext Transfer

Protocol (HTTP) and Transport Layer Security (TLS). HTTP and TLS form

the secure communication channel used by web browsers and web servers

to communicate. Documents are exchanged by requesting specific locations

identified by (among others) the domain name of the server that hosts the

resource. TLS, providing the encryption layer to this exchange, relies on

digital certificates exchanged between the browser and server which are used

by clients to verify the authenticity of the web server [A8]. These digital

certificates embed a set of domain names in them, which denote the domains

for which the certificate is valid. A certificate is signed by one of hundreds of

trusted third parties, the Certificate Authority (CA), who is tasked to verify the

identity of an owner behind a certificate request before issuing the certificate.

Due to two major incidents in which a CA erroneously issued a certificate [A9,

A10], the Certificate Transparency (CT) was developed to audit the issuance

behavior of each CA [A11]. In this framework, CAs submit newly issued

certificates to publicly available, append-only logs, and as such, any third

party can monitor these logs.

4.3 Related work

Given the ubiquitous nature of domain names on the Internet, the vast majority

of applications interact with them in one way or another, including applica-

tions with malicious intent. For example, phishing websites are commonly

hosted on typosquatted domains (i.e., a catch-all term for domain names that

are similar-looking to benign domains) [A12] and bots within a botnet rely

on the DNS as a communication channel to dynamically identify the location

of their bot masters [A13]. As such, the security community has relied on
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data collected through domain name measurements to better understand and

mitigate such types of malicious behavior. Relying on network traces, includ-

ing DNS and TLS, to build extensive domain name-related datasets has been

an ongoing process for many years. Passive DNS was proposed in 2004 as a

method to support DNS data recovery, by collecting DNS queries in the wild,

thereby being able to replicate the state of zone files at a particular point in

time [A14]. The ISC implemented a version of these ideas in 2012 [A15], which

resulted in the commercialization of the framework in 2013 under the company

Farsight Security [A16]. The ENTRADA project focuses on collecting passive

DNS traffic from the perspective of authoritative name servers instead [A17].

Alternatively, researchers relied on active measurements for creating longi-

tudinal datasets. The OpenIntel project collects a fixed set of DNS records

for all apex domains within a set of TLD zones daily [A18]. In their paper,

the authors have collected data from three general TLD zone files comprising

50% of the apex domain name space, but have since then expanded to more

general TLDs and sixteen country-code TLDs
1

[A19]. Hohlfeld [A20] expands

upon this approach, by both collecting more than only DNS records (e.g., TLS

support and particular TCP settings) and by relying on more domain name

sources besides zone files (i.e., passive DNS and domains extracted from CT

logs). Similarly, Project Sonar scans the IPv4 address space for (among others)

TLS certificates, reverse DNS misconfigurations, and various TCP and UDP

services [A21].

Reconstructing the full domain name space is a complex task due to the dis-

tributed nature of the DNS. For many TLDs, access to zone files is controlled

through the Centralized Zone Data Service (CZDS) [A22], whereas access

to other TLDs is more restricted, available ad-hoc involving non-disclosure

agreements [A20], making a full replication of the apex domain space difficult.

Several techniques have been used to circumvent this, such as “zone-walking”

for DNSSEC-enabled zones [A23, A24] or abusing misconfigurations of DNS

name servers, that allowed for a full zone file disclosure through zone transfer

request [A25]. Alternatively, these zones can be partially reconstructed by

relying on other data sources, including certificate transparency [A26] and the

aforementioned passive DNS [A14, A15]. Even though passive DNS collects

FQDNs (in addition to apex domains), mapping out the full FQDN domain

name space is even more complex than the apex domain name space. The pen-

etration testing community has relied on domain enumeration as one method

of “reconnaissance”, or information gathering about a particular target. As a

result, a number of tools exist that support subdomain enumeration or DNS-

based reconnaissance [A27–A31]. Typically, these subdomains are identified

1
as of July 2021
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by scraping third-party sources that have collected this information prior (e.g.,

search engines) [A32] or by generating candidate FQDNs [A27,A28,A31].

Gollector stands apart because it is intended to collect passive domain name-

related data from more vantage points than any of these research or commercial

initiatives. Furthermore, the tool is unique in the sense that it specifically

emphasizes the differences between vantage points, allowing us to evaluate the

relative dark matter between each vantage point. Lastly, in contrast to tools

from the penetration testing community, Gollector collects traffic from a global

perspective, rather than focusing on a small set of individual domain names.

4.4 Vantage points

When passively collecting traffic in the DNS (i.e., capturing traffic generated by

a client population, rather than generating own DNS traffic) the measurement

vantage point is a determining factor for what fraction of the total DNS traffic

one can observe, as illustrated by Figure 4.1. Similarly, TLS traffic (prior to

version 1.3) can be passively collected to observe the certificate (and other

parameters) exchanged during a TLS handshake, which suffers from the same

vantage point limitation as passive DNS collection. Alternatively, domain

name related information can be extracted from other data sources that are

not related to passive traffic. Besides active measurement – the process of

actively probing servers for their responses to acquire information – sources are

available that provide insight into the management and operation of a domain

name. TLD zone files act as the ground-truth for all domains registered directly

under a TLD, and can be used to infer registrations and domain expirations.

The CT framework is an alternative source of TLS certificates, as it provides

researchers access to publicly available, append-only logs of newly issued

certificates by CAs. The logs guarantee that new certificates are published

within a certain time frame – the Maximum Merge Delay (MMD) – such that

the logs remain up to date with the latest issued certificates.

Even though these vantage points have their inherent differences, there is a

commonality between them: the part of the domain name space they observe

and the timing of those observations. Certain domain names or even full

TLDs may be observed from one vantage point but would never be observable

from another. As such, a part of the domain name space can be considered

dark matter for the latter. Out of our previously-discussed vantage points, we

identify four vantage points that significantly differ from each other
2
: passive

2
The difference between data collected from a routing device from a network operator and a

DNS resolver may be insignificant if both vantage points are owned by the same party, in the case
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Figure 4.1: The different vantage points (denoted by •) from which to con-

duct passive DNS measurements. Each arrow represents a DNS query send

between two devices, where the colors indicate from which client the request

originated. The various vantage points have different observations based on

the querying behavior of the three clients: RD1 observes {�1, �2}, rNS2 ob-

serves {�1, �3} and aNScom observes {�2, �3}.

DNS from a resolver, passive DNS from an authoritative name server, CT

logs, and zone files. We can compare these vantage points according to the

following properties. The width indicates how many TLDs the vantage point

is capable of capturing domains across. The depth shows what part of the

FQDN a vantage point is capable of collecting domain names from. The time

granularity represents the precision at which particular events are registered.

A related dimension is the maximum time delay, which denotes how long it

takes, worst case, for an event to be registered by a particular vantage point.

Lastly, for the vantage points that passively collect data from a number of

clients, the population coverage illustrates the size of the overall population

that is being covered by the vantage point.

Table 4.1 shows an overview of the four vantage points and their dimen-

sions. Both a DNS resolver and CT logs are capable of observing across a

variety of TLDs, although it depends on the DNS client population and cer-

tificate issuers, respectively, which TLDs are actually observed. The domains

covered by the zone file of a TLD are registered at an apex domain level, and

thereby this vantage point does not cover FQDNs as opposed to the others.

Furthermore, the zone files provided by the CZDS are updated daily [A33],

and therefore have a one-day granularity, whereas the other vantage points

of an ISP.
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Table 4.1: Summary of vantage points

Dimension

Vantage points Width Depth

Time

granularity

Maximum

time

delay

Population

coverage

CT logs All TLDs FQDN Precise MMD –

Resolver All TLDs FQDN Precise – Local

Authoritative NS One TLD FQDN Precise – Global

TLD Zone file One TLD Apex Daily One day –

have a highly precise (i.e., sub-second) granularity. Every CT log operator

defines a MMD, or maximum merge delay, which denotes the amount of time

the operator will take as a maximum to publish newly issued certificates to the

log, which tends to be 24 hours. The one-day granularity of zone files indicates

that it can take up to a day for a newly registered domain to appear in the zone

file. Lastly, for the two passive DNS vantage points, there is a difference in the

DNS population coverage; an authoritative name server receives global traffic

for domains within its zone, whereas a resolver serves only a local, smaller

population.

4.5 Design

The current state-of-the-art tooling lacks the possibility of conducting analyses

between vantage points at a full domain name space scale. Based on this, we

derived a set of design goals that shaped the design and implementation of

Gollector. We first present these design goals, followed by an overview of the

architecture of Gollector describing how each of the individual goals is met.

Firstly, the main purpose of Gollector is to allow for the data collection

of DNS and domain name-related information from different vantage points

(G1). The design of the tool must allow the collection from new vantage

points to be added at a future point in time (G2). Given the large number of

existing domain names, and the volume of DNS and TLS data that is generated

on the Internet, the tool should handle data collection at a large scale and

remain highly performant (G3). The data structures in which the data is stored

must allow for post-collection analysis (G4). The collection of DNS traces may

contain sensitive information, which third-party data sources may be hesitant

to share with researchers and may only be willing to do so in an anonymized

form. However, the anonymization of data may make post-collection analysis

more difficult, and less detailed, and as such we would like to preserve the
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relationship between unanonymized data and anonymized data in Gollector
(G5).

4.5.1 Architecture

To meet G1, the architecture of Gollector consists of modular components: (1)

a set of data collectors, (2) a data sink, and (3) a database for persistent data

storage (see Figure 4.2a). Each individual collector is a small component

dedicated to collecting domain name-related data from one vantage point

and sending the resulting data to the sink. So far, we implemented four

collectors (see 4.5.2). The collectors and the sink communicate securely using

gRPC, allowing the collectors and sink to operate on different machines and

thereby collectors to operate in different network environments (i.e., collect

data from different vantage points). The decoupling of collectors from the

other components of Gollector allows new collector modules to be developed

in the future, thereby meeting G2.

The sink is designed to accept messages from the various collectors, extract

database models from the messages and insert these models in the underlying

database. As of now, we use PostgreSQL as the underlying database, as our

database models naturally fit in a relational database model, and for future

implementations, we can switch to a database intended for big-data analytics.

The sink inserts new models in the database in batches rather than individual

queries, resulting in a high-performance insertion rate (meeting G3).

Domain names are stored in the database as a collection of database models

(see Figure 4.2b how the models relate to each other). Each collected FQDN is

segmented in its parts, according to the domain name hierarchy (i.e., top-level

domain, its public suffix, the apex domain, and the FQDN). Each segment

is inserted as its separate row in its own table and has a foreign key to all

parts higher in the hierarchy. The data in this database is enriched by adding

more tables with pointers (i.e., foreign keys) to these domain-related tables; a

timestamped certificate may point to an FQDN, whereas a timestamped zone

file entry may point to an apex domain instead. This makes it easy to answer

questions such as “How many unique apex domains are observed under each TLD?”
or “For a given apex domain, how many certificates have we seen?”, and thereby

fulfills G4.

Lastly, the segmented storage of domain names also applies to anonymized

domain names. Instead of storing the domain name directly, we store an

anonymized version of each segment by hashing
3

the segment after appending

a salt to the segment. The database maintains a mirrored set of tables for

3
using SHA256
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Figure 4.2: Design of Gollector

anonymized segments, including the foreign keys from segments lower in

the hierarchy to upper segments. To analyze data collected in both their

anonymized and unanonymized form, we link the two sets of tables by adding

a reference from the anonymized table to the unanonymized table (meeting

G5). This link will only exist if a particular segment has been seen in both an

anonymized dataset and an un-anonymized dataset, and thus will not apply

to all observed domain names. As such, this method only provides anonymity

for segments that have only been seen in their anonymized form, and only

until an unanonymized form is collected.

4.5.2 Collectors

Each collector registers events related to a domain name. These events range

from individual DNS queries to domain registrations. Depending on the

collector, a collector may generate only one or a few events per domain or

may generate many events over the course of a measurement. The current

implementation of Gollector consists of the collectors described below.

Zone file collection This collector can fetch zone files from the CZDS [A22]

and zone files over HTTP from servers that provide access. The former is an

API provided by ICANN that allows for a standardized way to access zone

files of over a thousand gTLDs including .com and .net, whereas the latter
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is used to fetch the Danish .dk TLD. In both cases, the authentication is

handled by the collector and is configured through a configuration file during

startup. The collector automatically requests access for zone files daily when

the granted access expires, ensuring that data collection continues during

long measurements. All available zone files are then collected daily, and any

changes between zone files of two consecutive days are tracked. Domain

names that appear and disappear in the most recent zone file are considered

new registrations and expirations/removals respectively. Furthermore, we

collect all domain names observed on the first day but do not consider these

to be registrations or expirations. Gollector stores the zone files both raw on

disk as well as in a processed form in the underlying database, so it allows

researchers to work with the raw zone file if needed.

Passive resolver DNS Gollector itself does not perform any passive DNS

measurements itself, but rather relies on previously collected datasets instead.

The supported format for parsing passive DNS data is in Splunk Stream [A34]

export data, which consists of a condensed form of individual DNS request-

response pairs in a JSON format. From the logs, Gollector extracts the queried

domain name and timestamp of the resolution, omitting any DNS-specific

information, such as query types or resolved IP addresses.

CT logs Each CT log provides an HTTP API that can be used to fetch CT

log entries. Such entries contain a full certificate chain of the newly-signed

certificate, including the timestamp it was added to the log. Gollector traverses

each log (as recognized by Google
4
), fetching all entries per log. This collector

parses each entry, extracts the embedded domain names from the newly-

signed certificate, and stores them with a timestamp when the certificate was

submitted to the CT logs. Furthermore, the certificates are stored in their

raw format in the underlying database, allowing for further, more in-depth,

investigation when necessary.

ENTRADA This collector interfaces with the dataset generated by ENTRADA,

used to collect DNS resolutions at an authoritative name server level. This

dataset comprises DNS-specific attributes of each resolution, such as the query

type, the specific resolved IP address(es), and the IP addresses from which the

query originates. We summarize this information by collecting some basic

statistics related to an individual domain name that has been queried; the first

4https://github.com/google/certificate-transparency-community-site/blob/
master/docs/google/known-logs.md
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Table 4.2: Overview of the collected data, denoting the unique number of

events, FQDNs, apexes, public suffixes and TLDs observed per vantage point.

Events FQDNs Apexes

Public

suffixes
TLDs

Zone files 8,371,731 – 7,920,217 572 607

CT logs 114,182,670
†

89,989,143 27,807,193 4,222 1,087

Passive DNS 200,146,260 6,046,480 1,213,405 1,125 580

ENTRADA 161,497,905 161,497,905 124,318,163 328 272

†
We identify a CT event as a uniquely observed certificate.

time and the last time the domain was queried. As such, the information in

Gollector is far smaller in size than the source dataset, at the cost of losing

details.

4.6 Dataset

We applied Gollector to four types of data sources, for which we implemented

the aforementioned four collectors (Section 4.5.2). We collected the data over a

time period of three weeks
5
. For our experiments, we collected the passive DNS

traffic from our Danish university network (with 10s of thousands of users)

and the ENTRADA data from the Danish .dk TLD. We collected our certificate

data from all recognized CT logs and attempted to retrieve all TLDs available

from CZDS. Figure 4.2 illustrates the unique number of events, FQDNs, apexes,

public suffixes, and TLDs observed per vantage point. Note that for the zone

files, we only collected domains registrations and expirations, rather than all

entries in the zone files. Since domains are registered at an apex domain

level at a DNS registry, the collected zone files do not contain any FQDNs.

Whereas our ENTRADA collector found the most unique FQDNs (161.5M),

these FQDNs tend to be centralized under a relatively small set of TLDs (272)

compared to the other vantage points. Conversely, our passive DNS collector

identified the smallest number of FQDNs (6.0M), which is unsurprising given

the relatively small number and homogeneity of clients the university network

serves (i.e., primarily Danish students and academic staff). The CT log data

spans most TLDs (1,087), which comprises 72.6% of all recognized TLDs [A35].

We hypothesize that the ENTRADA and the passive DNS traffic are highly

5
Between February 1st, 2021 and February 21st, 2021
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Table 4.3: The top ten TLDs per vantage point in terms of unique number of

apex domains identified under the TLDs.

CT Zones Passive ENTRADA

com 44.3% com 59.2% mynet 23.9% dk 100%

tk 4.5% icu 10.7% my_net 22.0% arpa 0.0%

de 4.4% net 4.4% home 19.1% com 0.0%

net 3.9% xyz 3.9% lan 16.5% org 0.0%

org 2.9% org 3.1% com 4.9% net 0.0%

uk 2.3% wang 2.4% dk 2.0% se 0.0%

ru 1.6% page 2.2% localdomain 1.2%

nl 1.6% site 1.8% net 1.1%

br 1.5% bar 1.0% dlinkrouter 0.7%

it 1.4% club 0.8% org 0.6%

biased towards Danish traffic. To test this hypothesis, we analyze the distribu-

tion of unique apexes found per TLD for each of the vantage points. Table 4.3

shows for each vantage points, the percentage of apexes identified by that

vantage point under a particular TLD, showing the top 10 TLDs per vantage

point. The results show our hypothesis to be confirmed for ENTRADA, with

nearly all apexes falling under the .dk TLD, whereas this is not the case for the

passive DNS traffic. The passive DNS traffic contains a large number of apexes

under reserved TLDs for internal use (i.e., mynet, my_net, home, lan [A36]),

and the .com TLD is more popular than the Danish TLD. The CT and zone file

datasets are more in line with the general size of the TLDs; .com and .net are

the largest TLDs.

4.7 Use cases

We demonstrate the utility of Gollector by diving deeper into three use cases.

Firstly, we evaluate the impact of the time differences of the four vantage points

by analyzing how effective they are in recognizing newly registered domains.

Additionally, we leverage the relative dark matter differences between passive

DNS measurements from a resolver and an authoritative name server per-

spective to investigate the split-horizon setup of our local university network.

These two use cases showcase the benefits of multiple vantage points. Lastly,

we leverage the full set of FQDNs for a domain name generation algorithm, as

an alternative to brute-force subdomain enumeration techniques employed by

penetration testing tools.
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4.7.1 Early detection of domain names

Various malicious actors rely on domain registrations for their operations,

such as botnet operators (for domain fluxing) and phishers (for typo-squatting

and hosting phishing sites in general). Prior work has demonstrated that the

involved domains tend to be abused within a few days after their registration,

after which they have already served their (malicious) purpose [A37]. From a

defense perspective, identifying such domains in the early part of their lifecycle

is therefore of critical importance. A domain registration can be detected at

different points of time depending on the vantage point. Zone files are a

logical choice, as they originate from the party that registers new domains

(i.e., registries) but have as a limitation that they are created with a one-day

granularity
6
. We investigate if other vantage points provide a more accurate

– and thereby earlier – time of registration, especially focusing on CT logs, as

they cover all TLDs rather than just one (which is the case for ENTRADA and

to a lesser extent the passive DNS from university network).

We identified a registration of 4,438,966 domains over the course of 20 days
7

for an average of 221,948 domains per day. For each of these registrations, we

identify if the other three vantage points (i.e., CT logs, passive DNS, and

ENTRADA) observed the domains as well. Firstly, we identify if these vantage

points observed the domain registrations at all in the full timeline. This serves

as an indication to what extent domain registrations remain undetected and

the coverage of the domain name space the vantage points have compared

to zone files. We follow this up by identifying which of these domains were

detected before the zone files registered these domains. For those domains,

the one-day granularity of zone files is surpassed by the granularity of the

other vantage point. Lastly, we identify the domains that were detected within
seven days after the zone file identified the domain as registered. Wullink et
al. [A37] showed that phishing domains tend to be most active within the first

seven days of their registration (based on the DNS traffic the domain receives).

Therefore, identifying such domain registrations within seven days is highly

beneficial for mitigation these attacks.

Table 4.4 shows the results, both in absolute numbers and the percentage

of the total number of zone file registrations. Since the ENTRADA dataset op-

erates at a single TLD’s name server, we differentiate between the full dataset

and the dataset for the .dk domains only. Across all TLDs, the CT logs have

relatively high coverage, with almost one in four domain registrations being

6
Registries will have access to more accurate registration data than just the zone files, so this

is a limitation for researchers who only have access to the zone files

7
Since a registration is detected by computing the difference of the zone files of two subsequent

days, we are missing the registrations on the first day of our measurement.
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Table 4.4: Detection of newly registered domain names for non-zone files

vantage points. The results for both the full set of TLDs and the .dk zone only

are shown.

All TLDs

Absolute Percentual

CT Passive ENTRADA CT Passive ENTRADA

Overall 971,318 533 46,628 23.6% 0.01% 1.1%

Before 568,436 216 25,713 13.8% 0.01% 0.62%

Within 7 days 325,277 169 4688 7.9% 0.00% 0.11%

.dk only

Overall 16,476 63 46,495 34.9% 0.13% 98.5%

Before 0 0 25,673 0.00% 0.00% 54.4%

Within 7 days 639 3 4,601 1.35% 0.01% 9.74%

detected across the whole dataset. The passive DNS and ENTRADA datasets

have a much smaller coverage, with only 0.01% and 1.1% of domain registra-

tions being detected. Notably, CT logs provide earlier detection of domains

compared to zone files for 13.8% of domains. When looking at the .dk domain

only, all vantage points detect more registrations than the full dataset, with

ENTRADA detecting nearly all registrations. Furthermore, of the domain reg-

istrations detected by the passive DNS dataset, almost all of them were .dk
domains (with only 133 non-Danish registrations detected). In none of the

cases, the percentage of identified registrations was significantly improved by

including the first seven days after registration. For identifying new domain

registrations, zone files are still primarily the best vantage points, but this can

be supported by CT logs and ENTRADA for individual TLDs.

4.7.2 Split horizon and data leakage

Large organizations commonly operate a split-horizon DNS infrastructure,

where DNS resolutions receive different responses depending on the location

of the requester. Use cases include load balancing or protecting sensitive infor-

mation that should only be accessible from within a corporate network [A38].

Furthermore, the exposure of the existence of a particular hostname can al-

ready provide insight into an organization’s inner workings and should poten-

tially be protected against. We leverage our passive DNS data and ENTRADA

dataset – both relatively biased towards the dk TLD – to investigate potential

data leakage in our dataset. We identify which domain names are likely to be

only used internally and what data is leaked outside the network through DNS
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queries. The split-horizon setup should result in particular domain names only

being queried within the university network.

As a first step, we identify what apex domain names are likely to be owned

by the university network. We assume that internal apex domains are heavily

used for various services within the network, thereby having many different

FQDNs in use. As such, we collect the unique number of FQDNs observed

under each apex domain in our dataset. Table 4.5 shows this count for the 10

most prevalent apex domains and also shows the percentage of total FQDNs

observed in the passive DNS dataset it encompasses. FQDNs under aau.dk
are seen most often (more than 63% of observed FQDNs fall under this apex),

suggesting that this domain is used for internal systems within the network.

Indeed, this domain is owned by the university, whereas the other domains in

the table are related to background services such as advertisement/analytics

(e.g., googlesyndication.com, cedexis-radar.net), or network management

(e.g., bbsyd.net, emnet.dk), and are not associated with the university.

From our ENTRADA dataset, we found 18,499 FQDNs under the aau.dk
apex domain, a much lower number than the 3,8M seen in the passive DNS

dataset. Not all of these domain names are necessarily sensitive information,

as some of the domains used by the university are likely used to host public

websites. Therefore, we turn to the domains that have both been seen by the

passive DNS and the ENTRADA dataset: this set of domains comprises 2,813

FQDNs, or 15.2% of the aau.dk FQDNs seen in the ENTRADA dataset. Since

we have no ground truth of what is a sensitive domain and what is not, we

compare this list of domains to the most common subdomains instead [A39].

We found 435 (or 15.5%) of these domains is in the public list, leaving more

than 2,300 subdomains potentially leaked. As a result of the anonymization

practice of Gollector, we are unable to further investigate these potentially

leaked domains, as these domains are anonymized and the unanonymized

version can (deliberately) not be retrieved.

4.7.3 Subdomain enumeration

Part of the reconnaissance phase in penetration testing is subdomain enumer-

ation, or the process of identifying all subdomains under a given apex domain.

Strategies include scraping third parties or generating (i.e., brute-forcing) can-

didate FQDNs [A27, A28, A31]. Gollector supports the former, as its database

model allows to easily query all FQDNs observed under a particular apex

domain. We present a method to support the latter as well. As opposed to

the existing brute-forcing techniques, we infer a relationship between sets of

subdomains, based on the co-occurrence of these subdomains under a shared
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Table 4.5: The 10 apex domains with the most observed unique FQDNs in the

passive DNS dataset collected from the university network.

Apex

domain

Unique FQDN

count %

aau.dk 3,829,837 63%

googlesyndication.com 344,058 6%

technicolor.net 61,151 1.01%

cedexis-radar.net 44,771 0.74%

sophosxl.net 39,297 0.65%

bbsyd.net 36,758 0.61%

office.com 30,215 0.50%

emnet.dk 23,540 0.39%

obelnet.dk 22,909 0.38%

webspeed.dk 21,569 0.36%

set of apex domains. As a result, our proposed method generates accurate

candidate FQDNs and identifies relationships between subdomains that oth-

erwise would not be found. This inference is motivated by a particular use

case in which subdomains are likely to co-occur under the same apex domain;

cPanel defines a set of Service Subdomains, or subdomains exposed by cPanel

to provide interfaces to external components [A40]. Therefore, the existence

of a cPanel subdomain may indicate that the other Service Subdomains are also

"in use" under the particular apex domain, even if a DNS dataset has not iden-

tified its existence. Our proposed method consists of the following steps: (1)

we convert our dataset of subdomains and apex domains in a graph, (2) we

compute a clique cover of this graph, (3) we prune these cliques according to

the weights in each clique to filter out nodes that are not relevant to the clique,

and (4) we generate a set of candidate FQDNs, based on the pruned cliques.

As a first step, we split up our set of FQDNs into their subdomain and apex

parts, and subsequently create a graph in which the subdomains are modeled

as nodes. Edges between two subdomains express the measure of overlap of

the sets of apex domains under which both subdomains have been seen. The

edge weight is computed as the Jaccard index [A41] of the set of apex domains

under which the first subdomain has been seen and the set of apex domains

under which the second subdomain has been. We prune the edges that have a

weight of zero (i.e., between subdomains that are never seen under the same

apex domain), and remove any nodes that are without edges (i.e., subdomains

never seen under the same apex domain as another subdomain).
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We split up the nodes in our graph into a clique cover. Cliques are induced

subgraphs such that each node is adjacent to all other nodes in the subgraph.

This implies that every subdomain within a clique has been observed under

the same apex domain with all other subdomains at least once. By assigning

each node to a clique we reach a clique cover, which we achieve by relying on

the algorithm defined in Appendix 4.A
8
.

A clique cover ensures every subdomain falls in a clique, but this does not

guarantee there is a strong connection between the nodes within the clique.

Therefore, we prune each clique to remove nodes that are not considered

relevant. We scale the edge weights in each clique such that the highest weight

equals 1, and then prune the nodes whose maximum edge weight falls under

a given threshold. In our experiments, we used a threshold value of 0.6, which

we found through thorough experimentation.

For each clique, we can now generate a set of candidate FQDNs. We

maintain a set for each subdomain, denoting the apex domains under which

the subdomain has been observed, based on all FQDNs in our dataset. For each

clique, we define the set of apex domains that any of the subdomains in the

clique has been observed under. The Cartesian product of the apex domains

and subdomains then forms the tuples of apex domains and subdomains

representing the candidate FQDNs. The FQDNs already seen in data are left

out from this set, forming the final set of candidate FQDNs.

We applied this methodology to a dataset of 2 million randomly sampled

FQDNs from our dataset, In total, we identified 8,410 cliques comprising 22,519

subdomains. Appendix 4.B shows several examples of subdomains that form

a clique. These subdomains were previously seen under a set of 1,021,175

apex domains. Given our cliques, we generated 2,349,911 FQDN candidates,

resulting in an average of only 2.3 FQDNs per apex domain. Out of these can-

didates, we could successfully resolve 1,396,129 FQDNs or 59% of candidates.

Additionally, we also manually investigated some of the cliques to understand

what the nature of these cliques is. This manual investigation was far from

exhaustive, but we found cliques related to the software that runs on these

domains (such as the cPanel example that drove this research) and cliques

pointing to a specific organization. An example of the former clique type

is cliques for subdomains used by Magento, a highly-popular open-source

eCommerce platform [A42]. We identified 470 cliques related to this platform

with subdomains containing the keyword magento, often having shop or store
as another keyword being embedded in one of the subdomains. The latter type

includes a clique formed by subdomains under the apex domains fbcdn.net

8
There are potentially many clique covers, and our purpose is not to achieve a minimal clique

cover
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and whatsapp.net, containing 118 subdomains, indicating the relationship

between Whatsapp and Facebook.

Our proposed method can be integrated into existing penetration testing

tools as an alternative to wordlist-based domain generators. On top of that,

our cliques can be used to identify shared domain name ownership, and to

assist security researchers in identifying domains hosting the same services.

4.8 Conclusions

In this paper, we introduced Gollector as a novel platform for collecting domain

name and DNS-related information. Through a thorough overview of the DNS

and TLS ecosystem, we present a set of vantage points from which this infor-

mation can be retrieved. Through three uses cases, we leverage the differences

between these vantage points. Firstly, we show that that CT logs and passive

DNS traffic collected at an authoritative name server can serve as a source for

early domain registration detection. Zone files are outperformed by the CT

logs in 13.8% of domains under all TLDs, and by the passive authoritative

traffic in 54.4% of domains under the .dk TLD. Secondly, we compare passive

DNS measurements from a university network with authoritative name server

measurements to shed light on potential data leakage of subdomains under

the main domain name in use by the university. Lastly, we present a method

to generate potentially existing FQDNs, which infers these FQDNs based on

the association of subdomains and apex domains.
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Appendices

4.A Clique cover algorithm

Algorithm 1 denotes the algorithm used to compute a clique cover for graph

�. The intuition behind the algorithm is that two nodes – connected through

an edge with the largest weight – have the largest priority to form a clique.

The algorithm iterates over all edges in the graph and assigns a clique to

each node in the graph based on the interactions that are observed through

the edges. Depending on whether the source and destination nodes of the

edge are already in a clique, the algorithm creates new cliques, adds nodes to

existing cliques, or merges cliques. The output of the algorithm is a hashmap

of the clique assigned to each node in the graph. The implementation of the

algorithm includes several optimizations to reduce the edges to evaluate.

4.B Examples of cliques

Table 4.B.1 contains several examples of cliques. The table shows a general

description of what the subdomains may be intended for, the number of sub-

domains in the clique, the number of apexes associated with these subdomains,

and the list of subdomains comprised by the clique.
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Function cliqueCover (�);
Input : graph � of subdomain nodes

Output: set of subdomain lists

edges = edgeListFrom(�);

edges = sortByWeight(edges);

cliques = {};

for edge in edges do

src, dst = nodes in 4364;
cliqueSrc = cliques[src];

cliqueDst = cliques[dst];

if src not in clique and dst not in clique then

/* both are without clique, create a new one */
c = newClique(src, dst);

cliques[src] = c;

cliques[dst] = c;

else if src in same clique as dst then

/* src and dst are already in the same clique */
else if src not in clique and dst in clique then

/* try to add dst to cliqueSrc */
if cliqueSrc.formsCliqueWith(dst) then

cliques[src].add(dst);

end

else if src in clique and dst not in clique then

/* try to add src to cliqueDst */
if cliqueDst.formsCliqueWith(src) then

cliques[dst].add(src);

end

else if src and dst in different cliques then

/* try to merge the two cliques */
if cliqueSrc.formsCliqueWith(cliqueDst) then

c = mergeCliques(cliqueSrc, cliqueDst);

cliques[src] = c;

cliques[dst] = c;

end

end

return cliques;

Algorithm 1: Clique cover algorithm

Table 4.B.1: Examples of cliques

Description

Subdomain

count

Apex

count Subdomains

High-entropy

subdomains

237 2

adfqjkxr, aeovrpvk, anhpfctcxzcp,
asqzcggxiy, bdzvxofezaejku, . . .

Email servers 5 34,249 imap, xwa, xas, pop, smtp
Western language-related

subdomains

7 26,730 en, es, fr, pt, it, ru, de

More language-related

subdomains

6 3,764 ko, zh, cs, nl, ar, ja

Content deliver network 9 5,197 cdn-1, cdn-3, cdn-2, cdn-5, cdn-7, . . .
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5.1. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

This paper investigates the potential of using digital certificates for the detection of
phishing domains. This is motivated by phishing domains that have started to abuse
the (erroneous) trust of the public in browser padlock symbols, and by the large-scale
adoption of the Certificate Transparency (CT) framework. This publicly accessible evi-
dence trail of Transport Layer Security (TLS) certificates has made the TLS landscape
more transparent than ever. By comparing samples of phishing, popular benign, and
non-popular benign domains, we provide insight into the TLS certificates issuance
behavior for phishing domains, focusing on the selection of the certificate authority, the
validation level of the certificates, and the phenomenon of certificate sharing among
phishing domains. Our results show that phishing domains gravitate to a relatively
small selection of certificate authorities, and disproportionally to cPanel, and tend to
rely on certificates with a low, and cheap, validation level. Additionally, we demon-
strate that the vast majority of certificates issued for phishing domains cover more
than only phishing domains. These results suggest that a more pro-active role of CAs
and putting more emphasis on certificate revocation can have a crucial impact in the
defense against phishing attacks.

5.1 Introduction

Decades after its inception in the ’90s, phishing remains a significant problem.

This scalable form of criminal activity can be characterized by the use of decep-

tion in which impersonation is used to obtain information from a target [B1].

The Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG) still reports the discovery of tens

of thousands of phishing sites monthly [B2]. This indicates that phishing is far

from a solved problem, and that there remains a need for novel and improved

detection, prevention, and mitigation methods.

A significant effort, from both an academic and commercial perspective,

has been made towards the detection and identification of phishing entities,

such as URLs, emails, websites, and domains. Existing approaches are in

many cases based on identifying similarities between suspicious entities and

known legitimate ones, as criminals conducting phishing attacks (referred to

as phishers) often attempt to deceive victims into believing they are interact-

ing with a legitimate system. However, entities that so far ha not received a

similar degree of scrutiny are digital certificates. Such certificates are used

in establishing a secure communication channel between (among others) web

browsers and web servers. It raises the research question on whether TLS

certificates can be labeled as ‘phishy’ or benign in the same manner URLs and
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domains have historically been given these labels, ultimately preventing Inter-

net users from interacting with websites serving these certificates. The recent

large-scale adoption of two technologies has resulted in a trail of certificates,

which potentially can be used for an alternative detection method of phishing

attacks:

• HTTPS, i.e.„ HTTP over Transport Layer Security, by phishing websites,

for encrypting traffic between the browser and web server

• The submission of newly-issued TLS certificates to Certificate Trans-

parency (CT) logs by certificate authorities

Certificate Transparency has been developed for third parties to monitor the

logs for fraudulently issued certificates, resulting in TLS certificates being

inserted in these logs in near real-time and additionally on a global scale.

Furthermore, the issuance of certificates is assumed to occur early in the life-

cycle of a domain, and thereby also of the phishing attack. Prior research has

identified a general short domain lifetime and disposable nature of phishing

domains, which we hypothesize to be reflected in the CT log artifacts we can

observe:

1. The selected certificate authority that phishing domains resort to for issu-

ing their certificates are expected to be cheap and certificate issuance is

expected to be automated. In addition, an analysis of CA selection may

reveal certain patterns related to the phishing hosting infrastructure of

phishers.

2. The validation level of certificates is a proxy for the monetary cost that

phishers invest into increasing the perceived legitimacy of phishing web-

sites.

3. Phishing attacks may be part of a larger campaign, and the preparation of

those attacks may be coordinated. It is hypothesized that this is reflected

in certificates covering more than one phishing domain, which in practice

would simplify the hosting infrastructure of the phishing attack.

In this work, we test these hypotheses by analyzing a large collection of TLS cer-

tificates, hinting towards the ‘phishyness’ of the certificates. The results serve

as a preliminary motivation for pursuing a CT-based phishing mitigation sys-

tem. It is namely important that phishing domains and non-phishing domains

handle their infrastructure significantly different from a TLS perspective, in

order to rely on them for such as mitigation system.
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Prior to testing these hypotheses, we used our collected data to show that

for the majority of phishing domains, a certificate is issued before the domain

gets blacklisted, which emphasizes the relevancy of a CT log-based protection

system. Our main findings are as follows:

• Phishers resort to a relatively small set of CAs for their certificate is-

suance, and the issuer of certificates reveals information regarding the

infrastructure on which services for domains are served, as illustrated

by a significant number of cPanel servers for phishing domains.

• Phishers seldom resort to the more expensive EV certificates, and rarely

to OV certificates, although these results apply to non-popular domains

as well.

• Certificates rarely cover only phishing certificates, but a large fraction of

certificates issued for phishing domains cover other domains as well.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We present the context

of the paper in the background and related work in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. This

is followed by a description of the methodology and the results in Sections 5.4

and 5.5. The overall impact of the results is discussed in Section 5.6.

5.2 Background

Transport Layer Security (TLS) — like its predecessor SSL — is the underlying

protocol suite for encrypting communication on the Internet. The secure com-

munication it provides is facilitated by a public key infrastructure, in which

the identity of an entity (such as a domain name) is bound to a cryptographic

public key. The proof of such a binding is stored and distributed in the form

of an X.509 certificate, and consists of the identities, the public key and a cryp-

tographic signature that allows a web browser to verify the identity of the web

server it is initiating a TLS connection with. The process of issuing certificates

is handled by one of the hundreds of certificate authorities (CAs), which are

inherently-trusted, third-party organizations. The X.509 certificate standard

supports the binding with multiple identities [B3], and these identities are re-

ferred to as Subject Alternative Names (SANs). This allows an organization to

request a single certificate for multiple domains (or other entity types such as

IP addresses), thereby reducing the number of certificates required to secure

web traffic towards their infrastructure.

An applicant applies for a certificate at a CA with information about the

to-be-created certificate, such as the SANs to cover, the validation level of
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the certificate, and the period for which the certificate is valid. The CAs

are tasked to verify that the requester of a certificate does in fact own all

entities that the certificate is about to cover. This verification can be done via

a variety of methods depending on the CA, including email verification, an

HTTP endpoint, or more thorough background checks. After an applicant

proves ownership of all SANs, the CA issues a certificate, signed by their own

root (or intermediate) certificate.

Each certificate has a validation level associated with it, indicating the depth

- and therefore also the cost - of the verification process the CA and requester

went through to get the certificate issued. Domain validated (DV) certificates

require the least validation, followed by organization validated (OV) certifi-

cates and lastly extended validated (EV) certificates. The latter validation type

is reserved for corporations and recognized entities and requires an in-depth

background check. The benefit of these more expensive OV and EV certifi-

cates used to be a different indicator in the browser, although most browsers

are moving towards removing these differences
1
, as different indicators have

proven to be ineffective [B4].

In addition to the validation level and SANs to be covered in the domain,

an applicant must declare the duration of the validity period of the certificate.

As a security mechanism, certificates expire after a time span after which a

certificate cannot successfully be verified and TLS connections must be rejected.

Typically, this period lies between a few months and couple of years, and since

2020, the CA/Browser Baseline Requirements restricts the validity period to a

maximum of 13 months [B5]. This period prevents certificates from being

abused for long periods of time, in case the private key of the cryptographic

key pair of the certificate owner is compromised.

5.2.1 Certificate Transparency

Fraudulent issuance of a certificate — regardless of its malicious intent —

can have a disastrous impact, as demonstrated by two incidents in 2011. At-

tackers were able to obtain certificates for domains including google.com and

microsoft.com, allowing them to perform large-scale man-in-the-middle at-

tacks [B6]. The reputation damage eventually resulted in the bankruptcy of

one of the CAs. As a direct response to these incidents, the Certificate Trans-

parency project was initiated with the goal of monitoring and auditing the

certificate issuance of CAs. The project encourages CAs to submit every is-

sued certificate to publicly accessible, append-only CT ‘logs’. These CT logs

can be run by third-party organizations and, due to their public availability, al-

1https://blog.chromium.org/2018/05/evolving-chromes-security-indicators.html
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low anyone to monitor for fraudulent issuance of certificates for their domains.

As of February 2021, Chrome’s CT policy recognizes more than a hundred logs

being operated by 21 different organizations, and they contain over 12 billion

issued certificates
2
.

After submitting a certificate to a CT log, a CA obtains a Signed Certificate

Timestamp (SCT), which acts as a proof from the log operator that the certificate

is, or will soon be, appended to the log. This SCT is embedded in the certificate,

which can be used during the TLS handshake between a browser, and a web

server to verify the inclusion of the certificate in the logs. As of April 2018,

Chrome has started to require any certificate to comply with its CT policy,

effectively requiring all certificates to be logged in at least two CT logs
3
. A

similar policy was introduced by Apple in October 2018
4
. Due to the large

combined browser market share of Google and Apple (an estimated 82.3%

as of February 2021
5
), this has resulted in the large-scale adoption of the CT

framework. Combined with a generally increased adoption of HTTPS (an

estimated 84% for phishing URLs [B2]), this makes the CT logs a promising

data source for phishing detection.

5.3 Related work

Scheitle et al. [B7] recognized the potential of CT logs for phishing detection

based on a preliminary experiment, focusing primarily on typosquatting do-

mains, the practice of registering domains looking similar to other domains

in order to create confusion. More recently, Fasllĳa et al. [B8] explored this

idea further by implementing and evaluating a classifier based on the cer-

tificates contained in the CT logs. Similarly, Sakurai et al. [B9] built domain

name templates and match newly issued certificates against these templates to

identify new phishing domains. Commercial initiatives such as CertSpotter
6
,

PhishFinder
7
, and Facebook

8
started to provide protection services that alert

domain owners whenever a certificate for their domains is submitted to a CT

log. These initiatives primarily rely on the lexical properties of the domains

and do not explore the TLS-specific information contained in the logs.

Alternative early detection systems for domain abuse have been proposed

2https://www.certificate-transparency.org/known-logs
3https://github.com/chromium/ct-policy/blob/master/ct_policy.md
4https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT205280
5https://www.w3counter.com/globalstats.php
6https://sslmate.com/certspotter/
7https://phishfinder.io/
8https://developers.facebook.com/tools/ct
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in prior research. The works of Hao et al. [B10,B11] resulted in PREDATOR, a

proactive detection system of spamming domains. The Dutch registry, SIDN,

uses nDEWS [B12] as an early detection system for various types of domain

abuse, operating at the level of a top-level domain. Lever et al. [B13] detect

domain ownership changes for identifying malicious re-registrations. These

systems primarily rely on the DNS for their data, and could potentially be

combined with CT log data analysis for better performances.

The CT logs have been used as a source data set for other application

areas besides phishing domain detection. Manousis et al. [B14] analyse the

impact of Let’s Encrypt on the TLS ecosystem, finding early evidence for the

adoption of typosquatters and malware hosters. Similarly, Aersten et al. [B15]

identify that in the first year of Let’s Encrypt’s introduction, primarily low-cost

domains started to resort to Let’s Encrypt as their CA. VanderSloot et al. [B16]

investigated the coverage of the entire TLS ecosystem from various viewpoints

(in terms of observed certificates). They identified that CT logs at the time

already captured over 90% of all certificates, which since then presumably has

only increased further.

Prior research has relied on alternative certificate-related datasets. These

datasets were often collected by either actively probing TLS servers (i.e., ac-

tive measurements) or monitoring network traffic for TLS handshakes (i.e.,

passive measurements). Active measurements allow researchers to not only

capture the certificate, but also parameters exchanged during the TLS hand-

shake [B17]. Drawbacks of active measurements include its reliance a list of

known domains
9
, partial coverage caused by unavailability of servers and the

difficulty of performing continuous measurements. In passive measurements,

such as the works by Razaghpanah et al. [B19], have no control of which cer-

tificate are observed. The degree of coverage of the TLS ecosystem is highly

dependent on the quality and quantity of the observation point(s), as a small

and homogenous client population is unlikely to query a significant portion

of TLS-enabled servers. In contrast to CT logs, neither active nor passive

measurements are guaranteed to provide certificates in a timely fashion (i.e.„

immediately after the certificate has been issued). Note that different mea-

surement types can be used in conjunction [B20], compensating each other’s

drawbacks and thereby resulting in a higher quality dataset.

9
A TLS handshake involves the Server Name Indication extension of TLS [B18], i.e.„ a field that

contains the domain name that the client intends to connect to.
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5.4 Methodology

To obtain a manageable dataset of certificates (in terms of the cost of analyzing

these certificates), we collect certificates issued for a sample of three domain

types. An exploratory analysis of all certificates available from the CT logs is

considered infeasible, as they contain over twelve billion certificates. Rather

than considering Fully Qualified Domain Names (FQDNs), we are primarily

concerned with analyzing root domains, the part of the FQDN under which the

domain is registered by its owners
10

. Certificates issued for domains under this

root domain are generally requested by the domain owner since the domain

owner is tasked to demonstrate ownership of the domain to the CA, although

newer verification methods (such as an HTTP-based method) challenge this

assumption. The aforementioned three domain types used for analysis are

defined as follows:

• Phishing domains (�?ℎ8Bℎ) are those domains that have historically been

used in phishing attacks.

• Popular benign domains (�?>?) represent the set of domains used for highly

popular services that receive the majority of traffic on the Internet.

• Non-popular benign domains (�=>=?>?) are domains that receive a low

amount of traffic, yet have not been seen as part of phishing attacks.

For each domain type, we sampled 10,000 domains, resulting in a total

number of 30,000 domains for which certificates were collected. Figure 1 shows

the process to retrieve the sample of domains and their associated certificates.

The domain sampling step consists of converting the source domains into a set

of sampled, labeled domains. In the certificate retrieval step, all certificates for

these sampled domains are retrieved, which in turn are analyzed further.

Domain sampling The Tranco list [B21] combines three other domain lists

to provide a robust list of the top one-million popular domains, in terms of

the popularity of those domains
11

. We assume that the domains on the top

of this list are inherently benign (i.e.„ they were not registered for malicious

purposes), under the assumption that a maliciously registered domain will

never become popular enough to receive high amounts of traffic. The top of

the list therefore represents popular, benign domains.

10
For instance, the root domain for the FQDN www.example.co.uk is example.co.uk

11
The definition of ‘popularity’ differs slightly between the three source lists, but generally

represents the amount of traffic the domain receives.
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Figure 1: The process of retrieving the three samples of domains and their

associated certificates. The grey boxes represent the source data sets, the

green boxes represent three domain types and the red boxes represent the

actions performed by the authors. � = set of domains, * = set of URLs, � =

set of certificates.

The APWG’s eCrime eXchange (eCX) platform
12

contains millions of known

phishing URLs submitted by contributing organizations, whenever the sub-

mitted URL is found to host phishing content. The root domains extracted

from these URLs form the base of the phishing domain sample, denoted as

�42G . Some popular domains are often abused for hosting phishing content,

such as Facebook or Google Docs. This however does not imply those domains

are registered for malicious purposes; the content on these sites is merely user-

generated and therefore contains a mix of malicious and benign content. The

set of phishing domains is defined as �?ℎ8Bℎ = �42G \ �?>? , or the root domains

extracted from eCX URLs, excluding any domain that is in the top 1M Tranco

domains.

Lastly, the non-popular, benign domain type is defined as �=>=?>? = �2>< \
(�42G∪�?>?), where �2>< is the set of all domains in the .com zone (comprising

almost half of all domains globally). None of these domains receive a large

amount of traffic and have never been seen in a phishing attack according to

the eCX platform.

Certificate retrieval We collect any certificate submitted to the CT log ecosys-

tem that covers (at least) one of the domains in the domain sets. This collection

is done through a Google BigQuery dataset provided by the Censys search

engine [B22]. The criterion for a certificate to cover a domain name is that

12https://apwg.org/ecx/
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the SANs list of the certificate contains (1) the root domain itself, (2) a subdo-

main of the root domain, or (3) a wildcard domain under the root domain. In

addition to the raw certificates, we also collect several extra fields, including

the fingerprint of the certificate, and the validity of the certificate according to

different root stores.

5.5 Results

All four datasets (i.e.„ the Tranco list, the .com zone file, the eCX URLs, and

certificates) were collected in the beginning of 2020. We used the Tranco list

from February 20th, 2020
13

. The list of eCX URLs comprises over 8.6 million

URLs (belonging to 1.02 million unique root domains), and contains URLs

discovered up to February 27th, 2020. The certificates from Censys were

collected on March 12th, 2020. An overview of the resulting dataset is shown

in Table 1. The vast majority of the 79.1 million collected certificates were

issued for popular domains. This is partially explained by the fact that only

a small fraction of popular domains had no certificate issued for it, compared

to 4,235 phishing domains, and 6,283 of the non-popular domains. In our

further analysis, we discard certificates that are untrusted by browsers, as those

certificates cause browsers to present users a warning page, instead of the

actual content. The purpose of issuing certificates in the first place is to make

pages seem legitimate, which is defeated when a warning page is shown. A

certificate can be untrusted for various reasons, such as being self-signed or

being signed by a root certificate that a particular browser or operating system

does not trust. This filtering of untrusted certificates primarily affects the

popular domains, with nearly 60% of all certificates issued for those domains

being untrusted. The table suggests that phishing domains have adopted

HTTPS to a higher degree than non-popular domains, with nearly twice the

number of certificates issued for them.

5.5.1 Temporal analysis

As previously stated, one advantage of CT log analysis over passive and active

measurements is the presumed early submission and publication of certificates

to the CT logs. Using CT logs as a data source for early detection is only viable

if certificates can consistently be monitored prior to the blacklisting of the

domains they cover, and as such we test the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1. Certificate issuance occurs prior to blacklisting of phishing domains
13

Available at https://tranco-list.eu/list/XWNN.
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Table 1: Overview of the collected dataset.

# domains

# domains

without cert

# certificates

% certificates

trusted

Phishing 10.0k 4.2k 184.9k 95.9

Popular 10.0k 175 78.9M 40.4

Non-pop. 10.0k 6.3k 95.6k 99.0

Total 30.0k 10.7k 79.1M

We analyze the time difference between (1) the blacklisting of a phishing

domain and (2) the issuance of its certificate(s). This process is made more

difficult because a domain can both have been blacklisted multiple times,

and have multiple certificates issued for it. The former challenge is tackled

by selecting the first timestamp of blacklisting seen for that specific domain,

whereas the latter is tackled by introducing the notion of the closest certificate.
For each timestamp of first blacklisting, the most recent certificate issuance

before blacklisting is considered. If no certificate before blacklisting exists, the

oldest certificate after blacklisting is considered. The first motivation for this

definition is that the most recent certificate before blacklisting is most likely to

be issued by the same owner of the domain at the time of blacklisting, as older

certificates may have been issued by a previous owner of the domain. Secondly,

certificates issued after blacklisting are meaningless for early protection against

phishing attacks abusing that domain, hence the low priority of including those

certificates. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.

Certificates issued before the first blacklisting date are not necessarily re-

quested by the same domain owner that caused the domain to be blacklisted.

Given the decade-spanning time window of the CT logs, it is possible to ob-

serve a certificate issued for a domain ten years before it got blacklisted. Since

the identification of domain ownership is inherently a difficult task, we in-

stead estimated a lower and upper bound for the number of phishing domains

for which we can identify a relevant certificate, issued before the domain got

blacklisted.

Upper bound For all phishing domains in the dataset, the time difference be-

tween the issuance of the closest certificate (C�) and the earliest URL blacklisting

timestamp (C�) is computed (denoted as Δ(C� , C�)). A negative time difference

implies that the closest certificate was issued before the URL was blacklisted.

For 75.66% of all phishing domains, the earliest certificate timestamp occurs
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Figure 2: The computation of the time difference between domain blacklisting

and the closest certificate issuance. For domain d1, the most recent certificate

before the first blacklisting timestamp is taken (resulting in a negative time dif-

ference), whereas for domain d2 the earliest certificate issuance timestamp after
the first blacklisting timestamp is taken (resulting in a positive time difference).

domain  
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domain  
expiration
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30 days 5 days1+ year
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redemption period

Figure 3: Timeline of the re-registration process of a domain name.

before the earliest blacklisting timestamp, which serves as the upper bound of

the percentage of domains a CT log-based phishing domain detection system

can protect against.

Lower bound In order to estimate a lower bound, the registration process of

a domain is taken into account. Since domains can change their ownership

during their lifecycle, it is vital to only consider certificates issued by the same

owner that owned the domain during the time of blacklisting. A domain

registered under the .com top-level domain (TLD) goes through a process

after a domain expires, during which the control of the domain is taken back
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Figure 4: The ECDF of the time difference between the issuance of the clos-

est certificate and the earliest URL blacklisting timestamp, for each phishing

domain. The figure is zoomed in on the period around the auto-renew and

registration period of a domain.

by the registrar, and after which a domain can potentially change owner
14

. An

auto-renew period of 45 days is followed by a 30-day redemption period, after

which the domain is listed as ‘pending delete’ for 5 days. After this period, the

domain is up for re-registration [B23] (see Figure 3). In the auto-renew period,

domain owners have the opportunity to renew or sell their domain, and as such

a domain cannot change ownership in the 35-day period between the end of

the auto-renew period, and the earliest potential to re-register a domain. Given

a domain for which a URL was blacklisted at an arbitrary timestamp C = 0, all

certificates issued in the period [−35 days, 0] are requested by the same owner

that owned the domain at the time of blacklisting. Figure 4 shows a zoomed-in

portion of the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) of Δ(C� , C�)
of all phishing domains, and shows that 56.13% of domains had their closest

certificate issued in this period for which there exists the previously described

certainty about the ownership of the domain. As such, this percentage is

considered the lower bound. The figure also illustrates the aforementioned

upper bound.

These results indicate that for between 56.13% and 75.66% of phishing

domains, a certificate issuance can be observed before a URL for that domain

is being blacklisted. Even though this implies that perfect coverage of all

domains does not seem feasible, it is important to note that CT logs cover

14
Note that other TLDs may have different processes regarding the expiration of a domain, but

given the large market share of .com, their expiration process drives our methodology
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domains across all TLDs and their coverage is arguably only getting higher due

to the ever-increasing adoption of HTTPS. Therefore, CT log-based detection

of phishing domains could potentially cover a larger set of domains than active

or passive measurement-based methods.

5.5.2 Issuers

Each certificate in circulation has been signed by a CA, which has deliberately

been approached by the requester of the certificate (through the submission

of a certificate signing request). As such, the choice of CA of a certificate

reflects the behavior of the domain owner. CAs have individual differences,

such as pricing models, countries in which they operate, the process of veri-

fying the identity of the requester, etc. As these differences may be important

considerations for phishers, we test the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2. The CA selection of phishing domains provides insight in the monetary
considerations, and the operations of phishers

In reality, it is not trivial to identify the underlying CA that signed a cer-

tificate, as certificates are generally signed by intermediate certificates
15

, and

a single CA may operate many intermediate certificates. In addition, cross-
signing of certificates is not uncommon, in which the root certificate of a CA

signs the intermediate certificate of another CA, resulting in a chain of trust

rooted in more than one CA. We therefore analyze the issuer of certificates

rather than identifying the underlying CA, as the issuer selection may provide

a similar insight into phishing as the CA selection would.

In order to analyze the selection of CA, it is important to handle any poten-

tial biases that can be induced. More specifically, it is imperative that a single

domain should not dominate other domains due to the number of certificates

issued for it (as demonstrated earlier in Table 1), or a specific issuer to dominate

others due to the short validity period of their certificate (thereby requiring

customers to frequently re-issue certificates).

The set of certificates issued for domain 38 issued by issuer 0 9 is formalized

as �8BBD4A(38 , 0 9). The duration of an individual certificate 2’s validity period is

denoted as E(2). The set of all existing issuers is A . Using these formulations,

we define domain issuer preference P8BBD4A(38 , 0 9), which represents how much

15
These intermediate certificates are in turn signed by a root certificate or another intermediate

certificate
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Table 2: The domain type issuer preference (as percentage) for the ten most

preferred issuers and the three domain categories.

P8BBD4A(�, 0 9) (in %)

0 9 �?ℎ8Bℎ �?>? �=>=?>?

Let’s Encrypt Authority X3
∗
46.19

∗
15.70

∗
61.46

cPanel, Inc. Certification Authority
∗
33.53 1.23

∗
10.69

COMODO ECC Domain Validation Secure Server CA 2
∗
7.94 5.23

∗
4.51

DigiCert SHA2 Secure Server CA 0.06
∗
6.88 0.15

Amazon 0.14
∗
5.91 0.73

Go Daddy Secure Certificate Authority - G2 1.91 4.50 4.21

CloudFlare Inc ECC CA-2 3.65 1.33 4.43

GlobalSign CloudSSL CA - SHA256 - G3 0.32 4.23 0.06

DigiCert SHA2 High Assurance Server CA 0.01 4.09 0.02

Sectigo RSA Domain Validation Secure Server CA 1.38 1.55 4.03

∗
among the three most preferred authorities within the domain category

a particular issuer is preferred by a domain:

P8BBD4A(38 , 0 9) =

∑
2∈�8BBD4A (38 ,0 9 )

E(2)∑
0∈A

∑
2∈�8BBD4A (38 ,0) E(2)

(5.1)

This measure is a value between one and zero, and

∑
0∈A P8BBD4A(38 , 0) = 1.

This definition is used to express the domain type issuer preference for domain

type : towards an issuer 0 9 :

P8BBD4A(�: , 0 9) =
∑

3∈�:
P8BBD4A(3, 0 9)∑

0∈A

∑
3∈�:

P8BBD4A(3, 0)
(5.2)

Where �: is the set of all domains for domain type :. Similar to Eq. 5.1, the

following holds:

∑
0∈� P8BBD4A(�: , 0) = 1. Eq. 5.1 ensures that certificates are

weighted proportionally to their validity period, and that each domain within

a domain type is equally weighted disregarding the number of certificates

issued for the domain, whereas Eq. 5.2 ensures a proper comparison between

domain types.

Using Eq. 5.2, we compute the domain type preferences for all combinations

of issuers and domain types, of which the results are illustrated in Table 2. The

top 10 most preferred issuers are shown in the table. In total, 853 issuer

certificates were used to sign the set of certificates, of which 846 were used
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Figure 5: The distribution of the month of issuance of certificates for the three

domain types.

for popular domains, 132 for phishing domains and only 125 for non-popular

domains. Generally, the preference for phishing domains and non-popular

domains are fairly similar, with the popular domains having a vastly different

preference profile.

Although Let’s Encrypt is the most preferred issuer for popular domains

(with 15.7%), it is not nearly as popular as the other two domain types (46.19%

and 61.46% for phishing and non-popular domains respectively). One expla-

nation could be that Let’s Encrypt is a relatively new CA, and popular domains

tend to be long-lived, resulting in a stronger preference for CAs that have been

operating longer, or for now-defunct CAs. Figure 5 shows the distribution of

the month of issuance of certificates for the three domain types. The figure

shows that the vast majority of certificates are issued after 2018 and that there

is no major difference between the domain types, suggesting that the age of

Let’s Encrypt does not play a large role in the issuer preference.

The issuer preference provides information regarding the infrastructure

used to serve services using popular domains, of which the high preference

for the Amazon issuer by popular domains (5.91%, or the third-most preferred

issuer) is an example. Amazon issues public certificates for customers of their

AWS cloud platform, which specifically focuses on “securing public websites

with significant traffic requirements"
16

, indicating that part of the infrastruc-

ture of popular domains with such certificates operates on AWS. Similarly,

we find that phishing domains have a strong preference for the cPanel issuer

(33.53%) compared to popular (1.23%) and non-popular (10.69%) benign do-

main types. cPanel is a popular web hosting platform with the option for

16https://docs.aws.amazon.com/acm/latest/userguide/acm-overview.html
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Figure 6: Distribution of the month of URLs blacklisted for phishing domains

with cPanel certificates (black). The month of the discovery of several critical

vulnerabilities is displayed in red.

automatic issuance and deployment of TLS certificates. We hypothesize that

either (1) phishers rely on cPanel for their hosting infrastructure on a large

scale, or (2) that cPanel accounts are compromised at a large scale and repur-

posed for conducting phishing attacks. Under the assumption that the second

hypothesis can only occur on a large scale in case of the discovery of a crit-

ical vulnerability, we would expect to see a peak of submissions of phishing

URLs on the eCX for domains running cPanel software, as cPanel hosts are

compromised around the time of the vulnerability disclosure. Several critical

vulnerabilities were reported for cPanel in September 2019
17

, but according to

Figure 6 this did not coincide with unusual numbers of related URLs being

reported. We have found no evidence of peaks of URL submissions for phish-

ing domains running on cPanel software, suggesting that the first hypothesis

holds true, but this requires further research to confirm.

5.5.3 Validation level

In addition to the CA selection, the selection of a validation level provides

insight in the monetary investment in conducting phishing attacks, which

leads to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3. Phishers resort to certificates with higher validation levels to increase
the perceived legitimacy of phishing websites.

17
We used a CVE record with a score of 8 or higher as the definition of a critical vulnerability, ob-

tained from https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/vendor_id-1766/product_id-
3023/Cpanel-Cpanel.html
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Similar to the issuer analysis, the analysis of validation level differences

requires a normalization step taking into account the number of certificates

and the validity duration of certificates. The set of all certificates issued for

domain 38 with a validation level ; 9 is denoted as �E0;(38 , ; 9). The set of

possible validation levels (i.e.„ DV, OV, EV, and unknown) is denoted as L . The

domain validation level preference PE0;(38 , ; 9) represents how much a particular

validation level is preferred by a specific domain:

PE0;(38 , ; 9) =

∑
2∈�E0; (38 ,;9 )

E(2)∑
;∈L

∑
2∈�E0; (38 ,;) E(2)

(5.3)

Again, E(2) denotes the duration of the validity period of certificate 2, and

this measure is a value between one and zero, and

∑
;∈L PE0;(38 , ;) = 1. Then,

the domain type validation level preference for each of the domain categories �:

(i.e.„ �?ℎ8Bℎ , �?>? and �=>=?>? for phishing, popular and non-popular sampled

domains respectively) for a specific validation level ; 9 is defined as follows:

PE0;(�: , ; 9) =
∑

3∈�:
PE0;(3, ; 9)∑

;∈L

∑
3∈�:

PE0;(3, ;)
(5.4)

We rely on the reported validation levels from the Censys dataset
18

to com-

pute the preferences. Table 3 shows the results of the computation of these

values, for all domain type and validation level combinations. Unsurprisingly,

popular domains have a stronger preference for OV and EV certificates, as

popular domains have a larger incentive and budget for protecting the legiti-

macy of their brand. Phishing and non-popular benign domains have a highly

similar preference.

Notably, we identified 133 EV certificates issued for 16 unique phishing do-

mains. Further inspection shows that only two of those 16 domains are marked

by VirusTotal as malicious, questioning whether the other 14 are really phish-

ing domains in the first place. As such, we conclude that EV certificates are

virtually unused by phishers in our dataset, and this suggests that EV certifi-

cates are in fact a meaningful method for marking websites as trustworthy,

even though browsers stopped presenting such indicators to users.

18
We verified the correctness of these values by computing a validation level based on the

existence of specific Object Identifiers (OIDs) in the X.509 certificate extensions and matching

those against the Censys values. Our method in general led to more inconclusive results.
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Table 3: Values of %E0;(�, ;) for all domain categories and validation levels (as

percentage).

↓ � → ; DV OV EV Unknown

�?ℎ8Bℎ 92.94 6.65 0.11 0.31

�?>? 49.41 39.17 4.03 7.38

�=>=?>? 91.99 7.28 0.14 0.59

100 101 102 103

# unique roots

0.0

0.5

1.0

EC
DF 37.57%

Figure 7: ECDF of the number unique roots of certificates covering at least a

single phishing domain (= = 975, 426). The red line represents the fraction of

covering only a single unique root domain

5.5.4 Certificate sharing

Based on the following hypothesis, there is an expectation that phishing do-

mains may be deployed on a shared infrastructure, which would be reflected by

shared certificates, or certificates that cover more than a single phishing domain.

Hypothesis 4. Individual phishing attacks may be part of a larger campaign, and the
deployment of those attacks is coordinated.

In order to test this hypothesis, we collect all certificates in our dataset that

cover at least a single phishing domain. Note that we consider all phishing

domains, not only the 10,000 domains in the initial sample. In total, 975k

certificates were identified. For each certificate, we extract the unique root

domains, and the ECDF of the count is shown in Figure 7. 37.57% of certificates

issued for phishing domains cover only a single unique root, indicating that the

remaining 62.43% (or 608,934 certificates) is potential evidence that certificate

sharing is rampant in phishing attacks.

Surprisingly, only 0.90% (or 5,452) of these certificates cover only phishing

roots, meaning that the remaining certificates cover not only phishing roots, but
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also domains of unknown nature. The implication of this is that there is a small

portion of certificates that can be considered unambiguously ‘phishy’, whereas

the vast majority of certificates cannot. The existence of these ‘ambiguous’

certificates could be interpreted in several ways, including:

1. Certificates are requested by a third party to which domain control is

delegated by the actual owner, and this third party requests certificates

that cover benign and phishing domains.

2. There exists a vast number of domains that have not yet been discovered

to be phishing domains, which means that in reality these ambiguous

certificates are in fact ‘phishy’.

3. Not all domains owned by a particular domain owner are used for phish-

ing attacks. This includes for example benign domain owners whose

websites are hacked and repurposed for phishing attacks, or phishers

who manage domains for non-phishing activities, and domains with

user-generated content of mixed nature.

We investigate the first point through a case study: Cloudflare. Cloud-

flare’s Content Delivery Network (CDN) enables customers to encrypt traffic

to their websites by proxying traffic through Cloudflare servers. This requires

them to change the DNS name server of their domain to Cloudflare, effectively

delegating the control of their DNS configuration to Cloudflare, which is used

by the ACME protocol to verify the ownership of domains. Rather than re-

questing a single certificate for each domain, a single certificate is requested

for a set of domains, all from different owners. In addition, these certificates

contain a Cloudflare-specific domain (usually the first domain name in the list

of SANs), matching the structure sni{6 digits}.cloudflaressl.com. Nat-

urally, none of these certificates can unambiguously be assumed to be phishy,

as they cover domains from many different owners. This set of Cloudflare cer-

tificates alone already comprises 91.369 certificates, or 9.37% of the full set of

certificates issued for phishing domains. We identified other similar certificate

structures to Cloudflare certificates, that include SANs such as statuspage.io
and incapsula.com, leading us to believe that those domains are used for sim-

ilar purposes as the sni{6 digits}.cloudflaressl.com domains. Further

research is needed to fully differentiate ‘phishy’ certificates from these CDN-

type certificates.
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5.6 Discussion

The fact that between 56.13% and 75.66% of phishing domains observe a rele-

vant certificate being issued before a URL is blacklisted is a promising result

and a strong motivation for pursuing the development of CT log-based abuse

prevention systems (accepting Hypthesis 1). Given the constant growth of

phishing attacks being conducted over HTTPS (over 84% of identified phish-

ing attacks in the last quarter of 2020 according to the APWG [B2], compared

to only 10% in the first quarter of 2017), CT log’s early coverage of phishing

domains is only expected to grow in the future. Simultaneously, the introduc-

tion of more traffic encryption methods, such as ECN
19

could render passive

measurements less effective, emphasizing the relevance of CT logs even more.

We have demonstrated that phishing domains and non-popular benign

domains have similar preference profiles for the issuer selection of their cer-

tificates (except cPanel), but a vastly different profile compared to popular

domains. Our results provide some insight in the operations of phishing do-

mains (e.g.„ preference for cPanel), thereby we accept Hypothesis 2. Further

research is required to draw stronger conclusions regarding the domains re-

lying on cPanel, but these results emphasize the importance of the position

of CAs in the fight against phishing. CAs have the opportunity to interfere

with the TLS ecosystem through the revocation of certificates and in fact some

CAs state in their policies that malicious activity is grounds for certificate re-

vocation
20

. Although the effectiveness of certificate revocation has historically

been limited [B24], our results are an argument for better handling of certificate

revocation.

Our results for the validation level of certificates show that phishers rarely

resort to EV certificates (thereby rejecting Hypothesis 3). Given the relatively

high cost of OV and EV certificates ($27.44 and $72.18 per year at COMODO

respectively for example
21

), this suggests phishers are not willing to significant

amounts of money, or are actually rejected during the vetting process. Even

though browser indicators have been demonstrated to be ineffective from the

perspective of users [B4], higher validation levels could be an effective signal

for identifying certificates that are not used in phishing attacks. EV certificates

could act as a white-listing method for identifying ‘benign’ certificates.

Lastly, we found few unambiguous cases of shared certificates between

phishing domains, with 5,452 certificates only covering phishing domains.

19https://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-tls-esni-10#page-6
20

Example of Sectigo: https://sectigo.com/uploads/files/Sectigo-CPS-v5_2_2.pdf
21https://comodosslstore.com/resources/dv-vs-ov-vs-ev-ssl-which-certificates-

are-good-for-site-security/
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The vast majority of certificates that cover at least a single phishing domain

also covers domains whose nature is unknown, which makes it difficult to

extract meaningful information from the certificates about the decisions of

the phishers. A substantial part of this challenge can be explained by the

practice of domain owners delegating control to CDNs, which aggregate many

domains from many owners, and obtain certificates covering many domains

of various types, including phishing. We found that 9.37% of the phishing

domains had been mixed with other domains by Cloudflare, and indications

that other CDNs apply similar practices. Consequently, CDNs have a role

and a responsibility in the fight against phishing, when they offer the service

of managing certificates, and in general when applying practices that allows

phishers to mix with benign domain owners. We cannot reject nor accept

Hypothesis 4, which remains inconclusive.

This work provides preliminary characteristics of phishing certificates, sug-

gesting that a there is a certain degree of ’phishyness’ that can be assigned to

a certificate. Even a simple heuristics-based warning system can potentially

be useful for identifying candidate phishing domains, by for example iden-

tifying cPanel certificates covering several domains, including a domain that

previously already was blacklisted by the eCx.

Limitations Our methodology differentiates between three domain types,

and considers phishing domains a homogenous group of domains registered

for phishing purposes. Even though we accounted for domain ownership

changes in the collection of certificates for phishing domains, we do not address

the potential of domain compromise. Maroofi et al.. [B25] manually collected

a dataset of phishing URLs and identified 58% to be maliciously registered

and 42% to be compromised. This implies that there is a likelihood that our

analysis of phishing domains leads to conclusions for compromised domains,

rather than maliciously registered domains. Identifying whether a domain is

compromised in itself is already a challenging task, which is significantly more

difficult with historical data, where the website may not be online anymore.

It is possible that the domain type samples contain false positives of do-

mains that in reality are placed in the wrong class. One cause of this could be

the (lack of) vetting of URLs in the eCX platform, which could result in URLs

submitted to the platform that are in reality not phishing URLs. In addition,

it is unlikely that the eCX URLs are fully complete, covering every phishing

URL in existence, as not all phishing attacks are detected and reported. Addi-

tionally, the eCX relies on member contributions, and these are unlikely to be

fully complete. As a result, there are likely to be domains in the non-popular

domain set that are in reality phishing domains. Unfortunately, this is a core
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limitation of the CT framework for phishing prevention, as TLS certificates are

issued on a domain basis instead of on a URL basis.

5.7 Conclusions

This paper addresses the potential of using the phishyness of digital certificates

as a method to identify phishing domains early in their lifecycle. By comparing

the certificates issued for three distinct domain sets, we identify relevant pat-

terns in the differences across these domain sets. Firstly, our temporal analysis

shows that for 56.13% to 75.66% of phishing domains, a certificate is issued

before the domain is being blacklisted, indicating the scale at which CT-based

mitigation can protect against phishing. Furthermore, our results show that

phishing domains resort to a relatively small group of issuers, particularly

gravitating to cPanel, which emphasizes that stronger adherence to certificate

revocation lists produced by these issuers can be highly valuable. We have also

shown that phishers are unlikely to resort to (expensive) EV certificates, which

could suggest that domains that do employ them could serve as a whitelist

for non-phishing domains. Lastly, we found that certificates are unlikely to

be unambiguously phishy or benign, given the set of phishing domains they

encompass. Although we identified only a few certificates that only cover

phishing domains, the majority of certificates issued for phishing domains

cover multiple phishing domains, which is a hopeful takeaway. These results

led us to provide several suggestions for changes to the TLS ecosystem.

Our work opens several pathways for future work. Firstly, given the prelim-

inary nature of our results, we encourage the research community to integrate

our results in novel or existing domain classification methods. An alternative

promising direction is the disambiguation of certificates, which - if successful

- could lead to a very effective way to propagate the ‘phishyness’ of a certificate

to all the domains it covers. Additionally, the potential impact of CAs (cPanel
in particular) and certificate revocation could be explored in more detail.
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6.1. INTRODUCTION

6.1 Introduction

Phishing is still one of the most common attacks which has a plethora of re-

ported cases on a daily basis [C1]. In these attacks, victims are persuaded

in disclosing sensitive information by an attacker that impersonates a legit-

imate organization or person. Modern and more advanced attackers have

begun to use phishing websites offering legitimate digital certificates as a way

to persuade the users into diverging their information willingly, by making

the websites look more legitimate through visible padlock icons in browsers.

Although phishing websites with legitimate certificates can be more effective

than their unencrypted counterparts, they have the drawback from the at-

tacker’s perspective that they have are visible in publicly available certificate

transparency (CT) logs [C2]. The inclusion of certificates in these logs is a re-

quirement to be a trusted website in most modern mainstream browsers [C3].

Monitoring CT logs for newly-issued certificates may enable the detection of

malicious phishing websites using legitimate certificates in the earlier stages of

the attack. In fact, prior research has proposed automated solutions for detect-

ing digital certificates being involved in phishing attacks [C4–C7]. Most of this

research has tackled this as a binary classification problem, with certificates be-

ing considered either malicious or benign. Identifying a high-quality ground

truth is challenging, because the label of a certificate tends to be based on the

label of the domain name or website that serves a given certificate. Not only

is the nature of the domain not always clear-cut benign or malicious [C4,C8],

but there may also be conflicting domain labels for a given certificate [C9].

In this paper, we propose a novel machine learning technique to address

the issues with this task in the state of the art. In contrast to prior work, our

solution considers the classification of certificates to be a multi-class classifica-

tion problem and is capable of finding certificates that fit neither the traditional

benign or malicious labels, but are rather considered ambiguous or ‘conflicted’.

More specifically, the contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:

• we combine both features described in prior work and newly-introduced

features,

• we present a novel labeling mechanism that takes into account the indi-

vidual labels of the domains that are being covered by a certificate,

• we study how our features can predict a phishyness score for each cer-

tificates,

• we validate our methods using a Time-based cross validation scheme
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and show that our classifier and regression models achieve a high per-

formance.

The remainder of this paper is divided as follows. Section 6.2 gives brief

background on digital certificates and Section 6.3, we review some related

works. Section 6.4 describes our data collection pipeline, which extracts cer-

tificate related and domain related features. In Section 6.5 presents our classi-

fication scenario, and Section 6.6 explained our regression scenario. In Section

6.7, we evaluate our scenarios using a time-based approach. We discuss the

achievements and limitations in Section 6.8. Finally, Section 6.9 concludes the

paper.

6.2 Background

The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol suite provides encryption func-

tionality that other networking protocols such as HTTP and IMAP. Besides

encrypting the communication between a client and server, TLS guarantees

authenticity by operating under a public key infrastructure (PKI). When estab-

lishing a connection, a server provides a digital certificate (as defined in the

X.509 format [C10]), which consists of a public key (whose private key is only

known to the server operator), a set of identities (usually one or more domain

names) and a signature from a trusted third-party. These third parties, or

Certificate Authorities (CA), only sign new certificates after successfully val-

idating that the requestor of the certificate can demonstrate ownership of all

identities to be included in the certificate. Clients can verify the authenticity

of a certificate by validating that the signature was created using a private key

that the client inherently trusts, as part of the certificate root store installed

on their system. Originally, a certificate contained a single subject field, which

indicated for what domain name the certificate was valid. An extension was

later introduced to support multiple domain names to be included, named the

Subject Alternative Name extension, and the domain names embedded in

a certificate are therefore commonly referred to as SANs.

In 2011, two CAs issued certificates for high-profile domain names for ma-

licious actors, which allowed these actors to perform large-scale impersonation

attacks. As a response, the Certificate Transparency (CT) framework [C2] was

developed with the intention of monitoring the certificate issuance behavior

of the CAs. In this framework, CAs are encouraged to submit newly-issued

certificates to CT logs, publicly-available repositories of certificates. Browser

vendors started to require certificates to be included in these logs, and as a

results the CT logs capture nearly all certificates that are issued worldwide.
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6.3 Related Work

Artificial intelligence based approaches for classifying malicious certificates

have been studied during the past few years. Inspired by classifiers for URL

detection, there have been works on classifiers that utilize the information that

can be gained from the certificates itself which is encompassed in the work

presented in this paper. Mohammad et al. provide a dataset that illustrates

how using the certificate issuer from HTTPS information can be used to high

avail which has bled over to multitudes of other works [C11]. It ought to be

noted that certificate information often needs additional information extraction

of viable features due to the limited information offering as compared to URL

databases[C12].

Across works in the area of detecting phishing websites based on certifi-

cates, there is a recurring theme of feature engineering. Mishari et al. proposed

a selection of certificate features from phishing websites to be used for training

a random forest, decision tree and nearest neighbor to detect phishing website

which denoted an accuracy above 85% [C13]. A more holistic real-time version

with a similar approach and results was proposed by Dong et al. where the

framework of feature extractor, classifier and decision process was included

with phishing information used to train the same models in addition to naive

bayes tree, logistic regression, decision table and k-nearest neighbor [C14]. A

deep neural network version was also proposed for classification by Dong et al.
which denoted an accuracy above 95% [C15]. Relying on deep learning, Tor-

roledo et al. use a long short-term memory (LSTM) based model for detection

[C7]. Recently, Drichel et al. propose a pipeline where they could easily test a

lot of these classifiers using CT log data which may help in classifier selection

process [C4].

The security research community tends to rely on information from do-

main names to provide a label for certificates that cover the given domain

names. Typically, a list of popular domains serves as a ground truth for benign

domains, and lists of phishing domains or URLs (e.g., PhishTank [C16]) as

benign domains. Certificates that are served by these two respective domain

groups can as a result be labeled as benign and phishing as well. Hageman et
al. showed that labeling certificates in such as fashion may result in mis-

labeling [C9]. Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) such as CloudFlare and

Incapsula that provide HTTPs based protection services issue certificates for

sets of domains originating from different owners. In case this set of domains

include both malicious and benign domains, labeling these certificates is a

challenge.

Even though a significant effort was made by the security community
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towards the detection of certificates involved in malicious activity, to the best

of our knowledge no one has recognized it as an ambiguous problem that

should not be tackled as a binary classification problem.

6.4 Data Collection

To train and validate our approach, we rely on a vast number of labeled

certificates. First, we describe how we extract a relevant label and feature

space from a certificate, and then explain how we obtained a large dataset of

certificates.

6.4.1 Feature extraction and labeling

Figure 1 shows the feature extraction and label extraction process. For each

unlabeled certificate, and a set of labeled domains, it produces a feature space

and a label for the certificates. This set of labeled domains is prepared in

advance and contains both benign (i.e., domains that are – with high confidence

– have not been part of a phishing attack) and phishing domains (i.e., domains

that have been observed as part of a phishing attack). The resulting feature

space is a combination of features extracted from the certificate itself, and

aggregated features extracted from the list of SANs that are covered by the

certificate. For the feature extraction components, we rely on a combination

of features that have been used in prior research [C4–C6] or are derived from

insights from other work [C9] resulting in 107 features. Due to page limit, we

have uploaded a list of our features at our page on the Internet
1
. The first

58 features are extracted from the X.509 certificates themselves and include

features such as the signing parameters (e.g., key size, signature algorithm),

extensions (i.e., the presence and content of certain X.509 extensions) and the

composition of the subject field. The remaining 49 features are extracted from

the lexical properties of SANs covered by the certificate, such as the presence

of particular keywords or features related to the characters composition and

diversity in the string. Each certificate covers a variable number of SANs, and

the feature space of these individual SANs are condensed in a fixed-length

feature space. We rely on simple statistical functions (i.e., min, max, mean,

median) to summarize, and express the diversity of, the numerical domain

features and compute a ratio for condensing binary domain features. The

dataset contains a significant number of duplicate samples, which we filter out.

It is not uncommon for certificates to be renewed after they expire, covering

1
https://phish-certs.github.io/
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the same SANs and being signed by the same CA with the same parameters,

resulting in all our extracted features to remain identical
2
.

The label of a certificate is inferred from the collection of the labels from

the SANs. Depending on which model is being trained, the label is one of

three classes (benign, phishy or conflicted) or a continuous "phishyness" score.

In the first case, a certificate is benign or phishy when the list of SANs is

only composed of benign or phishing domains respectively (and may include

unlabeled domains as well). A certificate covering both at least one benign

and phishy domain is considered conflicted, as it is not trivial to claim the

maliciousness of the certificate. In the latter case, we use a function of all

SANs covered by the certificate for computing a phishyness core. This score

(B8) is expressed as a ratio of the number of phishing domains (?8) and phishing

domains, benign domains (18) and unlabeled domains (D8):

B8 =
?8

?8 + 18 + D8
(6.1)

Note that the label extraction is only done during the training process, and

not during the operations of the framework.

6.4.2 Dataset

To train and validate our machine learning models, we collected a vast col-

lection of certificates. This requires a set of certificates for which a ground-

truth is known. We can rely on known phishing and benign domains and

infer the ground-truth of certificates issued for those domains. Under the

assumption that a highly-popular domain is inherently abused for phishing

attacks (e.g., youtube.com), we rely on the top one million most popular do-

mains from the Tranco list [C17] as a ground truth of benign domains. For

establishing a ground truth of phishing entities, we collect phishing URLs

from the eCrime Exchange (ECX) platform [C18], a platform in which vari-

ous anti-phishing organizations share newly identified phishing URLs with

one another. The root domains from those URLs (e.g., example.org from

https://www.example.co.uk?help) form the basis of our set of phishing do-

mains. There is an overlap between this set of domains and the benign do-

mains, since some popular domains host some user-generated phishing con-

tent, such as Google Forms and Facebook. As such, we remove any of the top 1

million domains from the ECX domains to form our ground truth of phishing

domains. Furthermore, we take into account that the nature of a phishing

2
The only distinction between these certificates are the timestamps when they become active

and expire
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Table 1: Collected dataset after removing duplicates

Samples Type Number of Samples

Benign Certificates 213,353

Phishing Certificates 46,256

Conflicted Certificates 15,578

domain can change over time (e.g., a domain may have been registered for

benign purposes for years, after which it was registered by phisher and used

for hosting phishing content). It is common for phishing domains to only be

abused for several days [C19]. In the label aggregation phase of Figure 1, a do-

main is only considered “phishy” in the context of a particular certificate, if the

validity period overlaps with the identification of a phishing URL associated

with the domain in the ECX platform.

Similar to [C4], we rely on certificates from the CT logs as a basis for our

ground truth. From both of our domain sets, we sampled 10,000 domains each,

and collected all certificates that cover any of these 20,000 resulting domain

names [C9]. As a result, our dataset contains not only the certificates that are

currently deployed on web servers – a common method for related work to

retrieve their certificate data from [C6] –, but also historical data and certificates

used for non-HTTPS related services, such as mail servers. The certificates

were collected from the Censys search engine [C20], which provides extra

information to these certificates, most notably the validation status of three

root stores (Microsoft, Mozilla’s NSS and Apple). We discard all certificates

that, according to Censys, do not have any valid certificate chain to any of the

three root stores.

6.5 Scenario 1: Distinguishing between phishing

and benign certificates

Figure 2 depicts the underpinnings of a multi-class classification training and

testing phase. The training phase comprises two steps: (1) feature engineer-

ing and preprocessing and (2) training the multi-class classifier. The former

receives benign (B), phishing (P), and conflicted (C) certificates. It prepares

data format for the training algorithm and filters features with low variance

or constant values. This step is also responsible for normalizing the values of

different features. The latter outputs a trained classifier to separate between

phishing, benign, and conflicted certificates. The training step is not limited to
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Figure 1: The feature engineering and preprocessing pipeline that turns unla-

beled certificates and labeled domains in a labeled feature space. The dashed

lines between the certificate data set and the processing modules represent the

set of SANs covered by the certificate.

certain multi-class classification algorithms. In the test phase, for classifying

new certificates, we first have a data collection and preprocessing step to extract

certificate related and domain related features for feeding to the multi-class

classifier. Then the classifier outputs a label for the new certificate.

6.5.1 Experimental results

To show the performance of our extracted features in separating phishing,

benign and conflicted certificates, we selected five well-known classification

algorithms namely stochastic gradient descent (SGD), k-nearest neighbors (kNN),
random forest (RF), decision tree (DT) and support vector machines (SVM). We used

simple classification algorithms to show the robustness of our algorithms in

classifying phishing certificates. To avoid the complexity of parameter tuning

for each algorithm, we used default parameters given by sklearn Python library.

As kNN needs : as a required parameter, we set : as the square root of the

number of training samples (: =
√
#). We use F1 Score as our comparison

metric because it expresses the precision and recall in a single metric [C21].

Table 2 compares our trained classifiers with different metrics for 5-fold cross

validation. Our evaluation shows that our proposed features for detecting
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Figure 2: Multi-class classification to distinguish between Phishing, Benign

and Conflicted certificates

Table 2: F1 Score of different classifiers under K-Fold cross validation

Fold SGD KNN DT RF SVM

1 0.78 0.74 0.96 0.99 0.84

2 0.76 0.74 0.97 0.99 0.84

3 0.75 0.74 0.97 0.99 0.83

4 0.79 0.74 0.97 0.98 0.84

5 0.76 0.74 0.97 0.99 0.84

avg. 0.77 0.74 0.97 0.99 0.84

phishing certificates can help to build high quality classifiers. The RF classifiers

generated higher performance in comparison to other classifiers.

6.6 Scenario 2: Predicting phishyness scores

Figure 3 explains training and testing phases of a regression model to predict a

phishyness score for each certificate. Similar to Scenario 1, this scenario has one

step for preprocessing and one step for training the regression model. In the

preprocessing step we calculate a phishyness score for each certificate based

on equation (6.1). This step is also responsible for normalizing the values of

different features as a data preparation task. The output would be a phishyness

score for each certificate which can be between 0 and 1. In the test phase,
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Figure 3: Regression model to predict maliciousness score between 0 and 1 for

each certificate

for predicting a phishyness score for new certificates, the data collection and

preprocessing step extracts all required features (certificate related and domain

related features), and then the trained regression model outputs a score.

6.6.1 Experimental results

To show the performance of our extracted features, we applied different re-

gression algorithms on our dataset. To avoid parameter tuning of different al-

gorithms, we applied each algorithm using default parameter set from sklearn
[C22]. Table 3 compare the results achieved by different algorithms such as

lasso regression, ridge regression, ElasticNet, random forest regressor (RFR), decision
tree regressor (DTR) and bagging regressor (BR). We use the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) in Equation (6.2) as it is commonly used in regression analysis to

verify experimental results. RMSE is the standard deviation of the residuals,

which is errors between real value (H) and predicted value (Ĥ) for all samples

(=).

'"(� =

√√
1

=

=∑
8=1

(H8 − Ĥ8) (6.2)
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Table 3: RMSE of different regression models under 5-fold cross validation

Fold Lasso Ridge ElasticNet RFR DTR BR

1 0.37 0.2 0.37 0.04 0.06 0.05

2 0.37 0.2 0.37 0.04 0.06 0.05

3 0.37 0.2 0.37 0.04 0.06 0.04

4 0.37 0.2 0.37 0.04 0.06 0.04

5 0.37 0.2 0.37 0.04 0.06 0.05

avg. 0.37 0.20 0.37 0.04 0.06 0.05

Dataset

Step 1

Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

Train, 50% Test

Train, 60%

Train, 70% Test
Train, 80% Test

Train, 90% Test

Test

Figure 4: Time-based cross validation.

6.7 Validation

The CT framework was created in 2011 and as a result, the CT logs consist of

certificates spanning almost a decade. In cross validation, both the training

and validation sets included mixed samples from different periods in time.

As such, this validation does not evaluate how well the model generalizes

to changes in the TLS ecosystem over time. An example of a major shift

was the introduction of Let’s Encrypt, the first certificate authority that issued

certificates for free fully automated, which suddenly enabled small websites

to serve their content over HTTPS.

We perform a time-based cross validation to evaluate the generalization

of our models over time. In this evaluation, we take the first 50% of our

certificates, as defined by their validity date, and produce the performance

metrics over the next 10% of certificates. We repeat this process by taking the

first 60, 70, 80 and 90% of certificates and test on the next 10% (see Figure 4).

Tables 4 show the F1 scores of time-based validation for the classifiers.

Comparing Tables 2 & 4 proves that our classifiers should be retrained on need
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Table 4: F1 Score of different classifiers under time-based cross validation

Fold SGD KNN DT RF SVM

1 0.81 0.60 0.79 0.85 0.66

2 0.75 0.59 0.84 0.85 0.62

3 0.72 0.59 0.77 0.84 0.65

4 0.72 0.58 0.79 0.81 0.61

5 0.74 0.59 0.81 0.83 0.65

avg. 0.75 0.59 0.80 0.84 0.63

Table 5: RMSE of different regression models under time-based cross valida-

tion

Fold Lasso Ridge ElasticNet RFR DTR BR

1 0.37 0.21 0.37 0.05 0.07 0.05

2 0.34 0.18 0.34 0.04 0.06 0.05

3 0.31 0.17 0.31 0.04 0.06 0.04

4 0.34 0.20 0.34 0.05 0.08 0.06

5 0.30 0.20 0.30 0.05 0.08 0.06

avg. 0.33 0.19 0.33 0.05 0.07 0.05

data as there is a decrease in the F1 Score for classifying recent certificates.

Our trained random forest classifier could achieve an F1 score of 0.84, while

it could get to 0.99 in our 5-fold cross validation (2). The kNN model gave

the worst results in both 5-fold and time-based cross validations, which shows

that our feature space and dataset need more complex classification to separate

phishing, benign and conflicted samples.

Table 5 describes RMSE of each studied regression model. Our time-based

evaluation shows that the RFR and BR as ensemble-based algorithms have

achieved RMSE of 0.05, which is best among our regression algorithms. The

lasso and ElasticNet regression algorithms achieved the worst RMSE, which is

0.33. We are interested in a more in-depth look into the errors that RFR as our

best model produces. As such, we calculate the error level (i.e., the absolute

difference between the predicted value and the real value) for each sample. We

plot these figure in a cumulative distribution function in Figure 5. The figure

illustrates for instance that 93.5% of samples has an error level of smaller than

0.01, which we believe gives an acceptable approximation of the actual value.
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Figure 5: ECDF of the error level of real and the predicted errors for all test

samples for time-based cross validation (==123,835).

6.8 Discussion

Our results have shown that our proposed approach can classify with a high

performance and generalizes well over time on historical data. We deliberately

selected more classical and simpler classifier and regression models over more

novel models, such as deep neural networks, to show that the selected features

are powerful and avoid parameter settings.

Adverserial robustness A major challenge for employing machine learning

models is an adversarial environment, and we should consider the robust-

ness of the model against behavioral changes of phishers trying to evade our

model. Evasion here is the ability of an attacker to modify the feature space of

a certificate to circumvent a ‘phishing‘ label to be produced by the classifier. A

number of features are domain name independent and are controlled by the

CA rather than the phisher (who merely requests the issuance of the certifi-

cate), and can therefore only be influenced by the attacker by requesting their

certificate from a different CA, which may have monetary consequences. The

domain-related features in the feature space are derived from all SANs covered

by the certificate. These features are changed by a phisher by requesting cer-

tificates for different sets or, or even individual, domain names, which has once

again a monetary impact and may also impact the hosting infrastructure that

phishers resort to. As future work, we consider evaluating the performance

of our proposed approach in the absence of domain-related features or CA

related features to emulate eliminating features due to the evasion strategies

of phishers.
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Ground truth challenges As described in Section 6.3, our work is not the first

attempt at certificate classification for various security purposes. However, to

the best of our knowledge we are the first to acknowledge that there can be

conflicts in the label for a certificate. As a result, it is difficult to compare our

results with prior work in a fair representative manner.

By monitoring CT logs, we are merely observing snapshots of a domain,

and miss the changes of the domain afterwards. Phishers are known to com-

promise (i.e., hack) existing benign websites, re-purposing them for malicious

purposes. As such, we may be labeling certificates as phishing or conflicted

due to a domain being reported as phishing domains months after the certifi-

cate was issued, even though the certificates at time of issuance should have

been labeled differently.

We devised a method to express the maliciousness of a certificate based

on the composition of labels of the domains covered by the certificate. Even

though this method provides a continuous scale to put certificates on, one

should be careful with relying on the results for any automated decision mak-

ing. Blocking traffic to web servers serving these certificates may block benign

traffic and disproportionately hit organizations that provide security services.

We believe that the results can instead be highly valuable as a warning signal

for security researchers or regulators to follow up on manually. The CT logs

are already being used for similar purposes [C23].

6.9 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel method to automatically classify digital cer-

tificates as benign, as used in phishing attacks, or assign it an conflicted label.

Our work is motivated by prior work on phishing certificate classification and

on the existence of ambiguous certificates that are associated with both benign

and phishing domains. We consider both a (1) multi-class classification prob-

lem, where certificates can be benign, phishy or conflicted, and (2) a regression

problem where certificates have a phishyness score. By training different ma-

chine learning models in both scenarios, we show a highly performant system.

Furthermore, we evaluate the resulting classifiers and regressors using time-

based cross validation to show that our approach generalizes decently over

time.
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7.1. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

Network traffic that is not preceded by any Domain Name System (DNS) resolutions
is referred to as unnamed traffic. Any DNS-based security system is ineffective against
malicious content distributed through this traffic. In this paper, we introduce a novel
method for identifying unnamed traffic based on the correlation of flows and DNS
responses extracted from raw network traces. We describe two challenges that affect
the validity of our method, and how to handle them. By applying our method to a
one-week trace of network traffic, we illustrate that unnamed traffic is ubiquitous in
a university network across nearly all client systems, destination IP addresses, and
destination services. We conclude by presenting several open problems that prevent
us from blocking unnamed traffic for security reasons.

7.1 Introduction

For network administrators of large-scale networks with a multitude of clients,

it is of natural interest to ensure the safety of the clients and prevent crim-

inal activities from taking place. Automated security mechanisms focus on

eliminating access to certain hosts that are considered malicious. A popular

class of these methods employs the analysis of Domain Name System (DNS)

traffic for identifying hosts and quantifying the intent of traffic towards them.

These methods are naturally challenged by unnamed traffic, the traffic that is

not relying on DNS to resolve domain names to IP addresses, which com-

pletely circumvents these DNS-based security methods. Not only malicious

applications [D1–D6] but also benign applications [D7, D8] are known to rely

on unnamed traffic, making network operators unable to simply block out all

unnamed traffic. This dilemma enables the unnamed traffic to exist within

networks, while potentially being a crucial component of malicious activities.

In this work, we take a first step towards systematically classifying network

traffic to block unnamed traffic, with the intentions of preventing malicious

software to communicate with services outside a network. This process has

several unique challenges that we would like the research community to be

aware of. More specifically, we contribute with the following:

• We describe a novel process of collecting, processing, and correlating

raw network traffic into anonymized named and unnamed flows.

• We analyze the impact of DNS encryption methods and caching of DNS

records on the validity of this process.
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• We apply our method to traffic from a medium-sized university network

to illustrate the characteristics of existing unnamed traffic.

7.2 Background

The DNS provides a method for translating domain names to IP addresses [D9].

Client systems resolve domains to IP addresses by querying sets of distributed

name servers, or NSs, for resource records, or RRs. Each RR comes with a Time-

to-live (TTL) value that specifies how long the records should be cached. Plain

DNS resolutions are transmitted over a network unencrypted, allowing net-

work operators to monitor the traffic and make restriction policies for cer-

tain domains. Several privacy extensions to DNS have been proposed over

the years, most notably DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) [D10] and DNS-over-TLS

(DoT) [D11], which both rely on Transport Layer Security (TLS) for establish-

ing an encrypted channel to communicate over. These extensions threaten the

ability of network operators to monitor the queries if clients do not employ the

network operator’s DoH or DoT-enabled DNS server.

Flow monitoring was introduced as a scalable alternative to raw traffic

monitoring. Instead of capturing information about individual packets, the

packets are aggregated into flows. A flow is identified as “a set of IP packets

passing an observation point in the network during a certain time interval,

such that all packets belonging to a particular flow have a set of common

properties” [D12]. The set of common properties is referred to as a flow key,

and is often a 5-tuple
1
. In addition to this key, each flow contains aggregated

data fields, such as a beginning and end timestamp, byte counts, and packet

counts.

7.3 Related work

Earlier works on worm spreading mitigation recognized that a lack of DNS

traffic was suspicious and blocking such traffic prevents the worms from fully

spreading across a network [D1–D6]. These projects have performed controlled

experiments, in which an isolated network is infected with a worm, but they do

not consider the impact of blocking unnamed traffic on benign traffic in their

results. Janbeglou et al. produced several papers related to unnamed traffic

from a benign traffic standpoint. In [D7], they conduct a passive analysis

1
Source and destination IP addresses, source and destination port numbers and the IP protocol

number
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Figure 1: The different components to extract the data

on several datasets to understand its content, followed up by [D8, Chapter 5]

in which they find that several popular benign peer-to-peer applications rely

on unnamed traffic to function. Both of these directions give insight into a

specific known type of traffic (i.e., worm spreading or popular applications).

This paper complements these results by analyzing the challenges of accurately

identifying all unnamed traffic in a typical network.

7.4 Unnamed traffic identification

We propose a pipeline of components to process raw network traffic (as cap-

tured from a network interface) and produce named and unnamed flows (Fig-

ure 1). This process relies on a monitoring device to passively collect network

traffic passing through a network. Using tcpdump, raw traffic is captured and

written to .pcap files. These .pcap files are used to extract both flows and

DNS responses, using nfdump and tcpdump with a filter respectively. More

specifically, we extract any IP addresses from DNS responses for A/AAAA

queries, i.e., queries for resolving domain names to IP addresses. Both the re-

sulting flows and DNS responses are anonymized and afterwards we identify

the preceding DNS resolutions for each flow. Flows without a preceding DNS

resolution are reported as unnamed.

Anonymization The anonymization process must preserve the ability for us

to correlate flows and DNS resource records, and as such there must be a

one-to-one mapping between an unanonymized and anonymized IP address.

For IP addresses within the monitored network, we employ Crypto-PAN [D13]

to anonymize CIDR host identifiers and preserve the network prefixes. As a

result, we are still able to identify which hosts are located within the monitored
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network but do not know the original IP address (before anonymization). All

MAC addresses are overwritten with a default value, removing any identifiable

information contained in these fields. For the anonymization of .pcap files, we

recompute the checksum of packets so that conventional network tools accept

these traces.

Correlation For a flow to be preceded by a DNS RR, they must match on the

following properties: (1) the source IP address of the flow must be equal to the

requesting IP address of the RR, (2) the destination IP address of the flow must

be equal to the resolved IP address of the RR, and (3) the start timestamp of

the flow must occur after the observation of the RR and before its TTL expires.

7.4.1 Validation

We conduct a set of controlled experiments to ensure that our method correctly

correlates flows and DNS RRs. For these experiments, we prepared a Docker

container to execute a simple task and collected the resulting traffic in a raw

.pcap file. We run the pipeline on this file and analyze the identified number

of named and unnamed flows. We evaluated the following use cases: an idle

Ubuntu container without any applications running, a single URL request, a

basic Nmap scan, a Chrome or Firefox browser visit facebook.com or play

a Youtube video. We hypothesize that all experiments, except for the one

involving Nmap, generate no unnamed traffic.

The results are shown in Table 1, illustrating the number of observed DNS

responses, total flows, named flows, and unnamed flows. For the reported

flows, we exclude flows that correspond to DNS resolutions. Nmap only

generates TCP packets with the SYN flag set, to evaluate if a particular port

is open, hence the large number of observed unnamed flows. The results

confirm our hypothesis, except for Firefox generating a single unnamed flow

when playing a YouTube video. Although these experiments are limited in

scope, they show that even benign traffic – in this case watching a YouTube

video – can lead to unnamed traffic, breaking the assumption that network

traffic is generally preceded by DNS.

7.5 Results

We collected a dataset from a medium-sized university network in Denmark,

spanning one week from 11:00 AM, October 4th, 2021 until 09:30 AM, Oc-

tober 11th, 2021. The data was collected using our pipeline deployed at the
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Table 1: Results of correlating traffic from several basic network activities,

showing the number of DNS queries, and breakdown of the number of flows

(� = Firefox, � = Chrome).

Activities DNS Flows (excl. DNS)

Responses Total Named Unnamed

Idle 0 0 0 0

cURL 1 1 1 0

Nmap 0 49991 0 49991

Facebook (F) 53 44 44 0

YouTube (F) 71 79 78 1

Facebook (C) 2 10 10 0

YouTube (C) 7 22 22 0

VPN server of the university network, monitoring the traffic of any client that

is connected to the university’s VPN. We are primarily interested in block-

ing network traffic from leaving a network and therefore we only considered

traffic between internal and external IP addresses, omitting any internal traf-

fic. Moreover, the dataset comprises IPv4 traffic only, as the university’s VPN

server operates with IPv4 addresses only. Raw traffic was fed into our pipeline

in two-minute intervals.

In the process of extracting named and unnamed traffic, we ran into several

challenges that potentially could threaten the validity of the extraction process.

We discuss how two of these caveats could impact our results, and how we

handle these cases: TTL caching and the usage of alternative DNS resolvers.

TTL caching We must take into account that the clients whose traffic we

monitor have already locally cached a significant number of DNS resource

records prior to our measurement. Any flow matching those cached records

would be (incorrectly) identified as unnamed in our measurements, as the DNS

resolutions are missing in our dataset. The vast majority (99.16%) of DNS RRs

in our dataset have TTL values lower than a day. By running our correlation

on the full DNS dataset and discarding the first day of the flow measurement,

we reduce the number of flows falsely marked as unnamed.

Alternative DNS resolvers It is also possible for a flow to be falsely labeled

unnamed if the preceding DNS resolution was unobserved by the DNS mon-

itoring setup, which happens when clients use an alternative DNS resolver.
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Table 2: Estimated DNS query breakdown in type

Resolver types # Queries Percentage # Nameservers

Local (plain) 11,498,808 92.61 2

Open (plain) 598,903 4.82 331

DoT 0 0.00 0

DoH 318,059 2.56 8

We evaluate how impactful the use of these other resolvers is for the validity

of our results. We focus on encrypted DNS traffic (DoT and DoH), and open

DNS resolvers using plain DNS. Since we are unable to access the content of

encrypted DNS traffic, and do not store the resolver IP addresses in our DNS

dataset, we must in all cases estimate the usage of the various resolver types

based on flows. For plain DNS, we estimate every packet to port 53 to be an

individual DNS resolution, and distinguish between the university and open

DNS resolvers based on the destination IP addresses of the flows. For DoT and

DoH, the query volume is estimated by observing traffic towards TCP port

853 [D11] for DoT and by observing traffic to known port 443 for IP addresses

of known public DoH providers [D14] for DoH respectively. In addition, for

IP addresses for (1) which we observed plain DNS resolutions towards and

(2) which we successfully can resolve a DNS query towards, we also consider

traffic towards port 443 as DoH traffic. The query count is estimated to be

the number of packets contained in the flows. For DoT and DoH, these flows

include the packets for establishing a TCP and TLS connection, and as such

relying on the packets in the flow overestimates the number of actual DNS

requests. The estimated number of queries is shown in Table 2. The vast ma-

jority of queries (97.44%) remain observable with the remaining queries being

forwarded to eight DoH resolvers, and as such we do not address encrypted

DNS resolutions in our data analysis.

7.5.1 Data overview

Table 3 shows an overview of the collected data, both its flow part and its DNS

part. For the flows, we report the total number of identified instances (e.g.,

flow count, unique IP addresses), and the instances involved in unnamed and

named flows. Similarly, the DNS portion of the table denotes the total reso-

lutions and involved IP addresses, and the instances related to DNS lookups

that are (and are not) succeeded by at least one flow.

We collected nearly 37 million individual flows, of which 18.93 million (or
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Table 3: General overview of the data

Flows

Total Named Unnamed

Flow count 36.83 M 18.93 M 17.90 M

Unique IPsrc 975 956 975

Unique IPdst 343,462 52,039 317,044

Unique services 69,419 6,297 66,392

Packets (sent) 1.64 B 0.98 B 0.66 B

Packets (rcvd.) 1.59 B 0.95 B 0.64 B

Bytes (sent) 464.09 B 284.42 B 179.67 B

Bytes (rcvd.) 2702.94 B 1738.26 B 964.68 B

DNS

Total Succeeded

Not

succeeded

Resolution count 5.72 M 4.38 M 1.34 M

Unique IPreq 1,077 1,077 1,075

Unique IPres 79,483 75,073 33,737

Unique query name 119,911 113,671 33,838

48.61%) were unnamed. The percentage of packets and bytes exchanged are

similar, ranging between 35.69% for received bytes to 40.42% for sent packets.

Interestingly, a significant portion of DNS resolutions was never followed

up by a flow, indicating that these DNS resolutions have been performed

unnecessarily.

Service and IP addresses breakdown We aim to understand how the usage

of unnamed traffic is distributed across source IP addresses, destination IP

addresses, and the services that are being accessed (as inferred from the des-

tination port and protocol). For each IP address and service, we compute the

percentage of traffic origination from, or destined towards, that entity, in terms

of flows, sent packets, and received packets. The cumulative distributions of

these percentages are shown in Figure 2, only including services and addresses

involved in at least fifty flows.

Nearly 40% of all services with at least fifty flows are accessed purely

through unnamed traffic, and only 2% being accessed purely named (top

figure). For the common web browsing services – HTTP and HTTPS – we

observe 17.6% and 20.6% of flows to be unnamed, whereas DNS is almost
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exclusively accessed unnamed (as expected).

The distribution of unnamed traffic usage across source IP addresses (mid-

dle figure) is highly concentrated between 20% and 80% of flows (solid black

trace) being unnamed. Only 1.46% of these IP addresses has an unnamed

traffic percentage outside this window. As a result, we cannot identify a small

set of hosts that is responsible for most unnamed traffic. Instead, many source

IP addresses contribute evenly to the amount of observed unnamed flows.

The distribution of sent and received packets is even more skewed towards a

higher unnamed percentage.

The distribution of the percentage of traffic for the destination IP addresses

(bottom figure) shows that 13.55% and 9.19% of destination IP addresses are

accessed exclusively through unnamed and named traffic respectively. For the

IP addresses associated with youtube.com and google.com, 0.67% and 14.55%

of traffic is unnamed respectively.

7.6 Discussion

Our results show that almost half of all flows in our data set are unnamed,

Furthermore, we show that there is an almost universal existence of unnamed

traffic towards services, originating from clients and towards destination IP

addresses. From a network management perspective, this suggests that block-

ing unnamed traffic might affect the normal operations of a large number of

services, and nearly the entire client population of a network. Although we

described several caveats in this work, there are several notable remaining

challenges.

Flow exporting interval The methodology that we took in this work relies

on .pcap being generated at a two-minute interval. This approach likely

splits a single flow into two separate flows in some cases, of which the later

flow may be falsely marked as unnamed. By increasing the interval, this

likelihood decreases but remains present. Alternatively, one could export flows

in real-time using a router that supports exporting flows. However, these flow

exporters typically export flows prematurely for performance reasons, which

makes this method imperfect too. The relatively short measurement interval

in our data set could partially explain why unnamed traffic is so prevalent

across all source IP addresses.

Changing of IP addresses We collected traffic from a VPN server, which

assigns IP addresses each time a client connects to the server. This IP address
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being unnamed.
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assignment does not guarantee that a computer system obtains the same IP

address every time it establishes a connection. As such, our methodology is

incapable of matching DNS records resolved with an old IP address against a

flow after a change of the IP address of a client. To overcome this problem,

the allocation of IP addresses by the VPN server could be taken into account,

allowing us to correlate flows and DNS records across different source IP

addresses. However, this would require the integration of a VPN server and

our solution.

Clients not adhering to TTL values The validity of the correlation of flows

and DNS records is heavily dependent on the extent to which clients adhere to

the TTL values that name servers return. These TTL values are a suggestion,

and there is no enforcement that clients actually adhere to them. It is possible

for a client to cache a record indefinitely – resulting in potentially many falsely

identified unnamed flows – but the extent to which this is done in practice

is unknown. We recommend a more in-depth study into the DNS caching

behavior of various stub resolver implementations (i.e., the DNS client running

locally on an end user’s system).

7.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method for extracting named and unnamed

traffic from a raw network traffic trace, i.e., traffic that is or is not preceded by a

DNS resolution respectively. By applying our proposed method to a one-week

dataset, we illustrate three potential challenges, which we address. Firstly, we

take into account that DNS records can be locally cached prior to monitoring

network traffic and conclude that nearly all records have a TTL of shorter than

a day. Secondly, over 97% of DNS resolutions are unencrypted and can be

observed, with the remaining DNS resolutions being a cause of misidentifying

flows. A deeper dive into the unnamed traffic in our dataset reveals that

unnamed traffic is ubiquitous in our dataset, being generated by nearly all

source IP addresses, towards a significant number of services and affecting

the majority of destination IP addresses. Relying on the “unnamedness” of

traffic to make decisions about blocking this traffic is at this stage infeasible.

We recommend the research community to further investigate this traffic to

better understand the intent behind unnamed traffic.
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8.1. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

Mobile applications (apps) have become one of the main gateways to access online
content and services. The Android ecosystem is vast and open, and an important part
of understanding it is being able to attribute apps to the company behind them. Users
can download apps from different app stores, which have their own set of requirements,
policies and enforcement in place for app publishing and market sanitization. This
translates into different, potentially conflicting information available to attribute a
given app to its original developer or publisher. Attribution in the Android ecosystem
is complex, but also critical for stakeholders other than the markets themselves. Reg-
ulators, data protection agencies and researchers need accurate attribution for when
they identify privacy violations or security vulnerabilities, or measuring the Android
ecosystem and its markets.

In this paper, we perform a comprehensive analysis of the attribution challenges on
the Android ecosystem. We identify the signals that can be (and have previously been)
used for attribution in 9 different markets, including those related to the app itself and
those related to each specific market. We show that these signals are often missing
from markets, that they can change over time, and that they are not consistent either
within or across markets. We explore the case of the Google Play Store in detail and
show that previously used signals—notably the signing certificate—are not reliable
for attribution as there is no clear relationship between them and the company behind
an app. We conclude by providing a constructive discussion on the limitations of our
findings, and the implications for the Android ecosystem and potential solutions.

8.1 Introduction

With an estimated 57% market share [E1], mobile devices have become the pre-

vailing vehicle to access Internet services, exceeding in popularity traditional

desktop devices. Online services are accessed from mobile devices not only

via browsers, but predominantly through third-party applications (apps) that

users can download from a number of app stores or marketplaces (markets

hereafter). Unfortunately, the dynamism of the mobile developer ecosystem

and the lack of control over app developers and their practices can be detri-

mental to markets and users alike, leading to issues such as the distribution

of malware or app clones [E2, E3]. For instance, the popular Barcode Scanner
Android app was purposely injected with malware in November 2020 after the

app transferred ownership. The existing user base ignored this, and the mal-

ware remained undetected for almost a month [E4]. In early 2021, the sudden

popularity of the iOS-only app Clubhouse led many Android users to mistak-
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enly download an identically named but completely unrelated app from the

Google Play Store [E5]. Similarly, attackers created apps posing as belonging to

Trezor, a hardware cryptocurrency wallet that does not have any corresponding

apps yet, and in turn stole the entirety of the users’ accounts [E6,E7]. More gen-

erally, the ease of repackaging apps with minor changes has led to numerous

app clones, which impersonate an already existing (and often highly popular)

app but incur in harmful activities, such as injecting malware or removing

payment options [E8–E10].

Attribution is the process of determining the entity (either an individual

developer, organization, or company) that publishes an app in a market and is

ultimately responsible for it.
1

Correct and reliable attribution is essential for

security, accountability, and regulatory reasons. Attribution facilitates the de-

tection of fraudulent copies published by malicious actors to get access to user

data from mobile devices [E2, E11], and is instrumental to conduct measure-

ment studies about the Android developer ecosystem, market dynamics, and

trends [E12–E15]. Additionally, it is well known that mobile apps can collect

highly sensitive and personal data by accessing phone sensors and restricted

features that can compromise users’ privacy and security [E16–E21]. Thus,

correct attribution contributes to a better risk assessment when granting apps

access to sensitive data.

Despite its importance, attribution remains an open research challenge

in mobile measurement studies, security, and software engineering research.

This is particularly problematic in the Android ecosystem. During the devel-

opment and publication process, Android apps acquire certain features that

can be helpful when attributing them to their original developer or publisher.

Such features derive both from the app package (e.g., signing certificates) and

its market profile (e.g., application developer name, email and website). We

refer to these features as attribution signals. However, some of the fields avail-

able on the markets are self-declared by the developer, including the name

of the app, contact information and links to their website. Additionally, the

mandatory cryptographic app signature bundled with every Android app is

self-signed by the developer. To complicate things further, each market has

different publication policies, requirements, and procedures to publish an app,

which translates into an inconsistent set of features for app attribution across

markets [E22, E23]. The overall result is that, due to the lack of strong attri-

bution mechanisms and strict publication policies, Android markets struggle

to keep their stores sanitized, identify and remove apps from dubious devel-

opers, and ensure that the developer ecosystem is sufficiently transparent for

1
We note that the actual author of the software might be different from the publisher, e.g.,for

companies outsourcing their software development.
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end-users [E2,E3,E24].

Attribution for Android is harder than it is for iOS, the web or other software

platforms, like Windows. iOS apps must be signed by a certificate issued by

Apple after verifying the identity of the developer [E25, E26].
2

The use of a

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) on the web provides authenticity between a

web browser and a web server through the use of X.509 certificates issued by

Certificate Authorities (CAs) and even DNS(SEC) records. Similarly, Windows

software is signed using a public-key cryptography standard [E27]. Whenever

a piece of software is installed on a device, a central authority verifies the

signature and includes the publisher’s name on the notification shown to

users [E28].

None of these mechanisms exist in Android. In the absence of reliable at-

tribution mechanisms, researchers have relied on multiple signals to conduct

studies on the Android ecosystem. Most approaches use information con-

tained in the app’s certificate [E3, E11, E12, E22, E23, E29–E38] or information

about the developer gathered from the market [E11, E13–E15, E31, E38–E42].

Other approaches have also relied on the app name [E11, E13, E38, E41], the

package name [E22, E34, E39], and multiple code features [E22, E33, E43], in-

cluding strings [E12] and resources [E34] found in the app’s package file.

However, it is unclear to which extent such signals are indeed a good indicator

for identifying an app and its developer; and, if they are not, the negative

effects this might have on the findings of such studies and our understanding

of the Android ecosystem.

To further complicate matters, the notion of valid attribution in legal texts is

not aligned with the signals used by users, researchers, and market operators.

Current legislation—i.e., the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in

the EU [E44]—mandates that software must allow users to execute their digital

rights [E45] (i.e., access, correct or delete their data) as well as assess the risks

of software through the privacy policy. However, the company behind the

creation, development, and even publication of an app in the market can be

completely decoupled from the company processing (i.e., the data processor,

in terms of the GDPR) the user’s data. These potential differences between

market data and legal texts add an extra level of complexity for users who just

want to be able to understand who is the company that is offering a given app.

Regulators and data protection agencies must also be able to attribute an app

to a company in order to enforce the legislation in place. Similarly, researchers

2
iOS developers must enroll in the developer program which requires the verification of their

legal identity. Developers then receive a certificate issued by Apple that must be used to sign their

apps in order to be published in the official store. Additionally, a developer account on the Apple

store is more expensive than in the Google Play store: $99 per year vs. a one-time $25 fee, thus

adding a higher entry barrier for many ill-intended actors.
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face the same issue when disclosing any found security vulnerabilities or

privacy violations back to the app’s responsible party.

Contributions This work aims at gaining a better understanding of the proce-

dures, difficulties, and potential pitfalls of attributing Android apps in absence

of sound mechanisms using metadata available on markets or in the app itself.

To do so, we seek answers to the following questions: (i) what signals can

be used for attribution; (ii) how consistent and volatile are such signals both

within a market and across them; and (iii) what is the role of different market

policies on attribution and to which extent they are enforced? To address these

questions, we first review the app signing procedure and the policies defined

by different markets to identify app developers (§8.2). We then perform a lon-

gitudinal study of the problem domains and attribution approaches followed

by researchers in the last decade (§8.3). Our findings translate into a set of at-

tribution signals (§8.4) that we explore in detail in the remainder of the paper.

For our measurement, we gather a large dataset containing 2.6M market entries

and 1.3M apps from 9 relevant Android markets (§8.5). We then (§8.6) study

issues that can negatively impact attribution, such as missing values, volatility,

and inconsistencies within the attribution signals at the app, intra market and

across market levels. Given its official nature and predominant position, we

explore the Google Play Store in more detail (§8.7). We conclude the paper by

discussing the implications of our findings and providing recommendations

for market operators and researchers that can contribute to improving attribu-

tion in the Android ecosystem (§8.8). We make the source code of our crawler

available (at the time of publication of this work) in an effort to make our work

reproducible and to foster further research [E46].

8.2 Background

8.2.1 App signing process

Android apps are distributed as Android Package (APK) files through app

markets where users can freely shop mobile software. In order to provide

integrity (i.e., to prevent tampering of the content of the APK) and authenticity
(i.e., to prove the identity of the author), each package must be cryptographi-

cally signed prior to being published on a market or being installed on a device.

The signing certificate thus plays a vital role as an indication of authorship in

the Android ecosystem, as stated in Google’s policy: “the certificate associates
the APK or app bundle to you and your corresponding private key. This helps Android
ensure that any future updates to your app are authentic and come from the original
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author” [E47]. In fact, an app can only be updated if the update is signed with

the same certificate as the installed app itself.

Signing certificates. Beside the release certificate used for publishing, develop-

ers can also make use of debug certificates during the development and testing

process. These certificates are either generated by the Android Studio build

environment with a limited lifetime [E48], or test keys used for debug builds of

the Android Open Source Project (AOSP). In the latter case, the private key is

publicly available as well, allowing anyone to update an app without breaking

the signature and making them popular among malware authors [E2, E49].

Consequently, the Google Play Store does not accept apps signed with debug

certificates [E48].

The signature scheme for Android packages has been revised multiple

times, each version fixing deficiencies present in the previous ones. Version

2 (released with Android 7.0 in 2016) corrected a severe security vulnerability

in the first version [E50], and version 3 (released with Android 9.0 in 2018)

enabled the rotation of signing certificates [E51]. For the sake of backward

compatibility, APKs may be signed using one or more different signature

schemes.

Yet, the main issue preventing signing certificates to be useful for attribution

and accountability is that they can be self-signed. This means that there is no

guarantee that the information about the signing company is complete or even

accurate. On the web, it is common to rely on information related to the SSL

certificate of a web page to attribute a given domain to the company behind

it [E17]. Windows software is signed using a public key infrastructure that

allows the OS to verify who signed a given program [E28]. Android, however,

lacks a central authority that confirms the validity and veracity of a given

certificate. This disallows the use of this information for attribution.

Signing delegation. Since 2017, Google has been offering “Play App Signing”

as a way to protect signing keys from being lost or compromised. By using

it, developers can delegate the key management and signing process to the

Google Play Store. The developer signs a candidate APK prior to uploading

the file to the market using an upload key, resulting in a signature that is verified

by the Play Store. In turn, the Play Store re-signs the APK with a signing
key managed by Google and distributes the resulting APK to users [E48].

Google further introduced the concept of app bundles in 2018, which are

essentially “split APKs” that are built and optimized by the Google Play Store

and, consequently, require signature delegation. While the use of app bundles

has been optional to date, starting in August 2021 Google will require all apps

to be published as app bundles, i.e., all apps will be signed by Google instead

of the developers [E52]. This further invalidates the actual (limited) function of
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Table 1: Application publishing policies per market. Note that we could not

find Baidu’s policy.
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the signing certificate as an indicator of authorship. However, Google might

gain control over the process if this is complemented with strict developer

identity verification processes.

Yet, signature delegation is a market-specific mechanism. Alternative mar-

kets might implement their own (less restricting) signing procedures. Huawei

offers a similar app signing service [E53], while F-Droid, an open source mar-

ket, provides a developer toolkit including the option to handle certificate

management and APK signing [E54]. Other markets, such as APKMonk [E55],

rely on pre-signed apps to be uploaded. We discuss market policies next.

8.2.2 Market policies and metadata

After signing an app, developers can publish their apps on one (or several) of

the many available markets. The package name of the APK acts as a unique

app identifier on a specific Android device, and as such only one app under a

specific package name can be installed at the same time. Presumably, markets

do not allow for two different published apps to share their package name.

Across most app stores, besides uploading the APK (or the app bundle), each

published app is accompanied by some basic information about the functional-

ity of the app (e.g., its description and category) and the developer (e.g., name

and contact information). Individual markets may support different types of

this metadata and, as markets operate independently, the metadata may not be

consistent for apps published on multiple markets. Furthermore, this meta-

data is often introduced by the developers themselves and, therefore, accurate

or not depending on developers following best practices and the verification
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policies implemented on each market.

Table 1 summarizes the publishing policies and terms of service (ToS)

of the nine markets studied in this work. We manually analyzed these ToS

to determine whether they explicitly prohibit specific behaviors. We note

that these documents often use ambiguous language, which could result in

different understandings to different readers. Nonetheless, this shows that

different markets do have different policies.

The Google Play Store is the official and dominant Android market [E64], to

the extent that Android’s security settings prohibit installing apps from other

“unknown sources” by default. All apps in the store (and optionally from other

sources as well) are verified with Google Play Protect for violations of Google’s

Unwanted Software Policy [E65]. The Developer Program Policies [E66] fur-

ther restrict not only the content of apps, but also how they are marketed and

advertised to users: the Play Store prohibits deceptive behavior [E67], mis-

representation [E68], and impersonation [E69]. These restrictions also apply

to the market metadata, such as the developer name, title and screenshots.

Specifically, this data should not be “non-descriptive, irrelevant, excessive or in-
appropriate” [E70]. Google claims to identify violations of these policies, but

it is unclear how they perform this task. Prior work has shown instances in

which developers break such policies, reporting empty or inaccurate privacy

policies [E24]. While only anecdotal, we were able to publish one app that did

not comply with these policies, pointing towards the fact that the Google Play

Store is not able to automatically detect violations of these policies at scale (see

Appendix 8.F for an extended explanation of our experiments).

The policies of alternative markets range from nearly non-existing and

vague (e.g., APKMonk refers to their ToS, which cannot be found on their

website [E55]) to policy items that are stricter than in the Play Store. Different

policies have a direct impact not only on the number and type of attribution

signals that are available, but also on their accuracy and validity as attribution

signals. For instance, not all markets have a notion of app developer (i.e.,

a name that identifies the organization behind the development of an app).

Of the nine markets we study, only Tencent and Mi (from Xiaomi) require

identification for registration, although Tencent only requires it for Chinese

citizens, residents, or companies. Mi requires a picture of developers holding

a valid ID card or passport to create an account [E71].
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8.3 Attribution in prior research

Since the early days of mobile markets, the research community has studied

different aspects of the developer ecosystem and its dynamics, such as devel-

oper popularity and diversity, the content offered by published apps, and the

prevalence of malicious actors [E14,E15,E31,E40,E72]. To study these aspects,

researchers have relied on various attribution signals, such as market metadata

and signing certificates. However, no systematic research has questioned the

validity and pitfalls of existing attribution techniques. This section explores

the most common attribution signals used in prior research. Our aim is both

to identify them and to understand the reasons provided to consider them

suitable attribution signals.

Ecosystem analysis. Petsas et al. [E14] performed an early market-level analy-

sis on four alternative markets. Although they did rely on attribution signals to

link developers across markets, they used market metadata to calculate statis-

tics per developer. Several research efforts developed scalable techniques for

crawling the Google Play Store [E31,E36] to retain historical data of both mar-

ket information and published APKs for research purposes. Androzoo [E36]

collects APKs from multiple markets but does not collect market metadata so

any research effort relying on their dataset has to perform attribution based

solely on signing certificates. Viennot et al. [E31] proposed a more comprehen-

sive crawling technique that harvests both market- and APK-level information.

They used both of them to evaluate a similarity measure based on resource

names and assets.

Another line of research tracked apps across markets to understand the

overlap of their catalogs [E13, E31, E73–E75]. Wang et al. [E23, E40] used

market-level metadata to track app developers across Chinese app markets

and the Google Play Store. However, this metadata is not consistent across

markets (see Section §8.8), which leads many researchers to rely on the signing

certificate for cross-platform analysis. For instance, Wang et al. [E15] rely on the

certificates along with market signals. They note that larger entities, such as

Samsung, have multiple developer names and certificates without character-

izing the scale of the problem. Recent efforts focused on studying the Android

supply chain and firmware-level customizations faced these attribution chal-

lenges. Pre-installed apps are generally not publicly available in any market

and therefore lack a developer profile. Consequently, researchers had to rely

on certificates to define authorship [E30,E37,E76].

Security and privacy issues. Security research requires identifying the author

behind a malware sample, a privacy-intrusive app, or a potentially harmful app

(PHAs). To that end, the malware analysis community [E22,E29,E32,E43,E77]
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has typically approached attribution through app-level information, such as

the certificate, package name, or app’ bytecode. Unfortunately, techniques that

rely on (byte)code to infer authorship are computationally expensive and do

not scale for market-level analysis. An empirical analysis by Barrera et al. [E29]

on the security aspects of Android app installation and the limitations of sand-

boxing based on the Linux user ID relies on certificates and app information

as an indicator of authorship. They showed that malicious actors often rely

on the possibility to create new certificates to prevent linkability. Similarly,

Oltrogge et al. [E34] shows that app building frameworks, which automate

app development and distribution, invalidate the assumption that two apps

with the same certificate belong to the same company.

A long-standing problem in mobile app markets is detecting app clones, i.e.,

apps that pretend to be a different app. Identifying which app is the original

one is a well-known problem that arises from the unreliability of certificate

information [E3,E31,E35,E41,E78,E79], and attribution signals are critical for

solving this problem. The clone detection approach by Crussell et al. [E3] relies

on the assumption that two apps only belong to the same developer if they

are signed using the same certificate. Viennot et al. [E31] relied on developer

and certificate information to report rebranded and cloned apps. Li et al. [E35]

define two apps as clones if they share 80% of their code but are signed with

different certificates.

Recent research efforts have characterized app installation practices from

multiple perspectives [E11, E42, E76]. Kotzias et al. [E11] explore the distri-

bution of potentially unwanted apps through Pay-Per-Install (PPI) schemes.

Farooqi et al. [E42] identify developers making use of incentivized installs to

manipulate app store metadata. These studies relied both on certificate infor-

mation along with developer market level information to identify underlying

publishers and developers making use of these app distribution schemes.

Attribution is also critical for the correct functioning of security apps.

Aonzo et al. [E39] show that to identify an app–website relationship, sev-

eral password managers rely on the developer website information provided

in the Google Play Store. More recently, Sebastian et al. [E38] rely on chains of

shared metadata between apps to identify developer account polymorphism,

not using any code similarity methods. The authors propose a method that

uses on Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) to find sets of developers that are

related (i.e., using signals from the app itself, such as certificate information,

and signals from the market). They evaluated their approach on a set of rogue-

ware and adware operations and discovered at least one previously unknown

developer account for 94% of them.

Finally, attribution is important for responsible disclosure. In a recent study
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on GDPR violations, Nguyen et al. [E80] use the developer email addresses

listed on the Google Play Store to notify developers and reported that they

were only able to reach the owner of 15.7% of apps.

Alternative attribution approaches. The shortcomings in the Android attri-

bution ecosystem have led the software engineering community to propose

complementary attribution signals and methods. Kalgutkar et al. [E12] use

strings found in the APK for attribution to build a classifier and rely on the

signing certificate to establish a ground truth on apps by the same author.

They acknowledge that this approach can have both false negatives and false

positives, which they attempt to reduce by filtering out apps signed by publicly

available certificates or by debug certificates. Xu et al. [E41] and their frame-

work AppAuth, and Gonzalez et al. [E33] both attribute apps to authors based

on code-style features. Specifically, Gonzalez et al. [E33] tackle the problem of

attribution by generating a dataset of known developer profiles and attribute

apps to profiles based on the development style to identify malware authors.

They further illustrate the similarity of signals between a pair of cloned apps,

indicating that app clones leverage the lack of vetting of these signals.

Key takeaways. Our literature survey (see Table 8.A.1 in Appendix 8.A for

a summary) shows that developer metadata from the market and the apps’

signing certificate are predominately used for attribution. While the first can

be helpful to link apps within the same market, it does not indicate the author of

an app, merely its publisher. Additionally, the developer signal is inconsistent

across markets and, in some cases (e.g., pre-installed apps), not available at

all. Signing certificates, however, are tied to an app but not necessarily to the

author of the app: they only represent the signing entity. At the same time, an

entity such as a large company or malicious actor can use multiple certificates

for different apps. These signals are easily scalable to market-level analysis, in

contrast to other more computationally complex such as code-level similarity.

Even in those cases, clone detection often relies on market data or certificates

for evaluating their technique and as ground truth. Although many studies

acknowledge the limitations of this approach, there is a lack of understanding

of the value of these signals.

8.4 Attribution signals

This section examines the potential and accuracy of various types of market

metadata and app features as attribution signals. We cover signals extracted

from an exhaustive analysis of Android’s official documentation, [E81]—including

app store guidelines and policies [E56–E60, E62, E63]—, and signals used by
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Table 2: Signals collected from market metadata.
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App name 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Developer name 7 3 3 3 3 3 3
Developer website 1 3
Privacy policy URL 1 3
Developer email 1 3

previous research efforts detailed in Section 8.3. This results in seven attribu-

tion signals: the signing certificate, the developer name, the developer website,

the developer email, the privacy policy URL, the app name, and the package

name. With the exception of the signing certificate, which is mandatory for any

Android app to be installed, we report the public availability of these signals

across the nine markets we studied in Table 2.

Package name. The package name serves as the unique (string) identifier of an

app at the operating system level: Android does not allow installing two apps

with the same package name on the same device. Google’s documentation rec-

ommends following the Java package naming convention, and to “use Internet
domain ownership as the basis for package names (in reverse), to avoid conflicts with
other developers” [E82]. This stresses the theoretical importance of the package

name as an attribution signal. Some markets use the package name as a unique

and visible identifier (usually visible in the URL for the app’s market entry),

whereas others use an internal identifier instead (more commonly in Chinese

markets). Since we did not observe any package name published under differ-

ent internal identifiers, we posit that these markets also enforce internally the

uniqueness of package names across their catalogs of apps.

App name. The app name is how most users would search for an app in

any market. We note that this signal does not necessarily help attributing

an app to the company publishing it (e.g., Instagram is not directly mapped

to Facebook). Nevertheless, we include it in this study in order to assess

its validity and consistency. The app name is not only available in an app’s

metadata on the market, but also listed in the APK’s manifest file. The latter is

visible once the app is installed on a device. While we expect that both names
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are the same, we empirically verify this assumption in Section 8.6.3 and we

validate the uniqueness of the app name across all the apps published within

every market.

Developer information. Developers publishing apps on markets are identified

by a developer name and (depending on the market) contact information, such

as an email address or a website, as well as a privacy policy URL. The potential

value of developer details as attribution signals depends on whether they are

used to attribute two apps on the same market to the author (intra-market), or

whether they are attributed across markets (inter-market). In contrast to the app

and developer names, we collect the other three signals only for the Google

Play Store.

Signing certificate. Android apps must be signed with a self-signed certificate,

which in principle can act as an attribution signal (§8.2.1). Since the private

key associated with the certificate is supposedly kept secret by its owner, we

consider that two apps signed by the same certificate belong to the same

organization. Google Play recommends the signing certificate to be valid for

over 25 years, implying this is sufficient for the life cycle of the app [E48].

Furthermore, Google does not provide certificate revocation methods for the

Play Store, instead recommending to either rotate keys [E83] or to replace the

signing key altogether [E84] in case of a private key compromise. As a result,

a certificate used to sign an APK remains valid for the full life cycle of an

Android app. Each X.509 certificate contains a subject field, which indicates

the owner of the certificate, and an issuer, which serves as an indication of the

entity that provided the certificate to the owner. However, in the case of self-

signed certificates the subject and issuer field are the same, and developers

can generate and sign their apps with a self-signed certificate with arbitrary

information in both fields. In addition, for apps that delegate their signing

process to Google Play (§8.2.1), all certificates share the same subject field.

Discarded signals. Other techniques previously used in the research litera-

ture, such as code diffing, market metadata, the app icon, app screenshots, or

the app description, could be considered as potential (visual, in some cases)

attribution signals. However, they present significant scalability and inter-

pretability challenges that impede their application across markets and app

versions [E12,E35,E85–E88].

8.5 Dataset

In order to build a comprehensive and cross-market dataset of app signals, we

implement a crawler based on Scrapy [E89] which downloads APKs as well as
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Table 3: Dataset overview in terms of total number of market entries and

APKs, as well as unique per package names (PkgN). The last column shows

the percentage of unique package names for which we collected both the APK

and market metadata.

Market

Market Entries APKs

Overlap

Total PkgN SHA-256 PkgN

Google Play 1,293,738 873,059 776,395 723,128 83%

APKMonk 682,112 456,698 345,535 287,421 63%

Tencent 209,950 131,550 143,271 129,277 98%

Mi 25,350 19,396 15,766 13,894 72%

APKMirror 13,273 896 9,784 885 99%

Baidu 12,532 4,440 9,819 4,440 100%

Huawei 9,705 5,203 7,212 5,203 100%

Qihoo 360 5,943 4,365 4,748 4,365 100%

F-Droid 5,221 1,537 3,044 1,462 95%

their corresponding app metadata from nine markets with varying features:

the Google Play Store, which is the largest market in terms of users and number

of apps; three alternative markets: APKMonk [E90], APKMirror [E91], which

is an aggregator of apps published in other stores, and F-Droid [E92], which

deliberately position themselves as an alternative to the Play Store for open-

source apps; and five major app markets with a large market share in China and

Asia: Mi [E93], Baidu [E94], Tencent [E95], Huawei [E96] and Qihoo 360 [E97].

Dataset collection. For each market, we automatically crawl app profiles and

harvest the market signals described in Section 8.4 from the page’s HTML,

when available. We observe that the availability of these signals is highly

inconsistent in markets like F-Droid, and we choose not to collect them in

this case. This crawling process resulted in several errors, such as gathering

truncated developer names from Huawei, as the market only lists a fixed

number of characters. We refer to the full set of signals extracted from the

app profile in the market as a market entry. We kickstarted each market crawl

with a seed of known package names and identified further profile pages by

following links found in the downloaded profile pages. We deployed the

crawler on separate occasions between Dec. 2019 and Aug. 2020 in an attempt

to discover newly published apps. This approach also allowed us to collect

multiple market entries for a subset of apps.

Table 3 provides a general overview of our dataset. The two market entry

columns show the total number of market entries collected from the market
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(left column) and the number of unique package names for which we collected

a market entry (right column). Our app discovery strategy yields a different

number of apps for each market, as we lack a complete and comprehensive

list of apps per market to exhaustively crawl each of them. The APK column

shows the total number of unique APK files as identified by their SHA-256

hash (left column) and the number of unique package names for which we

downloaded APK files (right column). The discrepancy between the package

name counts in each category is caused by the crawling process, as in some

cases we could not download APK files in conjunction with market signals

(due to server errors, timeouts, or rate limiting). The overlap column denotes

the percentage of unique package names for which we have both the APK and

market metadata simultaneously at least once. For the remainder of the paper,

we exclude all market entries for which we failed to collect the accompanying

APK. In addition, for each unique package name on a market, we use only the

most recently collected market entry for evaluation purposes (§8.6.1, §8.6.3,

§8.6.4, §8.6.5 and §8.7). The exception to this approach is §8.6.2, in which

we perform a longitudinal analysis of the signals and, therefore, consider all

market entries collected for a given package name for each market.

8.6 Attribution signal analysis

Each app market has its own policies for publishing apps (§8.2) with different

degrees of enforcement (§8.6.1). All attribution signals are nonetheless self-

declared, so it is possible that developers (intentionally or by mistake) publish

apps under false information (see Appendix 8.F). This section explores this

issue by measuring the presence, volatility, consistency, and validity of at-

tribution signals for identifying developer accounts, both within a particular

market and across markets.

8.6.1 Missing attribution signals

Table 4 shows the percentage of unique package names for which there are

missing signals, across markets. This preliminary analysis is critical to assess

the enforcement of market-specific publication policies and the availability and

validity of the different attribution signals.

Market metadata. Nearly all apps collected across the markets are published

under a developer name, although there are isolated cases on Google Play

(6) and APKMonk (160) without one. Of the cases on the Play Store, most

apps have been unlisted either by the developer or by the platform operator,

except for one app [E98] that remains active as of this writing. Unfortunately,
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Table 4: Percentage of unique market entries with missing signals on the

different markets.
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i
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w

e
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Q
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o
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3
6
0

F
-
D
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d

M
a
r
k

e
t Developer name <0.1% <0.1% 0% 0% 0% — — 0% —

Developer website 35% — — — — — — — —

Privacy policy URL 18% — — — — — — — —

Developer email <0.1% — — — — — — — —

C
e
r
t
i
fi

c
a
t
e

commonName 7% 10% 9% 7% 11% 7% 8% 9% <0.1%

organization 18% 25% 20% 23% 10% 21% 21% 18% <0.1%

organizationalUnit 28% 37% 30% 23% 25% 23% 25% 24% <1%

locality 25% 35% 28% 24% 17% 21% 24% 24% <1%

state 30% 40% 32% 28% 21% 25% 27% 27% <1%

country 22% 30% 27% 27% 16% 24% 25% 23% <1%

we lack information to identify the reason behind the removal. In the case of

APKMonk, manual inspection shows that missing metadata happens due to a

limitation in our crawler, as APKMonk relies on CloudFlare’s email obfusca-

tion [E99] and developer names are recognized as email addresses whenever

they contain the “@” character. More significant, however, is the extent to

which developer websites (35%) and privacy policy URLs (18%) are missing

across markets. Without this information, it becomes challenging for end-

users, regulators and researchers to identify the legal or liable entity behind

an app.

Signing certificates. When looking at the signing certificates’ subject, we

find that relative distinguished name (RDN) components are missing for a

significant fraction of unique market entries, ranging from 7% for the common

names on (among others) Google Play to 40% on APKMonk. The lack of

oversight on the self-signed certificates results in the inconsistent availability

of these RDNs. A clear exception is F-Droid, whose published apps tend to be

signed by its signing framework, which embeds all RDNs in the certificate.

8.6.2 Attribution signal volatility

The Android ecosystem is highly dynamic, with new apps being published

and apps being updated regularly [E19,E100]. One effect of this dynamism is

that signals are also prone to change, resulting in updates of the app’s profile.

Signal changes can be relatively small, such as fixing errors in the metadata,

or more impactful, such as apps being transferred from one entity to another.
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This subsection investigates the degree of volatility (or changes of value) of

signals over time and their impact on attribution efforts.

To measure volatility, we consider the subset of package names in our

dataset for which we collect multiple market entries. This varies across mar-

kets, ranging from 25.2% for Qihoo 360 to 83.7% for F-Droid. For this subset,

we measure the percentage of package names whose signal values changed

during the course of our measurements, across collected market entries for that

particular package name. The results are shown in Table 5. All markets seem

to allow app names and developer names of published app to change. The app

name volatility ranges from 0.09% of package names on APKMonk to 5.87%

of package names on APKMirror. The volatility of the developer name ranges

from 0.02% on APKMonk to 2.09% on Google Play. For the signals captured

on Google Play only (i.e., the developer website and email address, and the

privacy policy URL) we see a similar volatility percentage (1.63%, 1.57% and

1.09% respectively).

We acknowledge that it is likely that some of the cases in which a signal

changes over time might make no difference for the sake of attribution. We

take a deeper look at the signals that have a domain name embedded in them:

the developer email address, the developer website, and the privacy policy

URL. Signals available from online domains (i.e., SSL certificates and WHOIS

information) are stronger than the self-reported signals in Android, and can

thus give us an indication how significant our found volatility percentages are.

If a signal is volatile across market entries for a given package name, but the

embedded domain name is not, the signal can be considered to be non-volatile.

The percentages drop to 0.60%, 1.33% and 1.15% for the developer email,

the developer website and privacy policy URL respectively. Even though

these adjusted volatility percentages are lower than when taking only Android

attribution signals into account, the fact remains that signal changes occur on

all markets.

Lastly, we turn to the volatility of signing certificates. The certificate per-

centages in Table 5 represent the fraction of package names that added a new

certificate to the APK, removed a certificate or completely changed certificates

across their market entries. Even though the percentages for the latter are rel-

atively low, they can contain apps re-published either by their original or by a

completely different developer. The self-signed nature of the Android ecosys-

tem disallows us, unfortunately, to differentiate between these two cases due

to the lack of ground truth.
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8.6.3 Signal consistency within apps

While we collect different signals for each app from the market metadata and

the APK file (see §8.4), one signal type that is present in both is the app name.

For every market entry of a given app, we compare the market metadata with

the name in the manifest file and observe that only in 46% of the cases the name

is exactly the same. While we see that these inconsistencies are less common

in some of the markets—namely Huawei, Baidu, F-Droid and Mi, in which

nearly 90% of apps names are consistent between the market metadata and the

manifest file—none of them achieve 100% consistency, which hints towards

the lack of any automatic enforcement mechanisms.

Such signal inconsistencies impede attribution at the app-name level and

make external analysis of these apps harder as one has to decide whether to

rely on market metadata or the app’s manifest (e.g., when researchers make

their results available to the public). The possibility to create an inconsistency

between the market and the installed app can be (and has already been) abused

by malware and phishing attacks [E101]. To better quantify the extent of this

issue, we measure, for those apps in which there is not an exact match, how

similar both names are. To do so, we rely on the cosine similarity metric [E102].

We find that around half of the apps have a similarity below 60%. In some

cases these differences are a result of language differences (e.g., we find apps

for which the manifest name is in Russian and the market entry is in English),

while in other cases one name is a substring of the other (e.g., “racing lap timer
& stopwatch”—“laptimer”, “localwifinlpbackend”—“wifi location service”). Finally,

we find some cases in which both names appear to be completely unrelated

(e.g., “marshmallow adventure”—“flappy candy” or “filebox”—“myfaves”).

8.6.4 Signal consistency within markets

In this subsection, we assess signal consistency within a given market from

a developer perspective. It is assumed that all apps are signed by the same

certificate, as Android relies on this information for many of its developer-

based features (i.e., apps with the same certificate can share their functionality).

However, we observe that it is common across all markets for apps to be signed

with different certificates. We count the number of certificates used to sign

every app in our dataset (by unique hash) and find that while the vast majority

of apps are signed with only one certificate, we find examples of apps signed

with two certificates. For our analysis, if a given app is signed by several

certificates, we group all of them together (for the sake of completeness).

We first group the entries by the SHA-256 fingerprint of the signing certifi-

cate and count the number of apps published under more than one developer
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name. We rely on certificate information as this field should only be available

to the developer (i.e., we assume that the developer is the one who generates

the certificate used for singing an app). To do so, we normalize all strings to

lowercase and use exact string matching. Note that we exclude Baidu, Huawei

and F-Droid from this study, as the developer name is not available on these

markets (§8.4). We find that it is relatively common for apps to be published

under more than one developer name in all markets. The percentage of mar-

ket entries whose APKs share a signing certificate but are published under

different developer names varies from 11% for APKMirror to 23% for Qihoo

360. On Google Play this issue concerns 15% of market entries. While some of

these market entries are likely to be apps from the same developer published

under different developer names, other cases are due to app building frame-

works, such as Andromo [E103] or AppyPie [E104]. These companies offer

solutions to app publishers to off-load the process of creating their app, either

by providing a framework for automatic app creation or by developing the app

for the publisher [E34]. The final app is signed directly by the app building

framework, which results in many unrelated apps sharing the same signing

certificate. We study such app building frameworks in depth in Section 8.7.2.

We now conduct the opposite measurement (i.e., we group market entries

by their developer name, and count how many unique certificates are signing

these entries). We find that it is common practice for developers to use more

than one certificate: the percentage of market entries published by a developer

that uses more than one certificate varies from 30% for APKMirror up to 63% for

Google Play. In fact, we find that the majority (80%) of Google Play developers

with multiple certificates use a different certificate per market entry.

Using the same method, we group the market entries by their app name,

and count the number of apps published under more than one developer

name. Again, we ignore entries from Baidu and F-Droid. We find that the

percentage of entries that share the same app name but are published by

different developers is lower overall, but still significant: it varies from 0.3%

for APKMirror to 8% for the Google Play Store. A notable example on Google

Play is the app name Messages, which has been published under eight different

package names, with Google’s own version being the most popular with more

than a billion downloads. These numbers are similar when counting the

number of apps published under more than one unique package name: the

percentage of market entries varies from 0.9% for Mi to 8% for the Google Play

Store.

These results complicate accurate attribution as one cannot fully trust either

the developer name or the app name. Furthermore, attackers might take

advantage of this lack of enforcement by publishing clones under the name of
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the original app. Other signals such as the developer website or email address

might help fix this issue; however, such signals are only available on Google

Play. We investigate the consistency of these signals in depth in Section 8.7.

8.6.5 Signal consistency across markets

The package name of an app is a unique identifier at the Android OS level. This

principle is followed on individual markets, with only one app to be advertised

under a particular package name. However, since a market operator can only

enforce this policy on their own market, the association of the unique package

name with a particular app might not prevail from market to market. As a

result, self-declared signals across markets can be even more unreliable than

they are within a single market. For instance, two different entities might

publish each an app, both sharing the same package name, under the same

developer name but on two different markets. The signals would suggest the

same underlying developer, even though this is not the case.

We investigate how inconsistent signals across markets are in the current

ecosystem. First, we evaluate the number of apps (by package name) that are

published on more than one market. In total, 1,040,868 package names have

been published across the various markets. Of those, 106,574 (or 10.24%) have

been published on multiple markets (see Appendix 8.B for a breakdown across

pairs of markets). Figure 1 shows the percentage of apps, per market pairs, that

are signed by the same certificate on both markets. The figure shows the impact

of F-Droid’s (and to a lesser extent Google’s) signing delegation, resulting in

nearly no package names being published on other markets with the same

certificate. Even though both markets have a similar signing framework, the

overlap of package names published on Google Play with other markets is

vastly higher. Of the apps co-published on both Google Play and another

market, a relatively small percentage (ranging from 0% for F-Droid and Huawei

to 24.4% for Tencent) of package names are signed by a Google certificate.

Those are examples of apps that are likely to have first been published on the

Play Store, after which their signed APKs were published on the other market

(as recommended by Google [E84]). As such, Google Play’s signing policy

does not only affect their own market but has also started to affect attribution

of apps across markets.

Similarly, we compute the percentage of package names published under

the same app name between market pairs. Among the Chinese markets, the

overlap of app names is relatively high: 81.06% of package names published

on a pair of Chinese markets are published under the same app name. This

percentage for western markets is even higher (93.56%), but for those pack-
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Figure 2: Complementary CDF of the number of package names per cluster,

broken down by signal.

ages names published across a western and Chinese market, the percentage

is only 53.47%. Similarly, we compute these percentages for the developer

name. Across Chinese markets package names are published under the same

developer name in 66.82% of the cases, and 92.13% among western markets.

Across Chinese and western markets this percentage is 65.98%. The general

poor overlap between western and Chinese markets can be explained by the

language and alphabet difference, with apps on Chinese markets largely be-

ing advertised with Chinese characters, and primarily advertised on western

markets with the Latin alphabet, and in rarer cases other languages such as

Russian.

These results highlight the overall weakness of the signals available for

attribution across markets. Even those signals that are relied upon when

studying individual market dynamics, and used by the research community

for attribution (§8.3), are inconsistent intra- and inter-market and cannot be

trusted for cross-market attribution (e.g., the certificate).

8.7 Case study: Google Play Store

The results in previous section confirm that available attribution signals are

unsound. This may be a side effect of lax enforcement of market policies (or

the lack of thereof), as suggested by empirical evidence (see Appendix 8.F).

Here we focus on measuring the accurate attribution using signals only from

the Google Play Store, as (i) it is the official and most prevalent Android

marketplace [E64], (ii) it is the most rich in signals from this market, and (iii)
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Google Play has a significant number of publication policies (§8.2.2).

8.7.1 Signal-based clustering

We have seen that individual signals can be inconsistent, even within a single

market (§8.6.4). In order to explore the different perspectives that the choice of

signals can provide, we cluster the Google Play apps in our dataset following

the rule that apps in the same cluster have the same signal value. We cluster

Google Play apps for each of the 6 signals: developer name, app name, de-

veloper website, privacy policy URL, developer email, and signing certificate

(as identified by its SHA-256 fingerprint). Figure 2 shows the complementary

cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the number of unique package

names in each cluster (i.e.„ the cluster size) in a log-log scale, broken down by

signal. For each signal we also report the final number of clusters we obtain.

The developer name signal divides the dataset in the least amount of clusters

(199k), and the app name in the most number of clusters (680k). We argue that

app names are not a signal that uniquely identifies an app (given the curve

in the CCDF), thus confirming the results presented in the previous section.

Even though the other signals tend to cluster more package names together,

they are more relevant as as signal for author attribution. Furthermore, the

developer name can be an appropriate signal to group together apps that have

been published by the same company (as this signal is unique within Google

Play).

We explore how many other unique signal values these clusters contain as

a proxy to assess the consistency of other attribution signals in conjunction

with those present in a given cluster. For instance, we find two apps published

under the developer name Rad3 Limited but with two different email addresses

(mark@smalesfarm.co.nz and contact@wakachangi.com), showing an inconsistency

between the developer name and the developer email address. While these

inconsistencies can be legitimate, they create problems for attribution, as they

disconnect apps that are indeed related to the same company.

For each of the clusters created by the 6 available attribution signals, we

investigate the consistency with the remaining 5 signals. Figure 3 shows the

results as a heatmap for each pair of clustering signal (y-axis) and targeted

signal (x-axis). The value in each cell shows the percentage of clusters con-

taining only a unique value of another signal; e.g., in 44.4% of the clusters

created by the developer name signal, there is more than a single app name,

implying that the remaining 55.6% of developer names publish more than one

app on the Google Play Store. Figure 3 shows that there is a relatively low

correlation between the developer name and other developer-related signals:
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Figure 4: A cluster from the Google Play attribution graph annotated with

developer names ( = market entry, = developer name, = developer website,

= developer email, = privacy policy URL, = app name, = certificate).

24.2% of developer names publish apps with more than one developer web-

site and 22.0% with multiple developer email addresses. Furthermore, only

57.5% of developer names publish apps with a single signing certificate. A

salient result is that relying only on the certificate to identify apps developed

by the same entity may be short-sighted. Conversely, there are signals that are

re-used across multiple developer names. Although this represents a small

fraction of the respective signal (e.g., 1.1% of certificates are used across de-

veloper names), it shows that some of the self-reported contact information is

currently inconsistent across developer names on Google Play.

8.7.2 Multiple signal attribution graphs

We have seen that individual signals tend to correlate poorly with other sig-

nals on Google Play. To explore this issue in more depth, we create attribution
clusters on multiple signals, rather than just one. To do so, we model unique

market entries and signals as nodes in a graph, with edges between them rep-

resenting the measured relationship between the market entry and its signals.

This large attribution graph consists of connected components, or clusters, that

we can consider to be associated with a particular entity. Figure 4 shows an

example cluster. Additional examples are provided in Appendix 8.C.

The resulting graph contains 150,630 clusters for 718,741 market entries.

Figure 5 shows a CCDF of the size of these clusters in terms of package names
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Figure 5: # of apps per cluster based on all signals.

contained in each cluster. We find that 73,703 (or 10.25%) of market entries

are isolated in their own cluster, and that the largest cluster comprises 250,937

(or 34.91% of all) market entries. We find 5,501 (or 3.7%) clusters to be fully

consistent (i.e., all apps in these clusters are published under the same signals,

except for the app name)), indicating that the majority of these clusters contain

ambiguous information. We count the number of certificates (by their unique

hash) used to sign every app in our dataset. We find that while the vast

majority of apps are signed with only one certificate, there are 31 examples

of apps signed with two certificates. In these cases, the app signed by two

certificates can bridge two, otherwise non-connected apps, with each other.

The size of this large cluster suggests that a naive attribution graph creation

method can lead to substantial over-attribution. To identify the signal causing

this over-attribution, we compute the betweenness centrality of each signal, a

centrality measure expressing the fraction of the shortest paths in the graph

going through a particular node [E105]. The intuition behind this approach

is that the most central node must be key for connecting vertices in the graph

that would otherwise not be connected, and therefore must be a likely cause

for over-attribution. When looking at the centrality value of nodes, we see

that the vast majority have a centrality close to zero, with a few outliers with a

relatively high centrality. Hence, we assume these nodes are important causes

for the over-attribution in this largest cluster.

Highly central nodes. By investigating highly-central signals we find patterns

that make attribution challenging. App names are not unique on the Play

Store, thereby making it difficult to differentiate between these apps. Exam-

ples include BMI Calculator (published 79 times by 78 different developers),

Music Player (published 100 times by 98 developers) and Flashlight (published

139 times by 136 developers). We also observe that the highest centrality cor-

responds to a set of certificates which are highly prevalent on Google Play.

Relying on the subject information, we manually analyze the top 10 companies
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(by centrality of the certificate) and observe that all are related to frameworks or

companies that build apps for others [E34]. Namely, the signal with the highest

centrality is a certificate associated with Andromo, which is used to sign 17,721

apps. Andromo is an app development framework to build apps based on pre-

existing components [E103]. It builds APKs that are all signed by the same cer-

tificate and are ready to submit for publication on the market. Andromo does

not mention this signing practice in their terms of service [E106], and in fact

recommends against enrolling for signing delegation to the Play Store [E107].

Apps built with Andromo have been published under 1,602 different devel-

oper names, which—other than the signing certificate—have little in common

with each other. In this particular case, the package name also indicates the use

of this development framework, as 91.2% of Andromo apps follow the pack-

age name scheme {com,net}.andromo.dev<dev_id>.app<app_id>. Another

example of a highly central certificate is the one used by the Qbiki Network,

an organization related to the Seattle Clouds company that used to develop

apps for different OSes [E108] (the service seems to be discontinued in 2021).

Their certificate was used across 7,579 apps published by 961 developer names.

Examples of still operating app building companies with highly central cer-

tificates are QuickApp Ninja [E109], AppyPie [E104] and AppMachine [E110],

having signed 512, 938, and 216 apps respectively. Appendix 8.D provides a

full overview of the number of signals used across the apps published by these

app builders.

As a result of this practice, customers are fully reliant on the app builder

to provide updates for the app, as the initial signing certificate is required to

do so. In addition, as we discuss in §8.8, certificates have use cases beyond

enforcing update integrity. As a result, the app builders have full control over

the declared and used permissions and can potentially automatically grant

permissions across apps from different developers without user awareness.

Furthermore, from an attribution standpoint, these certificates have become

meaningless in identifying the responsible developer behind an app. When

looking at the privacy policy as a centrality signal, we see a similar pattern to

the app builder certificates: 389 apps developed using AppsGeyser (another

app building framework [E111]) share the same privacy policy (hosted on the

AppsGeyser website), otherwise not sharing a common signal among apps

published by different developers.

Large organizations. The attribution graphs allow us to analyze the signal us-

age behavior of prominent tech companies. We select a curated list of developer

names based on the number of popular apps (i.e., more than 1B downloads)

that they published. Given the large number of downloads, we assume these

developer profiles are the legitimate ones as opposed to developers trying to
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imitate the organizations. For these identified developer names, we collect the

number of unique signals used across apps published under the same name

(i.e.,account on Google Play). We also measure how many other developer

names use the same certificate as the main developer account to sign their

apps. Most of these organizations use multiple certificates to sign their apps

(with the exception of TikTok, WhatsApp and Instagram). An extreme case

is that of HP, which has a separate certificate per published app. For three

organizations (Google, Samsung and HP), we see that one or more alternative

developer name has used one of the certificates to publish an app. Conversely,

both WhatsApp and Instagram are subsidiary companies of Facebook Inc.,

but do not share any cryptographic link with their parent company. A simi-

lar relationship holds for Microsoft and Skype. The full results are shown in

Table 8.E.1 in Appendix 8.E. Overall, these results paint a diverse picture of

publication and development strategies that can impede automatic attribution,

even for software released by well-known companies.

8.8 Discussion

Our results show that attribution in the Android ecosystem is a complex and

still unsolved problem. While previous research has mostly relied on cer-

tificates for attribution, the fact that they can be self-signed implies that the

information provided by them can be forged, rendering platform-level attri-

bution unfeasible. In fact, although all markets have a notion of developer, we

have shown that this developer is not always the same as the company behind

the offered service. The proliferation of app development frameworks and

companies that build apps for others calls for a re-definition of roles as well as

a need to adjust the way in which researchers approach Android attribution

and build their ground truth for different studies.

Implications. Imprecise app attribution has negative consequences in a

number of research areas and applications. It affects measurements and other

quantitative or qualitative analyses on the app ecosystem for which attribution

is a relevant variable, such as understanding market dynamics or identifying

deceptive actors and practices. Another area severely impacted is account-

ability, as the inability to map a given app to the company behind it prevents

different stakeholders to act correctly whenever they identify an issue with

the app, resulting in a lack of regulatory enforcement. Similarly, attribution

issues translate into a lack of transparency for users as the absence of clear

signals about which company has published a given app prevents them from

making an informed decision about installing it. Furthermore, inconsistencies
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across markets can lead to users installing an app by mistake, only because it

presents an ambiguous signal (e.g., the app name). We have shown not only

that, but also that the Play Store vetting process is not fit to detect apps in

which developer information is false, leading to potential app clones being

published.

Signatures as proof of ownership. The unreliability of the signing certificate

has profound consequences on Android security, as it has long been used as

a proof of authorship. Prior to API level 29 (Android 10, released in 2019),

two apps signed with the same certificate were capable of running under the

same Linux user ID, easily share data and even run in the same process [E112].

The Android permission system still automatically grants permissions with a

signature protection level, if the requesting and declaring apps are signed by

the same certificate. Apps signed with the same certificate as the OS can even

be granted system permissions [E37]. The use of the signing certificate as a

proxy for the ownership of an app extends beyond the operating system itself.

With Digital Asset Links [E113], developers can declare associations between

websites and apps, and even share credentials [E114]. In this case, apps are

identified based on their package name and the SHA-256 fingerprint of their

signing certificate.

Recommendations. We believe that only the platform itself can solve the

predicament of Android attribution. To provide sound attribution mecha-

nisms, the Android ecosystem should move away from self-signing certifi-

cates. Other prominent software ecosystems already rely on more sound

signature mechanisms, such as Apple issuing all valid certificates for its app

store [E25] and Windows relying on a public key infrastructure [E28]. While

not perfect [E115], we argue that these approaches could limit the number of

certificates that have incomplete or invalid information. We have shown that

apps in different markets tend to be signed by the same certificate, meaning

that this approach could also help make signals across markets more reliable.

If a given app has already been published on another market using a differ-

ent certificate, the market could either reject the app or show a warning to

developers and users that this app might have been tampered with. An alter-

native option would be to rely on third-party verification for attribution, but

we argue that this would simply be a shift of responsibility from the market to

third-party entities.

Finally, we recommend that researchers become aware of the limitations

of the ecosystem before making any judgments or gathering ground truth,

as the use of signing as an attribution signal is not as robust as it seems.

We found counterexamples to both the assumption “one developer uses one

certificate” as well as “one certificate belongs to a single developer.” We argue
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that the limits of market metadata, and also certificates, should be discussed

in the context of their use as attribution signals, because neither is an infallible

source of attribution.

8.9 Conclusions

We have shown that the validity, availability, and fidelity of attribution signals

vary both within and across markets due to the diversity (and lack of) policies

and enforcement mechanisms (including no enforcement at all). We crawled

different markets multiple times for close to a year and empirically demon-

strated that attribution signals such as developer websites and privacy policies

are missing (or can be tampered) for a large portion of entries. Developer’s

deceptiveness, malpractice, and lack of maintenance, along with the lack of

automatic policy enforcement by market operators lead to incorrect and out-

dated information being shown on market profiles. We have shown that the

same developer can use multiple certificates, and that the same certificate can

even be used by multiple developers (e.g., by using app development frame-

works). New signing practices, such as Google signing apps themselves, affect

attribution even across other markets. In summary, our empirical findings

suggest that none of the currently available signals are sufficient for in-market

or intra-market attribution of apps.
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Appendices

8.A Attribution research survey

Table 8.A.1 shows a summary of our survey on Android attribution strategies

in prior research discussed in 8.7.2.

8.B Cross-market analysis

As a supplement to the discussion on signal consistency across markets in

Section 8.6.5, Figure 8.B.1 illustrates the overlap between apps published

across markets based on the package name. Figures 8.B.2 and 8.B.3 further

illustrate the consistency of the app name and developer name signals across

markets.

8.C Example attribution graphs

As a supplement to the attribution graphs discussed as part of our our case

study on Google Play in Section 8.7.2, Figure 8.C.1 shows four additional

examples of attribution graphs of different sizes.

8.D Details on app builders

As a supplement to our discussion in Section 8.7.2, Table 8.D.1 illustrates the

number of unique signals for the most popular app builders used by apps on

the Google Play Store, in terms of the centrality of the certificate used to sign

apps.
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Table 8.A.1: Overview of selected related work and the signals used for at-

tributing apps: C = Certificates, D = Developer as presented in market(s), O =

Other signals.

Ref Year Research Goal C D O

[E3] 2012 Clone detection 3
[E29] 2012 Inter-market malware study 3
[E14] 2013 Inter-market study 3
[E30] 2013 Pre-installed apps study 3
[E77] 2013 Malware study

[E31] 2014 Intra-market study, clone detection 3 3

[E22] 2014 Market measurement, clone detection 3 3‡§

[E32] 2015 Inter-market malware study 3
[E13] 2017 Inter-market study 3 3∗

[E15] 2017 Intra-market study 3

[E43] 2017 Malware, clone detection 3§

[E33] 2018 Clone detection 3
[E12] 2018 Clone detection 3

[E34] 2018 Online app generator study 3
3†‡¶

[E39] 2018 Phishing study 3 3‡

[E23] 2018 Inter-market study 3
[E35] 2019 Clone detection 3
[E40] 2019 Intra-market study 3
[E41] 2019 Code stylometry 3 3∗

[E36] 2020 Dataset creation 3

[E37] 2020 Pre-installed apps study 3 3†

[E42] 2020 Incentivized install study 3

[E11] 2020 Malware/pre-installed apps study 3 3 3†

[E38] 2020 Dataset creation, malware study 3 3 3†

Additional signals:
∗
app name,

‡
package name,

†
certificate fields (e.g., Issuer or Organization),

§
code properties (e.g., method signatures or the control flow graph),

¶
resource files in the app’s

package.

8.E Details on large organizations

As a supplement to our discussion in Section 8.7.2, Table 8.E.1 shows details

on the signal usage by high-profile organizations active on the Google Play
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Figure 8.B.1: Total number of unique package names published on both

marketx and markety.

Store.

8.F Enforcement of publication policies on Google

Play

We investigated the enforcement of the publication policies, particularly those

related to attribution signals, through different experiments on the Google

Play Store. Our choice of Google Play is motivated by its global prevalence

and official nature, and because it has the most comprehensive set of publi-

cation policies among the markets we surveyed (§ 8.2.2). Each app submitted

to Google Play goes through an automated vetting process that flags it for

manual inspection if it is found to contain suspicious behavior [E119]. As

impersonation and tampering is explicitly prohibited (§8.2.2), apps aiming to

violate policies can be expected to be rejected by the market. The primary goal

of our experiment is to assess the robustness of this vetting process to detect

and prevent the publication of apps that attempt to impersonate or tamper
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Figure 8.C.1: Attribution graphs on Google Play for clusters of different pack-

age name counts (as denoted by =) annotated with developer names ( =

market entry, = developer name, = developer website, = developer email,

= privacy policy URL, = app name, = certificate).
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Table 8.D.1: Unique signal usage by app signed by the most popular app

building frameworks.

App building framework #
p

a
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k
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e

n
a
m

e

#
d

e
v
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p

e
r

n
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e
s

#
d
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v
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e
r

e
m
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i
l
s

#
d

e
v
e
l
o
p

e
r

w
e
b

s
i
t
e
s

Andromo [E103] 17,721 1,602 1,908 1,030

Qbiki/Seattle Cloud [E108] 7,579 961 1,142 713

Bizness Apps [E116] 3,052 587 1,231 1,431

Mobincube [E117] 1,283 274 379 328

AppyPie [E104] 938 561 638 500

Como/Swiftic [E118] 528 319 382 445

QuickApp Ninja [E109] 512 174 185 99

DoubleDutch 356 210 121 96

AppMachine [E110] 216 174 168 148

with other apps or developer profiles. In doing so, we also shed light on the

fidelity of the attribution signals available in the market.

In each experiment, we compiled and attempted to publish a repackaged

app that includes partially fake developer information. To avoid breaking any

intellectual property regulation, we chose two open source apps with licenses

that allow their redistribution, namely Open Sudoku,
3

an app with a moderate

amount of downloads (10,000+), and the Signal Private Messenger,4 a popular

privacy-focused messenger app, with more than 50 million downloads as of

May 2021. Specifically, we evaluated whether the Google Play Store: (i) con-

ducts any source code or image similarity analysis between new and existing

apps; (ii) evaluates the similarities between market signals; and (iii) carries out

a more exhaustive vetting if the affected app has a high profile (i.e., a larger

number of downloads). To prevent apps from being rejected based on the

developer reputation, we released each app under a new developer account.

We discuss the ethical implications of this experiment in Appendix 8.G.

Code and image similarity verification. We posit that performing any code

similarity for every new app submission might be too computationally expen-

3
Open Sudoku in the Play Store: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=

org.moire.opensudoku, Developer website: https://opensudoku.moire.org/
4
Signal in the Play Store: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=

org.thoughtcrime.securesms, Developer website: https://signal.org/
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8.F. ENFORCEMENT OF PUBLICATION POLICIES ON GOOGLE PLAY

Table 8.E.1: Unique signal usage by large organizations. The last column lists

the developer names signing apps with the same certificates as the organiza-

tion.
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c
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e

Other developer

names

Google LLC 114 38 89 68 The Infatuation Inc.

Facebook Inc. 16 6 13 7 —

Microsoft Cor-

poration

30 26 23 12 —

Samsung Elec-

tronics Co.,

Ltd.

49 18 24 22

Sophos Limited;

Communitake

Technologies Ltd.; Barco

Limited (Awind); Nsl

Utils; Teamviewer; Sidi;

Ubridge; Rsupport Co.,

Ltd.; Koino; Maas360;

Bomgar Corporation;

Logmein, Inc.

Twitter Inc. 2 2 2 2 —

Snap Inc. 1 1 1 1 —

Tiktok Inc. 2 1 1 1 —

Netflix, inc. 5 5 3 4 —

WhatsApp Inc. 3 3 2 1 —

HP Inc. 21 14 20 21

Hewlett Packard

Enterprise Company; Hp

Inc; Printeron Inc

Instagram 5 2 2 1 —

King 16 15 14 6 —

Skype 1 1 1 1 —

sive given the scale of the market, even excluding different app versions. To

test if the Google Play Store performs such an analysis, we released a clone of

the Open Sudoku app, with all the market signals completely modified. This

app was accepted for publication, which suggests that the Play Store vetting

process does not perform any source code comparison. We left the app online

for around three months before removing it ourselves.
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Market signals similarity verification. The Play Store’s Developer Program

Policy specifically prohibits impersonation [E120] and publishing an app with

highly similar market signals should therefore be prohibited. We released

another clone of Open Sudoku, this time with signals that were equal to the

original apps where possible, or highly similar where not possible (i.e., the

package name and the developer name). We used org.moire.attribution.
opensudoku instead of org.moire.opensudoku as its package name, and Oscar
García Amor as the developer name instead of the original Óscar García Amor.
The Play Store accepted the app, which shows that impersonation is still pos-

sible despite the official policy (we left the app on the market for three months

before removing it ourselves).

Protection of high-profile apps. We hypothesize that the Play Store prioritizes

the protection of popular or high-profile apps. To test this hypothesis, we

release a clone of Signal Private Messenger, with all the attribution signals

resembling the original app as closely as possible. The legitimate app has

more than 50 million downloads as of May 2021. The Play Store rejected

our first clone of the app for violating the impersonation policy, specifically

referring to the title of the app (and in a subsequent submission, the icon of the

app). Compared to the previous experiment, these rejections suggest that the

Play Store is indeed prioritizing selected, high-profile apps. At this point, the

app seemed to have become part of a manual vetting process, as a consecutive

rejection based on violating in-app payment policies was accompanied with

a set of screenshots to a PayPal donation link, which under our assumption

would unlikely to be done by an automatic process.

Takeaways. Our results indicate that the mechanisms currently in place to

enforce publication policies in the Google Play Store are imperfect. As a

consequence, market and app signals that are self-reported by developers

might be unreliable, especially for non-popular apps, and therefore lead to

conflicting attribution results.

8.G Ethical considerations

As part of this study, we conducted an experiment in which we released

legitimate clones of two open source apps on the Google Play Store. We took

several steps to ensure our experiments would cause no harm to users nor to

the platform itself. We received approval from our institutional ethical review

board before conducting this experiment.

Both apps that we released display a notification to the users, clearly stating

that these apps are part of a research project and they are not the original
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app, rather a clone. Additionally, this notification redirected them to the

original apps and advised them to uninstall our clone of the app. Besides,

we do not collect any information about the users that have install our apps.

Finally, we removed the apps from the Play Store as soon as the experiment

was over to prevent any confusion. Our experiment might have affected the

platform, though we considered it to be negligible. Since all apps go through

an automatic vetting process when published and with an estimation of around

100k apps [E121] published monthly, the overhead of two additional apps is

minimal. Furthermore, there are over 3 million apps [E122] publicly available

on the Google Play Store, consequently two apps will not affect any potential

measurement or research conducted on the whole spectrum of the Google Play

Store in any meaningful way. We estimate the benefits of understanding the

vetting process of the Google Play Store to be far greater than the potential

overhead of publicly releasing two apps into the Google market.
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9.1. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

Education of IT security can include a tedious and frustrating experience for novice
students and organizers. We have sought out to create an education platform that
improves upon this experience, through automation, and individualized learning labs.
These learning labs hosts are isolated clusters of virtual computer instances, represent-
ing real and insecure computer networks. The platform, named Haaukins, improves
upon typical accessibility issues of students and cumbersome configuration manage-
ment for organizers. In order make the platform accessible for other organizations, it
has been open sourced.

9.1 Introduction

On a global scale, there is an increasing demand for qualified personnel for

information security related positions. The (ISC)
2

estimates the shortage of

security professionals to be 2.93 million persons [F1]. The Danish government

has recognized this gap and is increasing its funding of cyber security educa-

tion and research in response [F2]. In parallel, Aalborg University (Denmark)

has started to address this issue by adding cyber security to the curriculum of

relevant engineering educations.

This effort is accompanied by the university’s ambassador program, which

engages university students to reach out and teach high school students about

their respective field of education. For cyber security, this involves running

introductory workshops with subjects such as vulnerability scanning and ex-

ploitation. The sessions are typically short, between one and two hours of

duration, and are initiated by a short lecture followed by exercises where

participants interact with a computer system, referred to as a lab. As an orga-

nizer, managing these labs is time-consuming and error-prone, especially as

participants often need assistance, e.g., to gain access to the lab. Our collec-

tive experience from hosting sessions with existing solutions led to a series of

requirements for an education platform.

In order to have a solution that conforms to these requirements, we have

developed a new virtualization platform, Haaukins, which grew from the col-

laboration project ‘Danish Cyber Security Clusters’. The platform differs from

existing work by automating the tedious management of the labs, while also

providing an individualized experience to improve learning and making labs

accessible with no configuration. It is designed to support the common exer-

cise format, Jeopardy capture-the-flag (CTF) [F3], in which participants must

gain access to certain secret information contained within a given computer
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system.

9.2 Related Work

Although there exist numerous platforms for deploying labs of connected,

virtual instances, none of these fulfill the requirements of our specific use case

in its entirety. The popularity of CTFs as a competition format has resulted in a

range of commercial, closed platforms to support running such events [F4,F5].

The fact that these platforms are not open makes them unsuitable for an

educational use, since the educator is completely reliant on the owner in both

the access to the platform and the material hosted on them.

A range of existing platforms places various teams in a single, shared

virtual network. The motivations for doing so range from a performance

consideration [F6] to the desire to host attack and defense CTFs (ADCTFs) [F7,

F8]. In ADCTFs, participants not only attempt to hack other machines, but

actively have to protect their own against others. Given the limited prior

knowledge of our target audience, it is infeasible for us to host ADCTFs.

PicoCTF is organized yearly and — similarly to Haaukins — aims to create

an interest in information security among high school students [F9]. The

platform is developed as an interactive game, and thereby does not reflect a

realistic scenario.

In summary, the related work is either closed, not suitable for our CTF

format or does not represent the real world in a realistic fashion.

9.3 Design Goals

The design of Haaukins has primarily been driven by four design goals: au-

tomation, transparency, accessibility, and realism. In the following subsec-

tions, we describe each design goal in some detail.

Fully Automated (DGFA) In the process of preparing a CTF, numerous com-

ponents need to be instantiated, configured and connected correctly. Manual

configuration of labs is time-consuming process and errors can have severe

consequences, e.g., a virtual instance being completely unreachable from one

wrongly assigned IP address. Haaukins reduces the preparation time for

events through full automation of the configuration of its labs.

Transparent (DGT) Discovering and identifying a security vulnerability re-

quires investigation and exploration. This element of exploration must be
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Figure 1: Levels of abstraction of a lab. Based on a selection of exercises

and frontends (left), Haaukins uses their specification (middle) to create an

individualized lab of instances per team (right).

contained in Haaukins, without causing participants to end up in dead ends

that can hinder their learning [F10, F11]. If the design of the exercises is the

cause of these dead ends, it has be identifiable. Ideally a platform allows for

gaining insight into this, by providing a method for observing participants’

behavior and make them available for further analysis.

Highly Accessible (DGHA) In the setting of a one- or two hour lecture, time

is a valuable asset that should not be wasted on irrelevant aspects. Given

the short time span, the overhead of accessing a virtual lab can take up a

significant fraction of the allocated time. Beginners might find this non-trivial

and it may be a hurdle for progressing. We strive to minimize the overhead,

and ideally want participants to access their virtual lab in a matter of minutes,

independently from their physical location and the operating system they use.

Realistic (DGR) For skills learned through a simulated environment to be

valuable, they must be transferable to the real-world setting. Haaukins strives

to do so by ensuring that the designed labs are realistic replicas of real vul-

nerable computers and their networks. The labs are interacted with using a

professional toolkit, that continuously evolves to remain relevant for trends

in security vulnerabilities. Experiences gained from the labs should be indis-

tinguishable from real-world settings, and exercise developers should not be

restricted by the limitations of the platform.
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9.4 Overview

A key feature of Haaukins is the option for multiple organizers to host si-

multaneous sessions (referred to as events) with one or more exercises for

participants. For an event, a group of participants registers as a team which is

assigned an environment upon registration. This environment is referred to as

a lab and is represented by a network of virtual instances. Teams are tasked

to discover unique identifiers (or flags), that function as proof for solving a

challenge, which can be checked through a web application, and upon being

valid, are counted as positive scores for the team.

A new event starts with any composition of exercises and frontends (see

Figure 1). A frontend is an instance that a team gets to control via a graphical

user interface. An exercise is composed of any number of images, which are

templates from which an instance is created. The specification of an image

consists of: a virtual disk image, any number of records, and any number of

challenges. The virtual disk image can either be a Docker image or an Open

Virtual Appliance (OVA) package, e.g. nginx or kali.ova in Figure 1. The records

are DNS records, which map domain names to IP addresses per lab, and are

necessary for the communication among instances.

The instantiation of a lab consists of automatic creation and configuration

of instances based on the collective specification of exercises and frontends.

In addition to the associated instances, every lab also contains a set of core

services to support connectivity and service discovery for instances, these ser-

vices are DHCP and DNS respectively. The instantiation process also involves

inserting unique flags in instances and randomizing IP address ranges, thereby

individualizing each lab and its challenges.

9.5 Design

Haaukins consists of a client and a server component, hkn and hknd respec-

tively, enabling multiple organizers to interact with the same instance of hknd
independently of each other.

The daemon process, hknd, controls the life cycle of internal data structures

and the orchestration of all components; it further serves as an application

wide reverse HTTP proxy acting as a single point of entry for all the web traffic

that comes in from the participants of the platform, and redirects the traffic

to the correct virtual instances. On an event-level, there are two third-party

components being managed: CTFd [F12] and Guacamole [F13]. CTFd is a web

application responsible for the graphical user interface for the participants,
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which allows them to access their respective event through a web browser.

Through this interface, the teams can view their respective exercises, fill in

the results for their respective challenges, and are directed to their respective

frontends which are accessible through Guacamole. Guacamole is a web

application which allows for streaming remote desktops to a web browser and

is more thoroughly covered in Section 9.5.

The client, hkn, provides a command-line interface (CLI) that allows orga-

nizers to interact with hknd, e.g., to create events, listing exercises or resetting

instances for certain teams.

Automated Orchestration Haaukins uses Docker containers and Oracle Vir-

tualBox (VirtualBox) virtual machines for deploying multiple isolated services

within labs. These technologies are both used to allocate and isolate the re-

sources (e.g., CPU and RAM) of a physical machine into virtual instances, but

their ability to do so differs in terms of computation overhead and level of

isolation.

All instances in a lab are connected to the same virtual network, to ensure

that all instances can communicate among each other. Concretely, Docker

Macvlan is used for the networks, resulting in a LAN network topology that

allows for promiscuous network monitoring and gives participants the ability

to observe the entire network traffic. External network access, such as the

Internet, has been disabled to prevent participants from abusing the instances.

Lab Individualization In highly competitive CTFs, the sought-after flags

are identical across participating teams, since the competitive nature is an

incentive for keeping found flags private. From our experience this incentive

does not transfer to an educational setting, as students are more inclined to

share solutions, causing cheating that negatively influences DGT through false

progress. To combat this issue, Haaukins individualizes each lab through two

techniques: dynamic flags and dynamic subnets. Creating dynamic flags is

the process of creating unique flags on a per team basis in dynamic exercises,

and thereby prevent the sharing of flags. Implementing dynamic subnets

involves hosting labs on networks with randomized private IP ranges, which

is a significant mutation in the setting of network analysis exercises. This

prevents students from sharing information about IP addresses of instances,

with only a few exceptions of core services, i.e., DNS and DHCPD.

Accessible Through a Web Browser Based on our experience, novice partic-

ipants often encounter problems with the use of a (desktop-)client for remote

access, such as VPN or RDP. These problems led to the choice of using Apache
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Guacamole within Haaukins, which is a web application that allows for ac-

cessing remote desktop protocols, e.g., RDP, through a modern web browser.

Guacamole uses a backend daemon for translating standardized protocols

to WebSocket traffic that is interpretable by a JavaScript client in the user’s

browser. Within Haaukins, the built-in capabilities of VirtualBox is utilized

for creating RDP access to frontends. This access is then translated by Gua-

camole in order to be accessed from the participant’s browser, requiring no

installation process and being accessible from any physical location.

Monitoring Participants The design of effective exercises is complicated, as

the exercises need to be open-ended in order to adhere to DGR, while ensuring

the openness does not cause participants to become stuck. In Haaukins, par-

ticipants are initially tasked with identifying vulnerabilities, before actively

exploiting them. If the participants become stuck at this stage, it will hinder

their ability to learn from the exercises. To determine when and how this

behavior occurs, Haaukins has the ability to monitor and log participant in-

teraction with the platform. Only if consent is granted, the WebSocket traffic

of Guacamole is captured using the reverse proxy of hknd and transformed to

a stream of key presses. These streams can then be further analyzed in order

to determine participant behavior, e.g., programming activities and terminal

usage, that can potentially influence changes to the teaching material.

9.6 Conclusions

We present a novel education platform, Haaukins, that differentiates itself

from existing CTF platforms by having improved accessibility, full automa-

tion, observability of participant behavior and high degree of realism. The

platform presents itself as a web application that provides highly accessible

lab environments for participants, accessible within minutes without prior ex-

perience. It completely automates the creation, configuration, teardown of all

its components. Each lab is personalized through unique mutations of flags

and IP addresses, which discourages cheating among participants. Since the

labs in Haaukins are designed to be a realistic representation of a realistic net-

work, learnings from the platform translate directly to real-world scenarios. In

order to support other education institutions in conducting short CTF work-

shops, the platform is available as an open source project on GitHub
1

with a

GNU GPLv3 license.

1https://github.com/aau-network-security/haaukins
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10.1. INTRODUCTION

Abstract

The current supply of a highly specialized cyber security professionals cannot meet the
demands for societies seeking digitization. To close the skill gap, there is a need for
introducing students in higher education to cyber security, and to combine theoretical
knowledge with practical skills. This paper presents how the cyber security training
platform Haaukins, initially developed to increase interest and knowledge of cyber
security among high school students, was further developed to support the need for
training in higher education. Based on the differences between the existing and new
target audiences, a set of design principles were derived which shaped the technical ad-
justments required to provide a suitable platform - mainly related to dynamic tooling,
centralized access to exercises, and scalability of the platform to support courses run-
ning over longer periods of time. The implementation of these adjustments has led to a
series of teaching sessions in various institutions of higher education, demonstrating
the viability for Haaukins for the new target audience.

10.1 Introduction

The demand for cyber security professionals has been increasing during the

past years and is expected to increase even more in the future [G1]. To meet this

increased demand, various higher education institutions globally have started

to develop curricula specifically to educate engineers in cyber security, while

others have integrated cyber security into their existing teaching curricula [G2,

G3]. Practical exercises are an essential part in such curricula, and therefore

several educational teaching platforms have been designed over the past years

[G4–G7] to help out the learning process of students and encourage them to

pursue a career in information security.

These platforms provide an environment that can be used for teaching

and training purposes in cyber security courses by simulating real vulnerable

systems and supporting complex cyber scenarios, as well as training users

in monitoring and defending cyber infrastructure against malicious activities.

This allows students to execute attacks on these systems without harming

actual systems, and to obtain both an offensive and defensive perspective of

security practices.

Most of these platforms are designed to support a common exercise format,

Jeopardy Capture-The-Flag (CTF) [G8] which nowadays is a well known format

to demonstrate the user skills in solving cyber security tasks and problems.

In this format, the participants are tasked to find flags (i.e. a hidden string of

text) by successfully exploiting vulnerable computer systems, being awarded
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points for each flag they discover. CTF competition brings several advantages

when applied in teaching environments [G6]. For example, these types of

competitions allow students to legally hack systems in a safe environment, by

identifying vulnerabilities and trying to compromise them, while also allowing

them to learn to defend against attacks [G9]. CTFs have also been shown to

be effective in keeping the students engaged by their hands-on nature and

through the entertaining experience [G10]. When involved in a CTF, being

able to work as a group in a team is important for students to achieve their

goals, leading the students to improve their communication skills, and to

share, compare and broaden their knowledge [G11]. Moreover, challenge-

based learning stimulates the development of problem solving skills leading

the students to be involved in finding better solutions [G12].

Although these existing educational teaching platforms contribute to the

learning process, none of them automate the process of creating custom vul-

nerable environments for teaching classes for high school students. This led

Aalborg University, Denmark, to develop the first version of Haaukins [G13],

an educational tool used for conducting short training events at high schools.

These events, usually running between two hours up to a few days, were in-

tended to engage students without prior information security knowledge, in a

new topic, and to generate interest in a future career into the security field.

Since its launch, Haaukins has proven to be successful in high schools and

attracted attention from other Danish institutions within higher education.

In order to increase the usage of the platform, Aalborg University together

with other educational institutions has started to adapt Haaukins from both

a technical and an education perspective to accommodate IT and engineering

students within higher education. The main contributions of this paper are as

follows:

• Define a formalization of the differences in teaching environment, across

high school and higher levels of education, for cyber security education.

• Present a set of design goals, based on the formalization, that the Haaukins

platform is required to adopt to address these differences.

• Develop a solution for these design goals, that have been integrated into

the existing open source platform.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A background of the initial

design of Haaukins is presented in Section 10.2, followed by a comparison

with the new target audience in Section 10.3. In order to adapt the platform to

the new target audience, a list of design principles is presented in Section 10.4,

which is followed by the fulfilment of those principles in Section 10.5. The
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platform deployment is presented in Section 10.6, followed by the conclusion

in Section 10.7.

10.2 Background

Besides existing educational platforms there are a variety of commercial plat-

forms where it is possible to practice cyber security in a CTF format, including

‘Hack the Box’ [G14] and the more recently developed ‘Try Hack Me’ [G15].

Whereas ‘Hack the Box’ provides challenging scenarios fitting for a more expe-

rienced target audience, ‘Try Hack Me’ provides several learning paths suitable

for introducing beginners to the basics of security. However, such commercial

platforms generally have no option to expand upon the training material and

scenarios provided (such as adding more vulnerable machines), which is a

severe restriction when teaching courses according to specific learning goals

and objectives. An educational institution must have the opportunity to tailor

the teaching material to their curriculum, and as such cannot rely on closed

platforms.

‘PicoCTF’ [G16] is a platform developed by Carnegie Mellon University that

achieved success during the past years. In order to encourage cyber security

interest among high school students, it provided an interactive game and a

terminal user interface used to interact with the exercises. Similar to Haaukins,

it is open source and has it has been created for high school students. However,

in contrast to Haaukins, it constraints itself to exercise types which students

can do on any computer systems, and without relying on professional tooling.

Setting up an environment composed of computer systems, vulnerable

hosts, and connections between them is time-consuming and errors can be

hard to handle. Haaukins aims to facilitate the learning process by helping

teachers to automate the tedious setup and management of those environ-

ments, by making them accessible with no prior, complex configuration. This

allows students to have their own virtual and isolated environment to practice

cyber security skills, while having the convenience of accessing it from their

own devices simply through any web browser. High school students who, due

to their limited amount of experience with cyber security and a limited under-

standing of underlying computer science topics in general, need an automated

and highly accessible way to access those environments. Moreover, in order

to support other educational institutions in conducting short CTF workshops,

Haaukins has been made available as an open-source project on GitHub
1

with

a GNU GPLv3 license.

1
https://github.com/aau-network-security/haaukins
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Haaukins is implemented as a Jeopardy-style CTF platform, in which the

teacher can create an event and students access their own individual environ-

ments, referred to as labs, created within the scope of that event. Each virtual

lab, accessible through a student’s laptop, consists of a computer network

that has multiple computer systems, which are under control of the student

or student group. Within this lab, students have to work towards solving

a set of exercises, where each of them is related to a specific concept within

information security. Most of the exercises are designed with specific learn-

ing objectives in mind. Exercises are solved by exploiting vulnerabilities of

computer systems in the virtual labs; vulnerabilities that are intentionally em-

bedded in the computer systems by the exercise developer. In order to exploit

these vulnerabilities, the students must understand the underlying problem

with the software, which makes these exercises a valuable teaching tool. Each

event can be composed of any set of exercises that the teacher wishes to use

in that session. Figure 1 illustrates the interaction between teacher, students

and Haaukins itself. A website, which is automatically generated per event,

provides both teacher and students with information about the event and its

exercises.

The high school target audience required four main design goals to be

fulfilled, that shaped the development of Haaukins in the very early stage of

its existence. Those design goals are described in [G13] and are summarized

as follow:

Fully Automated Haaukins was designed to automate the lab configura-

tion process completely, and to do so in a relatively short time, making the

preparation of an event painless.

The automation process will start and connect the required instances and

components in order to have an environment available for the learning aspects.

This process eliminates the need for manual configuration and provide error

handling of labs for the teachers.

Transparent As students are more inclined to share solutions than in a com-

petition setup, potentially leading to cheating that negatively influences their

learning experience, a unique way of creating labs has been provided in

Haaukins. For each lab, the flags to be found are unique, reducing the pos-

sibility of sharing flags. In addition, the platform monitors all actions that

students make within it, allowing for the analysis of this afterwards.

Highly Accessible Given the short nature of the training events at high

schools, it was considered imperative that students spend as little effort as
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possible on establishing access to their labs. In this case, Haaukins allows

participants to access their virtual lab (1) quickly (i.e. in a matter of minutes), (2)

without prior knowledge of accessing a virtual platform and (3) independently

of their physical location and the operating system they use (i.e. access from

anywhere via their Internet browser).

Realistic In order to teach students skills that are usable outside of the class-

room, the platform was required to reflect a real world setting. The existing

pool of exercises was thus designed to replicate real-life situations, and the

platform had to support these types of exercises. In Haaukins all the ex-

ercises created are from real-life situations and interaction’s realism is kept

in order to ensure that students are gaining useful skills. Additionally, the

taught techniques and available tool kit are identical to those used by security

professionals.

10.3 Target audience

During the last year, the usage of Haaukins increased because of interest

from new educational institutions. From the feedback received after every

event, we have realized that the platform was able to satisfy the design goals

allowing teachers to successfully conduct cyber security courses. The increase

in usage has brought more visibility to the platform, thus leading to new

expectations and new plans for its continuous development. Haaukins, could

potentially be used in higher education as well, however due to the different

target audience, it would need several improvements in order to make the new

users comfortable with the platform.

This section seeks to clarify details of the new target audience, and their

distinct traits, when compared to the traditional target audience for Haaukins.

As previously stated, the audience intending to use the adjusted platform is

students in higher education. To further clarify the expected skill set of this

group, we define it as students who have attended at least one semester in

computer science, computer engineering or comparable educations at least at

undergraduate level. Concretely, students within this group should have a

novice level of understanding of fundamental computer science topics, such

as: (1) networking, (2) operating systems, and (3) programming. This thereby

puts this group of students, in terms of competences, ahead of the original

target audience of Haaukins (i.e. high school students).

Consequently, the established experience of the new target audience is

reflected in their ability to interact with and understand computer systems.
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Figure 1: The interaction between a teacher, a classroom full of students and

the Haaukins components in the first version of the platform
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Trait 1. Higher education students are expected to have preliminary knowl-

edge of various tools, selected to their preference, to diagnose and interact

with computer systems and computer networks.

This is an important trait that differs from the original high school setting,

where students are expected to have no or very limited technical understand-

ing. This additional knowledge is also reflected in the type of teaching material

to be used for the new target audience.

Trait 2. With a deeper technical knowledge, students of higher education

are able to work on more complex exercises that involve understanding and

attacking highly-interconnected and complex multi-computer systems.

From a teacher perspective, designing such exercises can be challenging

and time consuming, as ensuring the interconnection of a multitude of com-

puters correctly is a complex task. These exercises typically encapsulate some

intended-by-design vulnerabilities, to be found by the students, and the dis-

covery of the given vulnerabilities serve as an objective of the exercise. Stu-

dents are typically expected to interact with the computers of the systems,

of the exercise, in an offensive and destructive manner. Therefore, exercise

designers must avoid unexpected vulnerabilities in the systems to be attacked,

since such unexpected vulnerabilities can potentially halt the completion of

the intended exercise. From a course point of view, the duration itself is often

longer than the high school events, and a class might run just once per week

through a semester. As a consequence of this, reliability and availability must

be provided even for such long-term events, so the users of the platform do

not experience interruptions and resets of events, users or exercise progress.

Trait 3. Given the multitude of attack vectors that a computer system can have,

with the typical length and size of a university course, keeping each students

lab in a healthy state (ability to complete exercises) is challenging.

The identified and distinct traits of the new target audience capture the

challenges sought out to be addressed by technical solutions that can be in-

tegrated into the existing Haaukins platform, thus expanding its application

domain. It is important that the application domain is expanded rather than

changed, and that Haaukins still fulfill the requirements for the original target

audience. The improved platform thus also appeals to the groups in-between,

i.e. students in higher education without the competences listed above.
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10.4 Design principles

The three traits identified in Section 10.3, serve as the problems which have to

be addressed in order for Haaukins to viable for the new teaching context. Prior

to the technical design, we seek to put forward three design principles that

will drive the changes to the existing platform. These design principles have

to coexist with existing ones (covered in Section 10.2), thus their compatibility

to the existing ones is discussed.

Haaukins provides rapid access to students’ labs remotely (through a web

browser) to a computer with pre-installed tools, serving as a fixed toolbox,

used for accessing the lab environment and interacting with the exercises. This

design was implemented in relation to the existing design principle of being

highly accessible. However, the design of having a fixed toolbox (static tooling)

could potentially violate Trait 1, as the desired set of tools might not match

the provided set of tools. In order to address this problem, and in contrast to

the existing static tooling currently provided, we present the following design

principle:

Design Principle 1. [Dynamic Tooling] Students should be able to use their desired
set of tools within their lab of exercises.

Having dynamic tooling could potentially be an undesired feature for the

original teaching context (high schools), which includes more novice students

that have fewer preliminary competences in the field. Thereby, it is important

to ensure that this principle serves as an alternative, such that it can coexist

with the current method of “static tooling”. Knowing that the teaching context

includes students with more preliminary knowledge (Trait 2), forces the exer-

cises containing computer systems to become larger (groups of computers) and

more inter-connected (network communication). These types of exercises are

naturally costly to design due to their complexity, and the current architecture

for Haaukins relies on teachers, on an individual level, to implementing these.

Thereby, as a measure to reduce this cost across, we propose the following

design principle that is based on sharing resources:

Design Principle 2. [Centralization of Exercises] Complex exercises should be pro-
vided by a centralized source, such that teachers across various institutions can share
implementations of exercises, thus enabling future teachers to benefit from existing
work.

Hosting and serving these exercises in individual labs for each student in

a university class is a vastly different scale when compared to the high school

setting (Trait 3). Moreover the platform has to support a higher volume of
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concurrent students coming from both the previous and new target audience.

Scaling the platform to support a teaching context of a university class (more

than 100 students) and an increased number of events running at the same

time, is a two-fold challenge. Indeed, both the technical capabilities (efficiency,

resources) and orchestration of labs (maintenance, restarts) are required to

scale to this new volume of students. Moreover, teachers should have the

possibility to monitor and manage student labs from a highly user friendly

interface while the events are running.

Design Principle 3. [Scalability] The platform should provide both computational
efficiency (technical scaling) and orchestration features (teaching scaling) that ensure
exercises within labs remain healthy and available while several events are running
concurrently.

10.5 Evolved Haaukins platform

The design principles defined in the previous section aim at improving Haaukins

in order to make the new target audience comfortable in using the platform.

The evolved platform should address the requirements of students in higher

education without impacting the usability for high schools, which are still a

core user group of Haaukins. This chapter presents a list of improvements

implemented based on each of the principles defined in 10.4.

Dynamic tooling. In order to adhere to Design Principle 1, two alternatives

were considered; either to integrate more tools in the lab or to provide an

alternative access method to the lab. In the first approach, a more customizable

lab environment can be provided to the users, e.g., by giving the teachers or

students themselves the option to compose a toolkit from a curated list of

tools and operating systems. This curated list would have to encompass all

possible tools that students would like to use, which in practice would be

difficult to accomplish. The second alternative instead relies on giving the

students access to the lab through a different method than the browser-based

method. Previously, students would remotely control a computer system

prepared specifically for this, and these systems were identical across all labs

in an event, leaving little room for customization. Instead, students could be

given access to a network connection to the lab, thereby opening the option for

students to connect their own computer systems to the labs, with their own

custom tooling. In order to respect all previous and newly defined design

principles, the platform must allow the user to still have a fully automated

configuration process and a highly accessible way to the exercises.
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From a technical point of view, the choice fell on the integration of a Virtual

Private Network (VPN) [G17], and specifically Wireguard [G18], in which a

secure connection to another network over the Internet is created, in our case

to the lab. A VPN connection can be established from any operating system

from any geographic location, merely requiring the students to configure their

local Wireguard with a configuration file provided by Haaukins. Similar

to the previous web-based access method, a VPN connection can generally

be established from computer networks without requiring changes to the IT

infrastructure. As a result, this solution does not violate the original highly-

accessible design principle but contributes to Design Principle 1. Although

configuring a VPN is considered a fairly simple setup step for an experienced

student, this it not the case for the traditional target audience, and therefore

Haaukins supports both (1) the web-based access method and (2) the VPN

connection, and a teacher can make a per-event decision as to what access

method suits the target audience best.

Centralization of exercises The first version of the platform has been devel-

oped to allow teachers to run events using either custom exercises or readily-

available exercises provided by the platform itself through an exercise library.

In the first case, teachers could create specific exercises for their courses and

use them in their events in order to teach different topics not already provided

by the platform. Although this feature brought more flexibility to the platform

when referring to high schools, university teachers could not benefit much of

it. This is largely due to the fact that different target audiences rely on different

exercises that differ from each other in terms of both content and complexity

(Trait 2). Exercises for higher education students are not only harder to solve

compared to those for high school students, they are also more complex and

take longer more time and efforts to create. These exercises, in fact, have to

be created either focusing on a specific topic and go into details or have a

broad approach where it covers several topics. In both cases, the teacher has

to design and create several steps of difficulty in order to let students improve

their skills and time spent on the exercise.

Creating an exercise for a course is time-consuming, especially for the

more advanced exercises which are to be used within higher education, and

therefore is not always an option. To support teachers, many exercises have

been created and made available to the use in their events, and a clear workflow

has been established for creating, testing, and including exercises for those who

want to create their own. The main goal was to provide a centralized pool of

exercises with different content and of different complexities where teachers

can choose according to their courses (Design Principle 2). Each exercise is
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accompanied by a description, and a list of prerequisites and outcomes has

been made in order to facilitate teachers in choosing a relevant composition of

exercises for their courses. Finally, to facilitate an even better exercise selection

phase, the exercises have been grouped based on different difficulty levels

(e.g., the number of steps needed to solve it and the topic covered) and divided

into different categories that cover different fields of cyber security (e.g., web

exploitation, forensics, binary, reverse engineering and cryptography).

Scalability Haaukins must also support managing a higher number of events

running at the same time. In order to provide a reliable and fault tolerance

platform, it has to scale in two main directions (Design Principle 3) described

as follows.

Teaching scaling: In order to maintain the labs healthy and available, a

“reset functionality” has been created, available to both teachers and students

in order to restart (i.e stop and start) labs as well as individual exercises in case

of crashes, which can happen if a student make mistakes when attempting

to solve an exercise or when exercises are not properly developed with the

destructive behaviour of the teaching context in mind (Trait 3). In such cases,

one or more exercises in the lab are reverted to the initial state right after the

lab was created. The students lose their progressions towards this specific

exercise, but it allows them to experiment with potential destructive offensive

techniques that will break the exercise. In fact, as exercises largely focus

on breaking existing computer systems, those systems are brought to a high

degree of stress. As such, platform allows a graceful recovery from errors,

instead of burdening teachers with developing bulletproof exercises. This

functionality has been made available on the event website for the students

while for teachers it has been implemented in the web client.
In the previous version of Haaukins, the event creation and management

controls were provided via a command-line interface (or cli), that had to be

downloaded and installed on the computer of the teacher. This command-line

program could be used to send some basic commands remotely to the physical

server on which Haaukins was running, thereby managing events. Prior to be

able to use this program, a teacher had to be granted access by another teacher

as a security mechanism, which introduced another barrier for quickly setting

up an event. Feedback from high school organizers showed that this approach

was not user-friendly enough, and that it was too time-consuming to use.

In order to overcome this issue a different way to interact with the platform

had to be provided, and a user interface web client connected to the platform

was created. In detail, the web client is the web-application version of the

cli which provides the same functionalities of the cli along with a number
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of new functionalities designed to improve scalability as well as the overall

organization experience. With this solution it is no longer needed to download

and install the cli on the teacher’s computer machine. Teachers can access the

web client upon request in order to create and manage their own events no

matters where they are - simply by their web browser of choice. From an

intuitive user interface, the teachers are able to choose the event configuration

(e.g., event name, event capacity, exercises and VPN option) and check the

status of the teams signed up in their events.

The web client is linked to the centralized exercises pool thus allowing

teachers to insert new custom exercises and get all information about already

existing and available exercises. This connection aims to facilitate the teacher

in choosing the relevant exercises for his or her event.

Besides management of events and their respective labs, Haaukins has the

ability to monitor and log student’s interactions with the platform, which en-

ables the ability to identify if the participants become stuck while exploiting

exercises. This functionality is only activated if consent is granted from indi-

vidual students and is implemented by storing the stream of key presses to log

files, that serve as the basis of the analysis of behavior.

Technical scaling: The new target audience will bring with it not just more

events running simultaneously on the server, but also larger events due to the

higher number of students for each course, thus leading to a higher compu-

tation load on the platform. A potential problem that might occur because of

this higher demand, is that the platform might not have sufficient capacity to

be able to manage all the events thus leading to the rejection of some of them.

A main goal is therefore to provide both target audiences with a platform that

is able to support all the requested events without affecting the performance

of the platform or other events (Design Principle 3).

To meet this goal, two main approaches to make the platform more scalable

have been evaluated, and both horizontal and vertical methods have been taken

into consideration: the horizontal approach relies on replicating the platform

on multiple servers, thus leading to a distributed version where events can

run in different servers. The vertical approach instead consists of adding more

resources (i.e. memory and hard disk) to the current server in order to make

it more powerful. From our point of view both methods where suitable for

the platform, the former being more expensive in terms of time due to the

refactoring the code base of the platform but cheaper in terms of the monetary

cost, while for the latter it is the other way around.

Also considering the possibility to make a platform cloud based, more effort

has been made in making the platform available in a distributed way without

affecting the usability for teachers and students. In this sense the platform
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has been split in microservices [G19] running on different servers, which also

allows for an easier deployment to the cloud in the future [G20]. The vertical

approach has been applied as well on the main server, where more resources

have been installed.

From previous experience with high school events, it was found that labs

in events that last longer than two weeks have a far lower resource utilization

(i.e. the percentage of time that a lab is actively being used) than shorter events.

In fact, some of the labs were not used for several full days before being used

again afterwards, occupying resources of the host server and consequently

potentially refraining other students from using the platform. As described in

Trait 3, this scenario might occur more often, eventually denying requests for

events due to the limited capacity of the server hosting the platform. Although

the technical scaling improvements aim to provide the opportunity to everyone

to use the platform, those long events might thus cause a problem. To overcome

this issue, a ‘sleep mode’ feature has been developed, which automatically

suspends labs that have not been used for a while and resume them when the

students log into the event again. This feature aims to save resources on the

server - especially for the new usage - and thus boosts the scalability of the

platform.

10.6 Deployment in higher education

Throughout the development of the evolved Haaukins platform, it has been

used in various settings within higher education, and feedback has been col-

lected as input to the development process. The usage includes courses within

two universities and four university colleges, as well as larger events in the

framework of higher education, such as summer schools and conferences. It

was also used in university-facilitated events for IT professionals in companies

including sectors such as finance, energy, IT and national authorities.

While different events and courses were organised differently, in general

three steps were included: (1) In the preparation phase, the course or event

was planned and set up. This includes choosing relevant exercises, determin-

ing whether VPN or web browser access should be used. In the beginning,

this was in most cases done in close collaboration with the Haaukins develop-

ers, but as more teachers gained experience in using the platform and as the

improvements described in this paper were developed - in particular the web
client - this was increasingly done by the teachers independently. (2) In the

next phase, the event/course was held. Unless any problems arose, this was

usually done by the teachers. (3) Finally, in the evaluation phase, feedback was
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collected from the teachers and/or the students.

The feedback collected included the experience from both phase (1) and

(2) together with general feedback and suggestions about the platform. This

collection of feedback has served two purposes. One purpose was to use it

for input to the overall platform design and development, where the resulting

changes would be of a more fundamental character. Such changes would

be incorporated to the overall development road map, which was discussed

among partner institutions of higher education at regular meetings. Another

purpose was to identify issues where smaller adjustments could improve the

user experience. In many cases, these were straightforward to implement, e.g.,

better explanations of platform usage and exercises. By the time this paper

was submitted, Haaukins has been used by more than 1.000 students from

different target groups.

10.7 Conclusion and future work

In this work, we presented an evolved version of Haaukins, a cybersecurity

training platform that facilitates the learning process by helping teachers in

creating cybersecurity training scenarios in a secure, closed, and virtualized

environment. Over the last years, the platform has been used in several high

schools with consistently positive feedback and it was decided to improve the

platform in a way that would support the usage in higher education.

The new target audience, compared to the previous one, has been identified

as a more experienced student who is able to interact with computer systems

and computer networks using various tools, and who is able to address more

complex exercises. Due to those differences and the typical length and size

of a university course, a list of design principles, which have to coexist with

the existing ones, have been defined and afterwards shaped into technical

improvements on the platform.

Examples of such improvements include that a VPN connection has been

provided as an alternative way to connect the labs, thus enabling the students

to use their own tools. An exercises pool has been made available for teachers

in order to let them benefit from already made exercises, thus avoiding the time

invested in creating them. Finally, the platform has been made more scalable

in order to handle a higher number of students and longer events running at

the same time.

These collective changes made Haaukins a platform for both students of

higher education and high school students, driven by an increased interest

by schools in Denmark. The platform is currently being under further de-
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velopment to widen its appeal to even more target audiences and to be used

on a larger scale, and additional research studies are also being undertaken:

In order to obtain a better understanding of the challenges of the game based

learning experience, we are planning to conduct user studies in the near future.

Moreover, an investigation of which exercises should be developed to ensure a

good progression in the learning path of different students will be carried out.
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Chapter 11

Discussion

Throughout this dissertation, the individual results of the papers have been

discussed. In this chapter, the results are discussed in the larger context of

the dissertation and the security research field in general. More specific, it

goes into details regarding shared limitations across the various papers (i.e.,

an ambiguous ground-truth and measurement bias) and the implications of

future developments (i.e., encryption and transparency logs) on the Internet

of this type of research.

11.1 The ambiguity of the ground-truth

Papers B and C investigated certificates related to phishing domains and

worked towards distinguishing between these malicious certificates and be-

nign certificates. Both papers acknowledge the challenges associated with

identifying a valid ground-truth of certificates and the fact that we may have

relied on an invalid and incomplete ground-truth in the papers. The data

set that was the basis for both papers consisted of labeled domain names –

phishing or benign – and the inferred labels for the certificates associated with

these domains. In the former paper, the label of a certificate was inferred from

a single domain name, whereas the latter paper relies on an aggregation of

domain name labels. In both cases, a domain label was inferred from a black-

list of phishing URLs and a whitelist of benign domain names, as illustrated

in Figure 1. The figure illustrates a ‘many-to-one’ mapping between certifi-

cates and apex domains, between apex domains and Fully Qualified Domain

Names (FQDNs), and between FQDNs and URLS. In each of these steps, the

labels of the many entities have been aggregated into a label of a single entity.
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URL FQDN Apex CertificateLabel Label

URL FQDN ApexLabel

FQDNURLLabel

Label URL

Label

Figure 1: Inferring the label of a certificate based on the labels of URLs and

apex domains

Paper C only addressed the ‘many-to-one’ mapping between certificates and

apex domains, assigning a potential ambiguous label to certificates. Figure 1

shows that this might not be sufficient, as there exists a potential ambiguity

in both FQDN and apex labels. Furthermore, the nature – and thereby the

true label – of each entity can change over time, as demonstrated by domains

that are repurposed for hosting malicious content after being compromised by

malicious actors [62]. Even for labels that we assumed to be a ground-truth,

there are counterexamples of entities related to this ground-truth that sug-

gests another label. An example is the benign labeling of facebook.com, even

though phishing attacks have been conducted on the site [63].

So how do we proceed with the limitations of labeling a certificate based

on information we have about URLs and apex domains? Many commercially

available phishing blacklists operate on a URL basis only, but other types of

malicious activity, such as botnet communication, are heavily based around

the domain registration process, and as such apex domain blacklists exist for

this activity. Prior work has focused on identifying the differences between

domains registered for phishing purposes and domains that were compro-

mised and repurposed for phishing [62]. By focusing on the former class, we

could focus on the domain registration process of phishing domains (on an

apex level) alleviating the issues with URL-based labeling.

Android Attribution A different form of ambiguity was observed in Pa-

per E. The results of this paper did not work towards app attribution directly;

instead, it analyzed the effect of the Android ecosystem design on the ability

of researchers and users to attribute apps to the underlying developer. This

paper specifically focused on the responsible developer of the app, and not
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necessarily the developer that created the assets of the app. This distinction

between a ‘publisher’ and ‘asset creator’ shows that authorship attribution

can be considered an ambiguous problem; the publication of an app on an

Android marketplace may have involved multiple different actors fulfilling

different roles. Our results show clear examples of app builders where apps

share the same signer, i.e., the actor that generates the digital signature but are

published by different developer accounts, or conversely major app developers

that rely on different signing keys to generate the signatures. Even though the

identification of these roles fell outside the scope of this work, we believe that

the research community should address this authorship ambiguity.

11.2 Data collection methods

The various papers in this dissertation relied on different data collection meth-

ods, ranging from active measurements through crawling app markets for

their meta data and apps, to extracting DNS responses and flows from pas-

sively collected raw network traffic. Newly accepted, and newly proposed,

Internet standards will affect the feasibility of these methods.

As touched upon in the individual papers, the encryption of different

types of traffic will affect the ability to passively monitor traffic. Firstly, several

DNS encryption proposals are receiving a steady adoption, such as DNS-over-

HTTPS and DNS-over-TLS. Combined with TLS version 1.3 [64], in which

certificates are encrypted as part of the handshake, and the proposed standard

for encrypting more parts of the handshake [65], this will make it impossible

for a passive observer to identify the destination domain name for traffic.

Furthermore, it has become inexpensive for web sites to operate behind proxy

servers, such as CloudFlare, which hides the IP address which hosts the actual

content. Besides the general major adoption of network traffic encryption

(up to 98% of pages loaded in Chrome are over HTTPS [66]), we see on an

application-level that data become more encrypted. For instance, messaging

apps such as Whatsapp and Signal employ end-to-end encryption which leads

to the developers and operators of the underlying infrastructure being unable

to decipher messages.

This does not necessarily mean that operators of corporate networks are

doomed to manage networks based on completely opaque information. Firstly,

deploying DoH or DoT-enabled resolvers provides network operators to moni-

tor and enforce policies on DNS traffic. Furthermore, by enforcing user devices

to deploy a self-signed root certificate, the network operators can proxy TLS

traffic and inspect any TLS traffic passing through their firewalls. However,
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this applies to applications that adhere to these policies, which may be the case

for major browsers, but not necessarily for malware. It would also break some

existing techniques, such as certificate pinning and Certification Authority Au-

thorization (CAA) DNS records. Also, in cases where the network operator

does not control the user’s devices – businesses with a bring-your-own-device

policy for instance – enforcing the use of a TLS proxy is more difficult. Further-

more, the usage of this of deep packet inspection (DPI) raises privacy concerns

of the users of such networks.

The massive adoption of the Certificate Transparency (CT) framework il-

lustrates that standards can instead also lead to an increasingly transparent

Internet. The major difference is that these aforementioned encryption stan-

dards preserve the privacy of end users, whereas the CT framework provides

transparency for the services that are provided online by some of the crucial

players: the Certificate Authorities. Perhaps we will see similar proposals for

other major players, such as transparency for published apps on marketplaces

such as the Google Playstore, or transparency of domain registrations from

domain registries.

11.3 Measurement bias

Throughout this dissertation, we measured networks or otherwise collected

data from different sources. In some of these cases, the coverage of this data

collection resulted was limited: the university network’s traffic (Papers A and

D) covers a relatively small client population, traffic data was collected a small

number of Android markets (Paper E), and DNS resolutions from ENTRADA

cover only the Danish TLD (Paper A). As such, there is both a bias in these

results towards a particular client population, top-level domain, and set of

markets. Furthermore, data were collected only for a limited period.

The data that were collected for unnamed traffic represents a typical uni-

versity network (albeit a fraction of this traffic due to the measurement of a

VPN server only) and gives insight into how particular services are accessed

(in terms of the ‘namedness’ of traffic). The results in this paper were aimed

to illustrate the difficulties of relying on the identification of unnamed traf-

fic for blocking malicious traffic, and for this goal, a relatively small network

traffic trace fulfills the purpose. Collecting traffic for a longer time period,

and from a different vantage point, would have been unlikely to lead us to

draw a different conclusion; the ‘unnamedness’ of traffic to particular services

and destination IP addresses are unlikely to differ across client populations

(whether a person accesses Facebook from a Danish university network, or
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a corporate network in the US, the browser used in either situation will act

the same way). As such, the measurement bias in Paper D is not a particular

limitation from a service and destination IP address perspective. A different

client population could perhaps reveal a vastly different perspective on the

population’s behavior. For instance, DNS over HTTPS is enabled by default

for US-based Firefox users [67], resulting in a higher fraction of traffic being

falsely labeled unnamed when measured from a US client population

Although data were collected from a large number of apps (including their

.apk package and meta information) from various Android markets, the mea-

surements were far from complete. Under ten markets were crawled – whereas

there are dozens of markets in reality – and for those there were targeted, data

were not exhaustively collected. However, Paper E successfully demonstrated

some of the major issues with the Android ecosystem, and as such this lim-

ited data collection did not significantly impact our results. Throughout our

measurements, it was noticed that several Android markets started to employ

methods to make our crawling efforts more challenging, including enforcing

stricter rate limits, anti-spamming web pages, and disabling the downloads

of package files through a browser. Having a transparency log (similar to

CT) for the Android ecosystem (as suggested in Section 11.2) would make the

ecosystem more transparent for not only researchers but also regulators and

users.

The DNS resolutions that we collected in Paper A, both from a local resolver

and the authoritative name server, were heavily biased towards Danish traffic.

By extending our measurements to a different, and larger, client population,

and to authoritative name servers for general TLDs (such as .com and .net),
different insights could have been provided. The .dkdomain is relatively small

and naturally tailored towards Danish users, whereas domain names under

general TLDs – especially .com – are more international.

As a concluding remark to this chapter, the major limitation of this disser-

tation is the ground-truth on which Papers B and C are based (with respects

to certificates and phishing URLs). Despite the limited data collection scope

in this work, the bias in the data set is not considered to have significantly im-

pacted the conclusions. Lastly, new standardization initiatives provide both

less and more transparency, which both threatens and provides new opportu-

nities for Internet traffic measurements.
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Chapter 12

Conclusions

As stated earlier in Section 1.1, this dissertation was concerned with under-

standing and leveraging domain names and digital certificates in different

security contexts. This dissertation has shown the clear relationship between

domain names and certificates, and between certificates and Android apps. In

the former, the ambiguous ‘many-to-one’ relationship between domain names

and certificates was identified and a machine learning model for classifying

the somewhat ambiguous certificates was produced. The grey ‘phishy’ nature

of a digital certificate raises the question of how to interpret the results of this

model and the results of prior research in the same research domain that did

not acknowledge this greyness. The utility of this model is challenged by the

existence of unnamed traffic, especially since new technologies are expected

to amplify the volume of unnamed traffic in the future. For the latter, we show

that certificates are a near meaningless signal for authorship attribution in An-

droid. Hopefully, the results of this dissertation will lead to an actual change

in the community, and lead to stronger enforcement of developer identity.

As a secondary contribution, Haaukins was released as an open-source plat-

form, which at the time of writing of this dissertation has made quite a slash

across Denmark: national events are being hosted using the platform, and the

platform is still being funded for future development. The first iteration of

Haaukins introduces the high-accessibility web-based user interfaced, which

drew in inexperienced users but proved to be less popular among more ex-

perienced users. The introduction of a VPN solution met these demands and

made the platform more suitable for “power users”. This illustrates that the

platform meets a previously unmet need and that our design goals and design

decisions were the right ones.
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12.1 Future work

This dissertation has given the research community both open source tools

and insight for further research. The community is especially encouraged to

pursue the following promising pathways:

• Adapting Gollector to, or collecting data from, more vantage points,

thereby making it more suitable for the analysis of dark matter that were

not addressed. Examples include Internet censorship and the evasion of

DNS-based security mechanisms.

• Understanding the intent behind unnamed traffic better, potentially lead-

ing to DNS-aware firewalls that block unnamed traffic. This would ei-

ther lead to dangerous unnamed traffic to be mitigated, or to funnel more

DNS traffic to a DNS filter that blocks traffic to dangerous domain names,

which could significantly improve the security of users inside a network.

• Establishing a better ground-truth for phishing domains, such that ex-

tracting a ground-truth for certificates is less prone to errors and ambi-

guity.

• Unraveling the different roles in the lifecycle of mobile apps to fully

understand the different actors that produce signals of a published app.

This would help researchers understand the confusing (lack of) overlap

of signals between apps that were observed.

• The continuation of the development of Haaukins into in different direc-

tions to adapt the platform to a larger audience. The platform can be

deployed to a cloud provider, making it easier to scale the platform to a

larger user base. The nature of the teaching material the exploitation of

a specific vulnerability does not allow the current exercises to be re-used

by students. Developing a healthy ecosystem of developers for teaching

material can be a promising next step, or alternatively introducing the

automatic generation of dynamic challenges, such as [56], could be a

potential source of new exercise material. This would retain users of the

platform and keep them invested in the field of information security.

• Leveraging Haaukins for improving the approach to teaching information

security. The platform is capable of monitoring the actions that partici-

pants of events take – ranging from the time when an exercise is solved to

individual keypresses – and analyzing these actions into more detail can

give us insight into what challenges are too complex or too simplistic.
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• Incorporating Haaukins into non-security educations, such as general

software or computer engineering programs. Combined with the previ-

ous point, the platform has the potential to make it more transparent to

teachers how students approach certain learning tasks.

Generally speaking, the research community is asked to expand upon the

software tools developed as part of this dissertation, to use this tooling to un-

derstand Internet phenomena even better, and to leverage this understanding

for securing end users. This marks the end of this dissertation.
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